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It is quite an un-common coincidence that 
by profession I am a physician and by taste a Master of 
Arts. The relations between the classical oriental lan-
guages and the Greco-Arabian Medicine and the influence 
they exercised on each other is quite evident and needs 
no comment. Though famous works on medicine in Arabic 
language are still in circulation, yet the Persian Medi-
cal books are highly popular in our country and commonly 
taught in the Tibbi Institutions of modern India. Even 
the prescriptions in daily medical practice are written 
in Persian and the Persian names of the Drugs are usually 
spoken. 
This is also a caustic fact that the Greco-
Arabian system of Medicine has practically vanished in the 
countries where it was brought into existence and nurtured 
for centuries. On the other-hand in India that system was 
liberally patronized for more than four hundred years and 
is still widely practised through-out the length and 
breadth of the country. 
-: II:-
Right from the onset of Muslim rule in India 
Persian language had gained propagation and was the most 
accepted media for the scholarly works of literature and 
sciences. This had been a constant impetus to me for the 
exploration of the works of the Physicians who flourished 
in India,more particularly those who were attached to the 
courts. When there is a will there is a way and this maxim 
applied in my case alsoi 
When my intentions were disclosed to 
Professor Nazir Ahmad, he suggested me that I should untder-
take to work on the life and works of Yusuf bin Muhammad-
Yusufi', who came to India during the reign of Babur and 
served him as a court-physician and who was equally patro-
nized by his successor Humayun under whom he also served 
as physician and as a poet until his death. 
I agreed to the proposal and started my work 
after the topic was finally approved by the appropriate 
bodies of the University, As the material was scattered 
and mostly in manuscript tovm I had to visit various libra-
ries and consult the necessary books. It took me three years 
to complete the work which is submitted for the award of 
Ill 
Ph.D degree in Persian. Of course, I could not personally 
visit all the libraries in India, but the necessary material 
were made available to me obtained some how or other. How-
ever, I personally visited the Government Oriental Manus-
cript Library, Madras where the unique copy of the Qasaid of 
Yusufi is preserved. This manuscript was discovered only 
at the last stage and so I had to hurry to Madras and per-
sonally studied it carefully. The discovery of the manus-
cript and the information available in it is a definite 
contribution to our knowledge of the subject. 
During the course of my research,! had to 
settle a number of problems and it is gratifying that most 
of them have been settled quite satisfactorily. For example, 
the lineage of Yusufi, his parentage, the question of the 
personality of Yusufi, the tabib and that of Yusufi, the 
Munslii and lastly Yusufi the poet. 
I have all through tried to make an objectiwe, 
study of the author. At places where I could not agree with 
Yusufi's views , I differed with him and have pointed out 
-: IV :-
his short-comings. For example some of his treatises are 
of hackneyed nature and are devoid of originality. I have 
not associated myself with the views of the author expressed 
in them. He has been claimed as the first class Persian 
poet but so long as the specimens were meagre I could not 
subscribe to the general opinion. However, on the avail-
ability of the copy of the Dlwan I had to revise my opinion. 
I have tried my utmost to present the author in his true 
perspective but I a« fully conscious of my own limitations 
and short comingvS. So, while making an appraisal, I hope 
this fact would be borne in mind. 
During the course of my research Professor 
Nazir Ahmad has been a source of constant help to me. Had 
he not made me aware of the existence of Yusufi's Diwan of 
Qasaid in Madras Oriental Library, I would have lost the 
most important work of the person under review. I humbly 
express my gratttute to him for the help and kind advise 
he extended to me. 
I also express my thanks to the staff of 
Maulana Azad Library, *Aligarh Muslim University, *Aligarh 
the staff, Government Oriental Manuscript Library, Madras, 
the Librarian, Ajmal Kban Tibbiya College, 'Allgarh Muslim 
University, *Aligarh and to the Incharge, Seminar, Depart-
ment of History, Muslim University, ^Aligarh. 
December 8,1969. MUHAMMAD TAIYAB 
'M.A.,B:u.T.S.(Alig.) 
Reader in Medicine, 
Ajmal Khan Tibbiya Colleg< 
'Aligarh Muslim University 
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However, in some cases, these rules could not be adopted. 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
India is the only country in the world which has 
preserved the Greek system of Medicine and maintained its utili-
zation. On the contrary the nations which have a glorious past 
in respect to this system have renounced it and their legacy is 
none except the fading memory ot valuable contributions of their 
ancestors. Several exhaustive works on the origin and develop-
ment of medicine are available and the scholars have traced at 
full length the medical history of Greece, Iran and Arabian 
countries, but none has dealt with the glorious epoch of UnanI 
Tib in India, to which it owes an immense debt. However, the 
Unani Tib we have to-day in India has a posterior link with the 
generative era of Iran and Arabian countries and thus in order 
to appreciate the present, we have to retrace the past. 
It was 7th Century A.D. when the Arabs arose with 
the banner of a new civilization and faith and swept over the 
Eastern Empire. By the time the Arabs had penetrated into the 
Byzantine and Persian Empires, Greek Sciences had for centuries 
ceased to be a living force. The foundation of Roman Empire had 
become shaky by the second century A.D. and it remained nothing 
but a chapter of History by the end of 5th century A.D, Persia 
/ contd. Page ,2/ 
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had also been captured in the early 7th century A.D. 
Arabs not only displayed their physical vigour 
but also the zeal for learning and soon they took from the hands 
of un-worthy successors of Galen and Hippocrates the flickering 
torch of Greek medicine. The Arabs collected all the then exis-
ting Greek scientific literature and managed to get it transla-
ted. The period of translation more or less lasted until the 
end of 8th century A.D. Prom this time onward they wrote commen-
taries on the Greek works and in the words of Gustave Le Bon 
the Arabs soon realized that the experiment and observation could 
be placed high above than the most established books and thus 
they introduced the method of experimentation in the field of 
all scientific investigations • The advent of Abbasids marked 
a new era in the history of the development of Arabian medicine. 
The downfall of Umayyads and the rise of the Abbasids gave ris« 
to certain political circumstances that forced the muslim con-
querors to govern the Empire from Damascus which subsequently 
became the centre of Islamic learning. With the accession of 
iJil-Mansur, the second caliph, Baghdad the newly established 
city, was flocked with the able men from far and near to employ 
1. Civilization des Arabes (translation by S.*^ lT Bilgriuni) 
contd....Page.3 
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t h e i r medicsi t a l e n t s in well equipped l i b r a r i e s and hosp i ta l s 
and by t h e i r co l l ec t ive e f fo r t s they produced the vast and varied 
l i t e r a t u r e of Arabian medicine. Besides, the l i t e r a r y t a s t e , 
ample patronage and l i b e r a l po l i c i e s of al-Mansur, and h is succe-
ssors , accounted for the renaissance of l i t e r a t u r e and science 
which reached i t s zenith in the period and made the 'Abbasid 
Caliphate memorable. 
Here mention wi l l not be out of place of two 
notable physicians who lived during the reign of al-Mutawakkil 
and al-Mutasim. One of them was Hunain ibn Ishaq a ch r i s t i an 
physician and o c u l i s t , who had entered the services of Mutawakkil* 
His famous work al-Ashr-i-Maqalat f i l Ain i s regarded to be the 
f i r s t systematic book on Ophthalmology. The other was 'Ali bin 
Sahl Rabban-al-Tabari, the noted physician and author of 'F i rdaus-
ul-Hikmat•. This is an independent work on medicine and perhaps 
*Ali i s the f i r s t to introduce the Indian system of medicine to 
Arabic world through t h i s book. Because he has based a part of 
h i s accounts on four dis t inguished medical works produced in 
Ancient India . Ali had also entered the services of the Caliph 
<^ 1 
al-MuiasiiB as his secre ta ry . 
In the 10th century A.l). Baghdad hacL become the 
scene of in t r igues and plots beyond ca l cu l a t i on . The Caliph was 
1» Tarlkh-ul-Hukama, page 231. 
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no more than a puppet in the hands of generals and statesmen. 
Under such circumstances several foreign powers took control 
of the situation. With in less than a year, after the accession 
of al-Mustakfi as Caliph, the condition of Baghdad became worst. 
Ahmad bin Buwayh, the first Buwayhid ruler ad-
vanced towards the capital and the populace opened the gates 
of the city to his troops. With the rise of the Buwayhids and 
the accession of Muizz-ul-Daula/fco the throne, there comes a 
sovereign frankly Persian, by birth, by training and by preferences. 
"Muizz-ul-Daula, as Elgood observes, can by no 
means be said to rival the days of al-Mamun yet in his encourage-
ment of hospitals and medicine in general, the entry of Muizz-ul-
Daula into Baghdad must be considered as the inauguration of the 
1 i 
'Silver Age ' of Arabian Medicine. His successor Azud-ul-Daula 
bestowed his highest favours and rewards on the men of learning 
It was now that Ali Ibn-ul-Abbas al-Majusl compiled his famous 
'Kamil-ul-Sanat' in his honour. al-Majusl was an accomplished 
physician of Persian origin. Though Professor Browne disagrees 
with Qifti and other scholars in their assessment of his work to 
be SI perior to Avicenna's Qanun, it remains a fact that this book 
is one of the most dependable documents in medicine. 
Of all the great Arab and Persian physicians the 
most celebrated was Abli Bakr Muhammad bin Zakariya of Ray who 
flourished in the late 9th and early 10th Century A.D. Being a 
1, A Medicd History of Persia, Page 153- Cambridge. 
— —"^ contd..page*5/ 
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Persian by birth, he had a soft corner for his Persian clients 
- i — -
and as Ibn Abi Usaibia furnishes the information, Razi spent most 
of his life in Persia. al-Nadim in his Fihrist enumerates 113 
major and 28 minor works produced by Zakarlya Razl besides two 
poems. His greatest and most accomplished work is al-Hawi» In 
this work, Razi has cited Indian authors and also he is the 
first to furnish us with the clinical records of his own. His 
another Important but small treatise which has its unique value, 
is ' Risala-i-Hasba wa Judri'. It is an independent treatise in 
which Razi has for the first time differentiated between small pox 
and measles* This treatise has been translated into more than a 
dozen European languages. 
The last physician of this period, who had put 
the seal of his supremacy over science and literature for races 
and ages to come, was Abu Ali al-Husain Ibn Sina, In Tabaqatul-
Atibba, Usaibia mentions, 19 medical books, and 90 non-medical 
books compiled by Ibn Sina. His well known ' al-Qanun' does not 
need any special introduction, except this that it is his master-
piece and encyclopaedic work on medicine written in Arabic language. 
Two short treatises on medicine and one comparatively 
large manual on Philosophy entitled as ' Danish Namai Allai' is 
also ascribed to Abu Ali Sina. These are written in Persian and 
contd page. 6/ 
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had been published in Iran on the oceassion of Avicenna -
Millenary in 1954, One of the above mentioned treatises asc-
ribed to Abu 'AII Sina is 'Risalai-Judia ' and the other is 
• Rag Shlnasi ' or ' Risaliai-Nabz. '. The authenticity of the 
latter is doubtful as the introductory phrase of the treatise 
reveals that it was written in compliance to the orders of 
^Azud-ul-Daula Daylaml, who had actually died in 982 A.D, while 
i - - — 
Abu All Sina was only two years old. 
Abu All Sina was also a poet and as the author 
of Tabaqatul At/ibba has mentioned, he had composed several 
Qajaid in Arabic. He has also been claimed to have written a 
certain amount of poetry in Persian. Dr. Ethe' reports of 15 
such short poems and Prof. Browne has translated one of his cele-
brated poems into English. 
In Baghdad, Buwayhid rule could not maintain its 
supremacy more than hundred years and its roots got shaky due to 
the family quarrels and the religious antipathies. With this and 
other political confusions, Tughril Beg of the house of Suljuq 
thought fit to enter Baghdad In 1055 A.D. About the middle of 
the eleventh century Ismail Bin Hasan of Jurjan was born, who 
later did a lot of contribution to medicine. Until the days of 
al-Jurjani, greater part of all scientific writings was In Arabic. 
By the dawn of the 12th Century the waning political power of 
the Caliphs and the rising power of the petty kingdoms of Persia 
l.Llt. History of Persia - vol II pages 110 - 111. 
contd.,..page 7 
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was reflected in a change of mind towards Arabic language, al-
Jurjani was the first physician of the highest rank to write 
all his scientific works in his mother tongue. 
Al-Jurjani wrote five books of which by far the 
most important is the " Zakhira-i-Khawarazmshahi." After Rhazes 
and Avicenna this work became the most consulted and the most 
frequently quoted of all the text books of medicine. Nizami 
Samarqandi classes 'Zakhira' with 'Hawi' of Eazi, Kamil-u-Sana't 
of Ali Abbas Majusi, Meat-1-masihi of Abu'sahl al-Masihi and 
the QanUn of Abu Ali Sina as one of the standard works which the 
student of Medicine should read in order to complete his education. 
The importance of this work lies not merely in its contents which 
are themselves a masterful, but rather in the standardization of 
medical technical t«?rms. The phrases, as Dr. Elgood observes, 
al-Jurjani borrowed from the Arabic text books of Razi and Abu Ali 
Sina, became thereafter incorporated in the scientific language of 
2 
the Persians for the use of later writers. 
With the decline of the Caliphate, the supreme 
power in Middle East passed into the hands of Victorian mongols. 
Apart from the remote effects of Mongol conquests, the immediate 
result was one of scientific disaster. However, on coming in con-
tact with the men of science and letters in Persia, their attitude 
was remarkably modified. They soon felt the necessity of physician 
1, Chahar Maqala, Maqala IV. 
2. M Medical History of Persia - P. 216. 
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and Chingiz Khan attached a Physician to himself who was cap-
tured at the sack of Samarqand. Besides medicine, being zealously 
fond of recording their deeds and conquests mongol monarchsencou-
raged the scholars to produce the most valuable histories of the 
period. 
An important physician of this period, Najib-ul-
Din al-Samarqandi was perished in the sack of Herat by the forces 
of Ching^iz Khan. Although he wrote several other books, mainly 
his reputation through out the Islamic world rests upon his 
book called al-Asbab wa al-Alamat. 
_ c - , 
The last of Mongols Abu Said rulec|for twenty years 
and died childless. Following his death, civil war broke out and 
Persia divided and upset was left an easy victim to any foreign 
invader. This time it came from central Asia under the havoc 
of Tamerlane, a Barlas Turk, who set up a new Empire with Samar-
qand as his capital in late 14th Century. He is known for his 
bloddy and ruthless conquests, but one could not evade his lite-
rary taste and appreciation of men of learning. Apart from scores 
of historians, I would like to draw attention of the reader to-
wards the 'Memoirs of Timur ' and ' Zafar Namah of Sharafuddin 
Yazdi • in order to bring to light his learning and patronage 
of leameds. This aspect of Timur's personage, is of great im-
portance and interest for those who have to deal with Moghal 
Dynasty and its learned men. 
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In the later half of the 15th Century A,D, the 
court of Herat under the Trmuri princes had become a centre of 
learning and due to patronage of rulers particularly Sultan 
Husain and Wazier Mir All Sher Nawai, men of learning were att-
racted to this court. Several notable scholars like Hafiz Abru, 
^bdul Razzaq Samarqandi, Mir Khvand, Maulana Jami^ Daulat Shah 
SamarqandT, Mulla Husain Waiz Kashafi and Katibi Nishapuri had 
flourished during this period, most of them attached to the court 
of Herat. 
But soon the glory of accomplishments faded into 
decadence with the rise of Safavi Dynasty in 1499 A.D, With the 
advent of Safawid rule, there came the so-called revival of 
Persian nationalism. On the whole this period is not very 
important from the point of view of literary achievements. 
However, a few, important medical works were produced during 
this period like, Ikhtiarat-i-Badi'i of Ali Bin Husain, Khulasat-
ul-Tajarib of Baha-ul-Doula, Tibb-i-Shifa'l of Muz;^ affar bin 
Muhammad al-Shifai and Tuhfatul Mumiinin which was begun by 
Muhammad Zaman and completed by his son Muhammad Mum4n Husayni, 
» • • 
Of the afore mentioned physicians. Hakim Shifa'i 
had combined in him the poetic as well as medical talent and was 
court physcian to Shah Abbas the Great. Prof. Browne has quoted 
Ra^a Quli Khan's remark for Shifai as his medicine eclipsed his 
contd Page. 10/ 
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medicine. 
As we have noticed in previous pages during 
Abbasid caliphate, scientific works were written in Arabic 
language. In 13th Century A.D. the awful catastrophe of the 
Mongol and Tartar invasions inflicted a blow on the Caliphate. 
However,it was the desire of health and fame that might have 
pressed the Barbar conquerors to look after the medical men and 
historians. From that time to the present day a number of books 
on medicine have been produced in Persian language. It is un-
fortunate that the scholars have not paid attention towards it. 
We should be grateful to Adolf Fonahn who took pains to explore 
the field and introduced us with the existance of over 400 
Persian works produced between 10th and 18th Century A.D» dealing 
with Medical subjects. 
Persian iriedicine and science when dying in its 
native land, began to flourish in the neighbouring kingdom of 
India. Learned scholors who migrated to India during the Moghal 
regime, particularly the physicians, compiled valuable works, 
inspired by the famous masters of Arabian medicine like Rhazes, 
Avicenna, All Abbas, Abu Sehl and Ismail Jurjani on one hand and 
by Indian scholars and their works on the other. Most of such 
workg are lying unnoticed so far. 
l.Zur Quellen Kunde der Persischen Contd...page (ll) 
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This was the stimulating factor which gave me 
impetus for retrospective study of such compilations produced 
in India. 
Among several such scholars, there was one 
Yusuf tin Mohammad who flourished under Babur and Humayun and 
wrote several books on medicine. And I chose his works for 
my study. 
+++++++++ 
+++++•••+ 
+++++ 
+++ 
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FIRST CHAPTER 
The literary, religious and cultural relationship 
which existed between Iran and India since time immemorial has no 
parallel in history. It is an interesting historical fact that 
most often medicine held an important position in establishing 
such relationship. This sort of linkage, got especially streng-
thened during the reign of Naushirwan who was himself a learned 
man and a patron of learning. Naushirwan having gained the know-
ledge of some Indian book on statesmanship which was told to 
have been kept in high secrecy with the Indian King, asked his 
physician Barzu or Burzoya to proceed to India to acquire it. 
Barzuya returned to the court of Naushirwan with the Indian book 
(Kalaila wa Damna ) along with other works on medicine and 
Physicians too, 
Jundi Shapur - the world fame centre of learning 
and school of medicine used to impart education on Indian medi-
cine also during the reign of Naushirwan and this duty was per-
2 formed by Indian physicians. 
It may exite surprise and interest both to come 
across the report of al-Qifti, that about the middle of the reign 
of Naushirwan a general meeting of physicians was held by his 
1. Sarton, 'Introduction to the History of Science',Vol.I P.449 
& Preface to Anv,ar-i-Suhaili. 
2, Sarton, • P.435. 
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orders at his court to discuss the medical problems of the times. 
al-Qiftl says that he was surprised to go through the proceedings 
of this cojiference that to which extent they had obtained perfec-
tion in medicine. 
There are other historical evidences also to 
establish the contacts between Arabs and Indians even in first 
century A.H./(7th Century A.D, 
^Abdullah bin Masud who was a 'Sahabi' reports that 
he had seen a certain group of persons with Hazrat Muhammad, who 
resembled the 'Jats'. They were serving as soldiers in the 
Muslim army and were present in Basra when Hazrat All had reached 
— 3 
there a f t e r the b a t t l e o f ' J ama l ' . Not only they displayed the i r 
t a l e n t s in the b a t t l e f i e l d but also they were found capable of 
the 
t r e a t i n g / s i c k . Hazrat Imam Bukhari furnishes the information 
tha t once Hazrat *^Aislia Siddiqa had fa l len i l l and her nephews 
hac" consulted ce r t a in ' J a t Tabib* for her s ickness . 
Though obviously India had i t s relat ions with 
Arabs thi-ough the centur ies before the advent of Islam, i t were 
less of cu l tu ra l and l i t e r a r y and more of commercial type. Several 
Indian products l ike Indian Sword,spices, Sandal wood could be 
traced in the poems of pre-Islamie Arab-poets. Masudi and Qazwini 
have mentioned several Indian products which were exported to 
1. Tarikh-ul-Hukama (Urdu Trans la t ion) , ? 199. 
2 . Tirmizi-/Abwabul Am§a]^ , P 465,Lucknow 1876. 
3 . Ta r ikh - i - f aba r i , al-Matbuat-al-Husalniya,Vol.V P.178 
4. Adabul-Mufrad, P 25,Matba O i a l i i i , A r a . 
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Arabia ( Murujuz-Zahab,Masudi and A s a r - u l - B a l a d ' , Q a z w i n i ) . We 
here of 'Qus t - i - I I i nd i even dur ing the days of Hazrat Muhammad in 
• • • 
Arabia^ and 'Zanjabil' the original Hindi of it being 'Zirinjabira' 
Is traceable in Quran ( Sura-i-Dehr ). There are several drugs 
which, inspite of being arabiclzed in their nomenclature, still 
resemble phonetically, with their original Hindi. For example 
'Jaifal' which is 'Jaiphal' , Itrifal which is tri-phal and 
' Halailaj which is • Harrah' in Hindi. 
Among the cultures which the Arabs came in contact, 
they were impressed most by that of the Greeks and of the Indians. 
The Arabs,therefore first took to the Greek culture and the trans-
lation of the Greek works into Arabic *rere under-taken during the 
Umayyad regime as it has been already stated. From the beginning 
of the Abbasid period, the literary and cultural relationship 
between India and Iran was firmly established and the translation 
of Indiem works into Arabic and their assimilation by the Arabs 
began. Through these translations, Arab scholars were highly 
impressed and several Arab writers of 3rd and the 4th centuries 
of Islamic era have expressed their high regard for Indian culture. 
c 
Besides other factors, about Medicine, says Amr b.Bahr al-Jahiz of 
Basra ( d. 869 A.D,)" In the science of Medicine also they are 
highly advanced. They know some of its special secrets and are 
2 
experts in the treatment of serious diseases. Another important 
1. Liukhari, vol.II-(Kitabul Maraza) P.849. 
2. Rasail, al-Jahiz P.81,/Egypt, 1324 A.H,^ 
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author and t h e well-knovra h i s t o r i a n , a l -Yaqubi (d.900 A.D.) 
remarks : -
" The Indians are men of Science and thought. They 
surpass all other peoples in every science; their 
judgement on astronomical problems is the best. 
In the science of Medicine their ideas are highly 
advanced. A 
Another great Arabic writer of the 9th Century 
A.D,, Abu Ma'shar al-Balkhi remarks ;-
"All the ancient people have acknowledged the wisdom 
of Indians and accepted their excellence in the various 
branches of knowledge, But on account of the 
great distance between India and our country, few 
2 
of their compositions reached us." 
But in spite of these impediments the advent 
of Abbasids facilitated the translation of Indian works in Arabic 
mostly due to great interest shown by the influential Bermecides 
in these works. And thus began an intellectual association bet-
ween India and Iran which in the consuming passion for learning, 
ardent favour of independant authorship as well as translation 
of foreign classics has Bew parallels in the history of the 
culture. A precise njte on the origin and achievements of 
illustrious. Bermecide family will not be out of place here to 
1, al-Yaqubi, Vol.1 P.105, Leydon. 
2. Tarlkl2-ul-Hukama P,265. 
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which goes the credit for establishing the cultural and literary 
relationship between India and Muslim Persia. Saiyyld Sulalujan 
Nadavi has exhaustively dealt with Bermecides In his 'Arab wa 
Hind ke Tailuqat, and clearly shown that Bermeks were originally 
Buddhist and related with India even before the advent of Islain. 
After accepting Islam Bermeks strengthened their links with India 
- 2 by inviting Indian Pandits to Baghdad. 
In 154 A.H./771 A.D. al-Mansur the second Abbasid 
Caliph received a deputation from Sindh which included a learned 
Pandit who presented 'Siddhanta' a work on Astronomy in Sanskrit 
3 
language to the Caliph. The book was translated in Arabic by 
_ - — - 4 
Ibrahim al-Farazi with the help of that Pandit. 
There are other physicians too who had migrated 
to Baghdad and were respectfully entertained their. Jahiz has 
mentioned the names of Behla, Manka, Bazigar, Qllbarqil or Filbar-
5 
fil and Sindbad, etc,etc. 
The names of Manka and Salih have been mentioned 
by Ibn Abi Usaibia and of Ibn Dhan by Ibn Nadim, 
It has been related that Harun-ul-RashTd once 
suffered from some serious disease which baffled the physicians 
l.PP. 101 - 124, 1930. 
2.A1-Fihrist - P 345. I^ giiizifiU-J^ *^-» 
S.Kitabul Hind , Bairunl, P.208 (London} 
4.TarTkhul Hukama, P 270. —-" 
S.Kitabul Bayah P.40 Egypt. Vol I. 
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of Baghdad. Atlast on the « suggestion of one of his courtiers, 
an Indian Physician was called who treated the Caliph and cured 
him. This was Manka, whom the Caliph richly rewarded and attached 
him to • Darul-Tarjuma' on the work of translation of Sanskrit 
hooks. Similarly, another Indian physician Salih had successfully 
treated Ihrahrm,the cousin of Harun-ul-lashTd, who had gone into 
coma and had been wrongly declared dead by the Christian physician 
Jabrail Bukhtaishu. 
Simultaneously, there lived another Indian Phy-
sician Ibn Dhan who had been appointed as the director of the 
Bermecid Hospital by Yahya BermekT. He had also translated 
2 
Several Indian medical works into persian or Arabic language. 
Besides these three distinguished Indian physicians 
viz; Manka, Salih and Ibn Dhan, there must have been several 
others at the court of Baghdad of whom no mention has been made 
by the biographers. However, through the efforts of the afore-
said Indian physicians, a number of books were translated into 
Arabic. The following is the precise list of such books:-
1. SUSRUD :- It was translated by Manka at the suggestion of 
Yahya bin ghalid Bermeki in order to utilize it 
3 
at the Bermacid Hospital. 
1. Tabaqatul Atibba,vol.II, pp. 33 - 34, Egypt. 
2. Al-fehrist P. 245, Leipzig 1871. 
3. 11-fehrist P. 303. 
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2, CHARAKA :- It was translated into Persian firstly and 
subsequently into Aral ic by'Abdulah b.*Ali. 
3, Sindhastaq :- It was translated by Ibn Dhan, the Chief 
2 Medical Officer of the Hospital of Baghdad. 
4. aWAN :- The name of its translator is not known, but it 
has been described to contain the symptoms and 
description of 404 diseases, without giving the 
3 
treatment. 
5. A book on Materia Medica the name of which is not mentioned, 
was rendered into Arabic by Manka on the suggestion of 
— - 4 Sulaiman b.Ishaq. 
6, Another book which comprises the descriptions of hot and cold 
medicaments used by the Indian and Greek Physicians'^ 
7. ASTAJvKAR ;- It was translated by Ibn Dhan? 
8, A book on the diseases of women written by an Indian Hindu 
7 
Pandita - Rusa, was translated. 
9. KITAB-UL-SUMDM :- It is in five 'Abwab' and was translated 
by Manka Pandit into Persian with the help of Abu Hatim 
Balakhi at the suggestion of Yahya bin IChalid Bermeki, 
The above account shows that by the middle of the 
9th Century A.D. the Arab Physicians, besides most of the Greek 
medical works, had also most of the important niedical books of 
India at their disposal* But the study of the independent works 
1,2,4,6 and 7 :- Al-Fihrist, P. 303 
g and 5 :- Al-Yaqubi, Vol.1 P.105, 
8. Tabqatul Atibba, P 33. 
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of Arab writers on medicine reveals that the influence of the 
Indian writers on them was confined to the therapeutics and 
medicaments only whereas the Medical theories of the Indians 
didnot appeal to them. The names of the most celebrated medical 
works of Indians are sparingly mentioned by them. However, All 
bin Rabban-al-Tabari in his 'Firdausu'l Hlkmat and his pupil 
Abu Bakr Zakariyya Razi in al-Hawi have dealt at some length 
with Indian Medicine. But the fundamental theories are essen-
tially Greco-Arabian, On the contrary the books on medicine 
produced In India following the advent of Muslim rule appear to 
have been largely influenced by the Indian system of Medicine, 
This aspect will be dealt later. 
The divided and Incaiable caliphate of Persia of 
10th Century A.D, had rather furnished momentum to all zealous 
and mighty hands to subdue the invalids of the time and emerge-
out with a state of their own. The circumstances turned auspicious 
for the horoscope of slaves and Ghazna became an independent state 
of Subuktigin, His son Mehmud the ablest military captain as 
well as the kidnapper of learned men broke throug? the North-west 
frontiers of India and continued his invasions in twelve separate 
expeditions between A.D, 1000 to 1024. 
Mehmud himself did not stay in India any longer 
and his successors soon managed to lose Involuntrlly what Mehmud had 
gained so rapidly, 
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It was A.D. 1186, when the Ghaurl Kings wrested 
from Ghaznavid Sultans their last Indian possession and in the 
year 589 A.H,/ll93 A.D. Mu*izuddin Muhammad bin Sam Ghauri set 
the banner of Ghaurid dynasty in the soil of Delhi. The first 
ruler of this dynasty was*Alauddih bin Husain known as 'Jahansoz' 
His patronage towards medical men is not preserved in historical 
records except this that Abul Hasan Nizamuddin, known as NizamI 
r^uz^ i Samarqandl the compiler of 'Chahar Maq^la' was his court 
physician. 
Following the conquest of Mulzuddin, actually the 
firm muslim rule in India was established by his outstanding 
general QutubucldTn Aibak and Delhi was made the capital. 
fhough several notable men of letters had started 
to migrate to India with the onset of Aibak's rule, during the 
reign of Sultan Shaicsuddin Altamash - the third ruler of the 
slave dynasty, the number had considerably increased. *Isami 
speaks in high esteem of the reign of Altamash and says about 
the Delhi of that time. 
Futuhu's Salatin, P. 115, Madras edition. 
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Though Medicine, Indigenous as well as imported 
must have played remarkable role in India right from the advent 
of Muslims, we are short of any medical works produced during 
this early period. *Isami, an important source does not furnish 
any specific information about the medical men or medical works 
of the period. However, an important work produced during the 
period of Altamash, entitled as " Adab-ul-Harb wa*l Shujaa" 
deserves special mention. It was compiled by Muhammad bin Mansur, 
better known as ' Fakb^ r r.iudabbir' in earJxJIth century A.11. and 
dedicated to Sultan Abul Muzaffar Kltamash of Delhi, It had been 
edited in Iran by Ahmad Suhaili Khwansari in 1346 A,11. The book 
with 
consists of 34 chapters and deals/the disciplines of Kingship 
supported with varied anecdotes, military science, species of 
horse, and their ailments, weapons and arms and severity of the 
wound caused by different types of war-weapons. 
Though the subject is not medicine, still few 
stray instances of major injuries and their surgical treatment 
reflect the standard of surgery as well as the skill of the 
surgeons of this period, Fakhr Huda^j^ir' while giving an account 
of the Indian arrows, mentions one that is made of bone and says 
that if somebody receives injury with this arrow and a portion 
of it remains within the wound, it acts like the venom. Further 
he says that the wound shouSd be opened and;the remainants of the 
arrow should be taken out and then the root called ' JarT' should 
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be taken by mouth. Besides, the injured should abstain himself 
1 
from cohabitation, curd and milk, otherwise he would diet 
Further the author says that he had seen an old 
man named Khw¥ja Ali Kaznabadi in Mult an who had an wound on the 
neck about four fingers deep. On his query, the old man had 
told him that he had received the injury during the battle 
fought between Khusro Shah and *Alauddin Gh^auri. The injury 
was so severe that the cervical vertebrae had been cut and 
the only thing remained intact was the main vessels and the 
throat with a bit of skin. He was then treated by a surgeon in 
the city of Tiknabad , who had washed the wound with hot water, 
set the vertebrae with the help of an wooden splint perhaps 
derived from the bark of Gall-nut and stiched the skin and app-
lied some medicine and putting some clean cotton, bandaged the 
wound. After that he put a pillow under him end gave him hot 
2 
soup bit by bit. After all, within 20 days he was cured. 
In another case which took place in Multan the 
author reports of a boy who had been pierced by a shovel into his 
chest and the wound was deep. He was treated by a 'Jarrah' who 
sewed the wound and applied the ointment until it was healed 
3 
within a month. 
1. Page 243 - 44 
2. Page 480 - 81 
3. Page 483. 
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Further, he mentions another case of some Turk-
Hajib Yaktahir Behli who had received injury in his eye by an 
arrow which had pierced to the nape of the neck. The 'Jarrah' 
pulled out the arrow and treated the wound successfully. 
Another Turk, Ahmad Kushk had received a wound 
on his abdomen which had caused the expulsion of omentum and 
intestines. It became difficult to put the intestines back 
into the abdominal cavity. However, a big bowl was put on the 
intestines and the skin was sutured. The wound was healed and 
the man survived for thirty years, though the bowl remained 
inside. Concluding his account the author says that he could 
cite plenty of such cases which would require big volumes, so 
he should finish it here. 
Not only the aUore-mentioned records show the height 
of surgical skill but also inform us of the sense of sterlization 
and asceptic handling of the wounds. These are the passing re-
marks Fakhr Mudabbir has made, otherwise had he mentioned the 
names of the surgeons and more details of such cases, it would 
have unveiled a golden chapter of surgery in early Muslim India. 
So we were talking of Ilbarites. GhayasuddTn Balban, 
the ninth Sultan of Delhi who was actually not a slave in his 
descend, rather a son of Turk Amir, is the most notable and 
1, Page 484; The author has mentioned 'dr^^' which was left inside 
the abdomen. Perhaps there is some mistake either by the author 
or by the later scribes because no foreign body should be left 
inside the abdomen which could give rise to severe complicati-
ons and even death, 
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distinguished ru]e r of this series. Palban was himself a 
learnedman as well as fond of men of learning. Among those lear-
ned men who had come to India during the reign of Balban, there 
were eminent physicians too. " Physicians of Balban^ reign, 
as Burni observes, had no parallels in their art. For exam-
ple, in the science of Astronomy, and medicine, Maulana" Hamid-
uddin was Hipocrates and Galan of his time and Maulana Badr-
uddTn Damishqi had no rival in the art of healing. There was 
Maulana" Hisamuddin Marigla and other physicians like him who 
were the men of skill of the period were adding glory to the 
court. Firishta remarks that the period of Balban was dis-
tinguished with respect to the men of art and science and his 
- 2 
court was better to that of Mehmud Sanjar. 
During the regime of 'Ilbarites', the Islamic 
domain was confined to Northern India, but with the advent 
of Khaljis, it swept down to Deccan with the first ruler Jalal-
uddTn Khalji on the throne of Delhi - the Capital. This period 
too maintained the traditions of ' Ilbarites' in respect of 
cultivation and patronage of learnings. Perhaps KhaljT rulers 
had surpassed the patronage as *e came to know through the 
accounts of Ziauddfn Burni, who speaks in a tone of high 
appreciation of the period of Alauddin KhaljT. According to 
Burnr, during his reign, there lived scholars in Delhi each 
3 
one excelled the other. 
1. Burni'; TarTkh Flrozshahr, P,112,Asiatic Society, of Bengal,1862 
2. Tffrlkli^  Firishta, P.75, (Translation by'^Abdul Hai Khawja) 
3. TarTl<;h FTrozshahi, P, 352, 
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Regarding the poets of this period BurnT seems 
to be too enthusiastic, when he says, "there were poets during 
the reign of *Alauddrn, neither prior to them nor after them 
such poets the world could see. The famous poets of this period 
are Amir lOiusro, Hasan Sanjari, Sadaruddin*Ali, IlamlduddTn, "^ Abdul 
HakFin and Shah^buddin. BurnT has given a long list of'^ lam'a and 
physicians. Among whom he mentions Kabiruddin who was skilled 
in the art of eloquence, epistolary and secretaryship and was 
an eminent scholar of the period. Among the eminent physicians 
who were highly efficient in the art of treatment are also 
mentioned. For instance Maulana BadruddTn Damish_qr who was 
the Master of the science of medicine and so much skilled 
that he used to diagnose the disease only after feeling the 
pulse of the patient. If the urine of the man mixed with the 
urine of few animals was brought to hi^, on seeing it with 
naked eye, he used to declare smilingly that it was a mixture 
2 
of animal urine. Pirishta is hesitant to believe this and 
says that this was due to his (BadruddTn DamishqT)sufism, other-
3 
wise simple medical skill could not do that. 
Further, the physicians of the city, says 
Burni, used to have the lessons from these physicians. 
Next to DamishqT was ^ '^ a^ulanai Hamid Mutriz who 
was so well versed in the art of giving lectures on Canon of 
1. Tarikh FTrozshahi P.359, 
2. fi _ -do- P.362. 
3. Tarikh Firishta, P.122. Niwal Kishore ( 1884) 
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Bu ^ 11 and other medical books that pupils used to pay respect-
ful homas'e to him. Besides medicine, he was a great mystic too. 
Other masters of Medicine of the period were Maulana" S^ adruddin 
physician, *1llmuddTn Yamani, Maulana ^EzuddTn Badayuni and Ilm-
uddfn - the oculist. Among the physicians there were also 
Nagorians, Brahmins and Jats who were famous in the city. For 
example Meh Chandra physician, and Jaja 'Jarrah'. They had no 
parallel throughout the Hindustan. 
History has not preserved the account of any 
medical document of this period. Hov/ever, it is quite obvious 
that physicians who had migrated to India during this early Muslim 
period had brought with them the medicine developed in Persia 
until that time and Canon of Sheikh BuT^ir sTna was faithfully 
followed and taught in the private coaching centres as we are 
informed by Burni. Besides, we also notice that Hindus had 
developed Interest towards Islamic system of Medicine and seem 
to have kept pace with their Muslim counterparts in the practice 
of medical profession. Unfortunately we are short of any more 
details and have to confine to limited accounts furnished by 
Burni and Badayuni particularly with respect to Hindu physicians 
and surgeons. 
Following the Khalji Dynasty, there came Tughlaqs 
who invariably added to the glory of achievements in the field 
1. TarTkh Firoz Shahi, P. 362-63 (Calcutta). 
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of medicine. 
Even Muhammad bin Tughlaq ( 726/1325 - 752/1351) 
the second ruler of this dynasty, defamed among the students 
of History for his unstable temperament and unforsighted plans, 
was a physician as well as a man of letters. Owing to his 
liberal patronage the tradition of pouring in of the scholars 
was kept in maintainance and men of science and literature from 
Iraq, Khurasan, Mavara-un-Nahr, Turkistan, Rum, and Arabia used 
to come to his court and were liberaDy rewarded, 
Burni speaking of Muhammad Tughlaq says, '• In 
the art of epistolary Sultan Muhammad kept in surprise the 
secretaries of his time and none of the epistolars of high 
rank could reach the lucidity, fluency and style of his expre-
ssions. He was expert in composing metaphoric and obscure wri-
tings. In medicine he had enough expv3rience and used to treat 
the ailing {leople and also was capable of discussing the medical 
2 
problems with the physicians. 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq was also a good speaker, 
and calligraphist and was capable of writing the letters extem-
pore in Aral ic and Persian. He was well versed in the science of 
Astronomy Medicine and Mathematics. His close courtiers were 
famous scholars and physicians like Sa'ad Mantiqi, Ubaid the poet, 
— — «^  — — — -3 
Najmuddin I n t i s j i a r , and Ilmuddin S h l r a z i , He was himself a good 
1. Fi_r ishta , P . 133 
2 . TarTkh FTrozshahl , P . 463, C a l c u t t a . 
3 . F i r i s l i t a Page . 133 
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poet of Pers ian l anguage . At the time of h i s death ( 752 A«D.) 
1 
he had u t t e r e d the fo l lowing v e r s e s . 
^ J v - > ^-5 o l / O^ i f «'"*••'' -''• " ^ O W - ^ 
As we have observed, Burni has furnished only 
the names of famous physicians of KhaljT period. Historically 
known, perhaps Majmua-i-Ziayee is the first medical work produ-
ced during the period of Muhammad bin Tughlaq ( 726/1325 - 752/ 
1351). This work has an important documentary value for tra-
cing the medical history of India. 
So far I have been able to gather, one copy of 
its manuscript is preserved in Xs^ afia ( now known as State Lib-
— — 2 
rary of Hyderabad Deccan, and the other is available in the 
q 
I n s t i t u t e of H i s to ry of Medicine and Medical Research,Delhi"; 
MajmUa-i-Ziayg^ was complied by Zia Muhammad 
MahffiuB Masud Rashid Zangl llmar GhaznawX, in P e r s i a n language in 
737 A. . dur ing the r e i g n of i.uhammad b in Tughlaq Stfah, during 
the s t a y of i t s another in Daul tabad . In the preface the ail4thor 
r e f e r s to the well-known h i s t o r i c a l event of s h i f t i n g of the 
— 4 
c a p i t a l from Delhi to Daula tabad , in compliance of imper ia l 
o r d e r s . Af ter the a r r i v a l of t h e a i l i t he r to Daulafabad, a s he 
1 . Fir ish^ta P . 144 ( Niwal Kishore 1884) 
2 . S i z e : 9^ x 5 , f f . 2 3 7 , l i n e s 17, t r a n s c r i p t i o n 1100 A.H. 
3 . S i z e : 19 x 111 cm. f f . 221, Lines 23 , good Naskh , t ranscr ibed . i n 
1058 A.H. by Makhdum I^usain. 
4 . Author has used ' T i l a n g ' , t h e former name of Daul tabad. 
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reports in the preface, it was attacked by a severe epidemic 
to which a great niimber of inhabitants fell victim. The aU^her 
himself was laid ill for more than two years. At last he prayed 
to God and saw his uncle Kh^ \«{jah Shams Mustaufi in the dream, who 
advised him to consult his book Majmua^~i~ShamsT for his treat-
ment . He also advised him to study medical science and so 
the author did accordingly. Proceeding, the author says that 
he started to study the science of medicine and with the help 
of important works of previous physicians composed the book. 
Then the author gives a list of the books, be had utilized for 
references; which is given as under : 
1. Al-Ctanun of Avicenna. 
2 . T r a n s l a t i o n of Ga len ' s Maqrun 
3 . F i rdaus -a l -h ikma of Rabban a t rTabarT 
4 . Kamll a l - S a n a ' a of Majusi . 
5 . Saidna of A l - B i r u n i , 
6. ZaMiTra-i-khwarzm shahi of I smai l Ju r jahT, 
7 . Ma j mu^- i -Ma i ik i . 
8 . Sh i fa -u l -Muluk . 
9 , Maqjrs^id-u 1-Abdah. 
10 . BustiTn-ul-rAttarln. 
1 1 . S ihha t - i -^Ala i . 
— • 
12. Makhizan-ul-shifa" wa madanul-Ghina 
1 3 . Majmua-i-shamsl, a P e r s i a n t r a n s l a t i o n of medical t r e a t i s e s . 
14. T i b b i - i - G f l a n i . 
15 . Majmua-i-iluhami;iadi by Khwajah Tajuddin , 
16 . Sirr - i -Maknun by Muhammad Turkan Raz l . 
17. Nukta u l - u s u l f i fawa ' id ul-Khayul 
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1 8 . A book by Sultain Sari j a r Malik Shah on the t r ea tment of horses , 
19 . Zuhrat u l -Zawahir f i madan Ul - Jawahi r . 
20 . Nuzhat u l - g h i n a wa HadTqat-ul-Shabban. 
2 1 . Manaf l -u l -Nas . 
The author says that he had tried his best in 
faithfully quoting from these sources . He made no alterations 
in the matter he extracted from the above books except that he 
mentioned the name of some of the drugs in current Indian verna-
cular. The author did not fail to consult carefully books on 
Indian Medicine. Of such books he mentions Nag Arjun and medi-
caments of other 'Jogian ' for which he devoted a separate 
chapter ( Chapter 41 ). He also incorporated his own experi-
ments in medical treatment. 
The book Majmtia.i-Z^ iayee is divided into forty 
six chapters and each chapter is divided into sections. 
First six chapters are devoted to fundamentals 
of medicine, anatomy, pulse, urine and symptoms of biliolls 
diseases. 
Seventh Chapter deals with sex problems, eighth 
deals with hair dyes and ninth with oils. From tenth to thirty-
first chapter, various diseases of the body are dealth with. 
Chapter thirty-two deals with the diseases of children. From 
chapter 33 to 38, the author deals with, wine, various forms of 
medicaments, pharmacology, venesection, and evacuation. Chapter 
39 is on surgical treatment. Chapter 40 deals vd th the oxides 
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of metals as described in Naga Arjun and Jogian. Chapter 41 
deals with the astronomical methods of treatment, as described 
in Sirr-i-Maknun and by Hermes Hakim. 
The last chapter which is forty sixth, is 
devoted to the treatment of diseases of horse. 
Bjth the manuscripts are incomplete. The copy 
of Asafia library certains only 34 chapters, the last chapter 
being Incomjjlete. The other copy which is available in Institute 
of History of Medicine, Delhi contains 45 chapters, the last, 
that is 46th chapter is lacking. 
The contents of Majmua-i-2^ iaye"e reveal that its 
aituthor had an extensive knowledge about the important medical 
books in Arabic, Persian and Sanskrit which were prevalent during 
his period. It appears that until the period of Tughlaqs, the 
Arabian medicine brought by the physicians to India, was nHdely 
practiced and ' uring the reign^ of ^ lauddin private coaching 
centres for medical education had been established as we have seen 
earlier. Besides during all this period, Ayurveda was studied 
with an Oi/en mind and Arabian medicine had gradually undergone 
essential additions and alterations in order to suit the tempe-
rament of Indians. Majmua^i-Ziayee is the sure i)roof of all this. 
The artuthor has clearly benifited himself with Indian works as we 
come to kn iw through the list of the books he has given. But 
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he i s not mere copyis t , r a the r he has explained and modified 
the methods and given the weights and measures which were under-
s tandable , In India . He has also t r ans la ted the Arabic medical 
terms into the current Indian vernacular . 
However, Majmua-i-Z^iayee is a valuable and 
important medical t r e a t i s e , perhaps, the f i r s t work produced 
in India . 
The most dis t inguished ru l e r of Tughlaq dynasty 
was Flroz Shah Tughlaq. According to contemporary accounts he 
was an eminent xks scholar and sk i l l ed physician too . Not only 
he was a physician, but also he used to do surgery, se t the 
fractured bones and t r ea t the diseases of the eye, 
FTrozsh"ah Tughlaq had also a great hold over 
Anatomy and also he had del ivered , l ec tu res on t h i s iranch of 
medicine, which were recorded. The author of s i r a t has also 
mentioned the methods of treatment of various diseases and 
prescri j i t ions which were recommended and used by Sultan Firoz 
Shah, He had also prepared a collyrium which was named af te r 
him as ' Kuhl-i-Pirozsjiahi ' and was extensively used in various 
2 
ocular diseases and found highly benificial. He used to prescribe 
a local application for the fractured ho^e which consisted of 
4 -
Indian dates, vetch-pulse, and Yolk of egg. The author of Si] 
-i-Feroz sSahi has also furnished that a book on medicine was 
1. Sirat-i-Firozsh^ahi, P,313, Manuscript of Aligarh,Azad Library. 
The author of this book is not known. It was compiled in 722 AH 
A unique copy is preserved in Bankipur Library. 
2. PP. 314-23 ( Sirat ) 
3. e 337 " 
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compiled on the dictation of Flrozshah and was given the title 
of ' Tibb-i-Firoz shahi' , This book is not traceable in its 
separate identity. The author of sTrat-i-Fe^rozsbahi, just after 
mentioning about the book Tibb-i-Feroz shahi, has given the di-
seases of V rious systems of the body and their treatment, refe-
rring to the prescriptions of Saltan Firozshah. Though not 
clearly mentioned, it seems quite probable that it is the 
extract of the book Tibb-i-Ferozshahi. The author of Sirat 
says that Tibb-i-Fe'rozshahi consists of those accounts which 
could not be found even in Qanun of Avicenna and Zakhlra Khwar-
_ - 2 — — izm Shahi, Ferozsjiah is reported to be interested also in 
the treatment of animals and birds. A book, therefore, as 
desired by Feroz shah was compiled o-; the diseases and treat-
ment of the animals and birds and was given the title ol 
_ _ _ - 3 
'Shjlkar Nama-i-Feroz Shahi'. Fortunately I have been able to 
find a very injured manuscript copy of this treatise, in the 
Ajmal KhaU Tibbiya College , Library, AlFgarh, The manuscript 
is incomplete and the date of transcription is not available. 
In the introduction, the author says that once Sultan Firoz shah 
was in a very hap^ iy mood and had called the learned physicians 
around him. He had then expressed his desire that a book on the 
diseases and treatment of animals and birds should be compiled. 
Thus the book was compiled in 880 A.H. " This yeer is not accep-
table and definitely it is a copying mistake. It should be read 
1. Sirat Ferozsh^ahi, P, 94. 
2. -do- F. 94. 
3. -do- r. 94. 
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as 780 A,II. The treatise is divided into 29 ctjapters and each 
chapter is sub-divided into sections. The treatise as a whole 
is a fine specinicn of veterinary science prevalent in India in 
8th Century Hijri. Several drugs are mentioned in Hindi such 
As ' y^ ' ( un-refined red sugar), '^jy^ ' , • j^Ur^ \ • ^y • 
Frequently the word ' ^ /Tr ' is used for keeping the prepared 
medicine over night. For the wind, the word • 6k ^ \B used. 
Another medical treatise was produced during 
the reign of Firozshah Tughlaq in late 8th Century IIljrT. This 
is entitled as 'Rahat-ttl-Insan ' and was composed by Ilyas l?»Shahab 
1 
nick-named as ' Zia ' in 778 A.H. and had been dedicated to 
Sultan Frroz Shah, In the preface the author says that the tem-
peraments are subject to alterations, but the physicians do not 
realize this fact. They diagnose on the basis ot the apparent 
conditions and give the treatuent, which does not cure the dis-
ease. The cause of all/this is that most of the people have 
become victim to superstitious. Most of the physicians are not 
aware of this fact ard thnt is why their treatment is not benifi-
cial , " 
The above statement throws light on the mental 
tro^nds, social conditions and the pattern of treatment in late 
8th Century Hijri, The author has prescribed&edicaments and 
also amulets which bear the yurlni phrases, and magical graphs. 
!• M^.H§cript is preserved in ^ .s^ afia Library,Hyderabad and A.S.O, 
of Bengal, 
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First the symptoms are mentioned and then the treatment follows. 
The prescriptions are mostly tested aS reported by the compiler 
and easy to use. 
Most often the Arabic and Persian words are 
furnished with Mindi eq ivalents, for example ' ^^/^ ' is 
called as ' J^Oyf' or ' v - ^ • is ' ^/^i' ' and ' ^ -^ ^^  ' 
is called ^ ^jj (j^l '• 
Under the treatment of intestinal worms, he 
says that the long worm is called ' o^ ' . He reconuiiends a 
local application for riles and says : _:>^^:>^Jyiy)r^b^Ml- ^^o'^l 
x^ <./^ Establishment of hospitals is not traceable 
prior to Tughlaq period. The author of Sirat-i-Firoz ShaTiT 
and Sh^ms Siraj "'^ fif the author of TarTkh Firoz Slfahi furnish 
ample information regarding the hospitals of Flroz Shahi period. 
Not only the permanent hospitals were there, also the moving or 
travelling hospitals were provided for the welfare of the public 
and experienced physicians were employed, in these hospitals, A 
long list of those medicines which were made available in these 
hospitals is also mentioned by the autVior of sTrat. The arran-
gen^ ents were made for the diet of the patients which was issued 
to them ace rding to their temperament and ailment. The expenses 
were paid by the royal treasury. Sultan Flroz Shah had api-ointed 
highly experienced physicians, surgeons, opiithalfflologists and 
1. Sirat Flroz ShahT PP 237 - 38. 
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loyal bearers in these general hospitals. 
Not only FTroz §hah was interested in medicine 
but also he was well versed in astronomy. On his dictation a 
book of astronomy which was in Sanskrit was translated into 
- — - 2 Persian, and was given the title of •Dalail-i-Firozshahi'. 
Sultan had secured 1300 books in Sanskrit language frons the 
_ - - 3 
temple of Jwala Mukhi and got them translated by the Brahmins. 
The poets who were patronised were Malik Ahmad, Maulana Mazhar, 
- <r^- 4 
and (^azi Abid . 
Though the last ruler of Tughlaq dynasty 
ruled until 816 A«II., the grandeur and hold as well as literary 
pursuits had set their foot on decline after the death of 
Firoz Shah, ( d. 790 A»H. ). The region of Gujra^ t is particu-
larly linked with the development and 'propagation of medicine. 
Though, Muslims had established relations with Gujrat right 
from the invasion of Mehraud Ghaznawi, it was practically, 
conquered during the reign of'AlauddTn KhaljiT in 696 A.H. Since 
then, a Governor on behalf of Delhi Sultanate, used to look after 
the adoiin i stration of '^ :ujrat. This was observed smoothly until 
the period of I'uhammad ohah bin Firoz Sh"ah. In 793 A.H. RastT 
Khan the governor of Gujrat turned rebellious, and Jiuzaffar Khah 
was sent t ) subdue him, Ra^ sti KhlTn v. as killed and Muzaffar ivhan 
was still in Gujrat, that the Sult'an of Delhi Muhammad Shah expired 
_ _ — I Z P _- ^IJ^ a —————————————__—^ 
1. Tarikli- i-Firozshahi of Afif, P.357,'->^is used against 
Hospi ta l . 
2. STrat. P. 293._ _ 
3. Page 249, Badayuni ( ^alcutta 1868) 
4. Page 257, Badayuni " " 
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On hearino: the news, Muzaffar Khan made up his mind and declared 
is independer^t rulership over Gujrat under the surname of 
Muzaffar Shah, Thus he became the founder of this dynasty 
* • —— 
which ruled over Gujrat until 980 A,II. 
One of the physicians vho was attached to the 
court of Gujrat and who wrote for Muzafftir Sh'ah, the first ruler 
of GujvBt, was Shah ah bin Abdul Karim Nagori, Two medical works 
are ascribed to him which are well known and accessable. One 
which is versified medicine is entitled as "Shifa-ul-iMarz" 
widely known as 'Tibb-i-Shah'abi' and other is entitled as 
'Shifa-ul-Khani' and is in prose. 
Tibb-i-Shahabi was composed in 790 A.H. and 
_ 2 — 
dedicated to 'Shahenshah'. The 8th Century Hijri, which is 
the period of its composition corresponds to the Hast year of 
Firoz Sh'ah Tughlaq's reign. It does not seem probable that 
'3hahensl3"ah ' might have been used for Muz.affar Shah, who had 
not even becorae the ruler of Gujrat by that time. Thus, it 
should have been though not clearly mentioned, dedicated to 
Firoz Shlih. Tibbi-Shah^bi ' consists of 162 chapters and com-
prises the fundamentals of Tib and therapeutics. In the begi-
nning the author says that this short treatise is valuable 
because every thing tried and testedhas been compiled in it. 
1. I^ wo manuscript copies of Shifa-ul-Marz ^ce .JBregev.ed- in the 
Azad Library of'AlTs^^arh. The transcrl^tj.on ls_of i2th Century AH 
It had been lithographed by Matb*a Masihi-Kqnpur. 
'^ L^Ci u'>c^^'a(i^^i^. c_.(/v^ <^  / (ir '^'^^ A ^ -
c \ • • ( 
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La-t but one chapter is devoted to the diseases and treatment 
of horse. In the last chapter he introduces the reader to his 
ancestors. According to him his fore-fathers had come to India 
with Sultan Slmhab and had become the ruler of Niigaur. He 
himself learnt medicine from the physician named Muhammad who 
had arrived from Kabul. 
Shahab bin "Abdul Karim seems to be very fond 
of Hindu patients who faithfully used to follow the instructions 
of the physician and remain grateful for the rest of the life. 
On the contrary muslims were very unreliable in this sense. 
They used to consult the quacks and were unfaithful to their 
physicians. Frequently Shahab quotes from the theories of 
Hindu medicine and has devoted a full chapter to'Kushta Sazi' 
One full chapter is devoted to the diseases of infants. Thus 
the whole treatise is a fine specimen of medical work in the 
forji of fluent verses. 
TIB-I-sniFA-UL-KIIANI was compiled by Shahab 
in 794 A.11. on the desire of Muzaffar Shah. Fir-^ t of all, 
there are sections on. the anatomy and physiology and next, 
there are described syaptons, causes and diagnosis of diseases 
and recommendations of medicaiuents. Following this there are 
' Mujarrab ' prescriptions which bear the following character-
sties. 
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a) The medicines which are recouiinended could be easily 
obtained any where. 
b) Hindi equivalents are furnished aj.ainst the Arabic 
and Persian names of drugs and terms of diseases. 
c) Most of the medicaments are not costly. 
d) The prescriptions are lot very lengthy and the dosage 
is moderate. 
Last king of Tughlaq dynasty Nasiruddin 
Mehmud had died in 816 x\.H. But as we have observed e&rlier, 
Delhi Sultanr-te had become unstable after Firoz Shah, The 
invasion of Tlmur in 800 A.TI. bad added to dispersion. The 
weak centre gave rise to independent states and thus like 
Gujrat, Kashmir had become an autonomous state under Sultans, 
of whom, Zain-ul-AbidIn ( 826 - 877 A.H, ) w?s the most lear-
ned and able ruler. The most/striking feature of this Sultan 
is the progagation of learnings, patronage of Hindu physicians 
and translation of Sanskrit books. 
Sivabhatta, a Brahmin was the personal phy-
sician to SultfTn Zainul Abidin and a confident whom he always 
consulted on import; nt matters. An-other physician Karpura-
— 1 
bhatta was also a Brahmin and was much respected by Sultan. 
Zainul Abidiri had established a translation 
burefiu in which persian works were translated into Sanskrit 
and Sanskrit works into Persian. Srivara began the translation 
1. Quoted by Muhlbb-ul-Hasan in his 'KashmTr under Sultans, 
P.88, with reference'to Tarikh-i .Kashmir, a manuscript 
(The author not known ) preserved in Munich. 
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of Jami 's Yusuf-o-2ulaikha into Sanskrit in the Su l tan ' s reign 
and completed i t in 1505. Mu 11a" Ahmad t rans la ted Mahabharat 
1 into Persian . 
Two well-known medical works in persian lan-
guage v.ere produced during the period of Sultan Zainul''Abidin 
in Kashmir, by Mans^ ilr bin Muhammad bin Yusuf bin I l y a s , One 
is e n t i t l e d as • Kifaya-i-Mujahidiya ' which i s commonly 
cal led also as ' Kifaya-i-Mansuri ' and the other is ent i t led 
as ' Tashrih-1-Mansuri ' , Kifaya-i-Mansuri i s a voluminous 
work on the pa t te rn of ^^aiiun of S he ikh^bu "Ali Sina and was 
c— -— 
dedicated to Sultan Zainul Abidin. It comprehensively deals 
with fundamentals, materia medica and medicine. 
Tashrih-i-Mansuri is an important treatise on 
the subject of Anatomy and vividly throws light on the anato-
mical knowledge of that time. Both these works have been 
utilized by later physicians and had have been included in the 
syllabus of Tibbi institutions of India. 
Rulers of Gujrat had made remarkable contri-
bMtion to the patronage of medicine and medical men. Next to 
Muzaffar Shah, the other ruler worthy of mention, is Sultan 
Mehmud Shah ( 863 - 917 A.H, ). He had established a bureau 
for the trajislations of valuable Arabic and Sanskrit books into 
Persian. Though various Indian medical works had been translated 
1. Translation of Yu"suf-o-Zii laikba" was published in 1901 in 
Bolibay. The other information is obtained from the English 
Translation of Jonaraja's •Rajatarangini' by J.C. Dutt. 
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into Arabic and Persian, for example 'Susrat' and ' Chark ' 
during the period of Caliphate in Persia, perhaps in India, 
it begins with the translation of ' Vagbhat ' which is enti-
tied as ' Shifa-i-iMehmud Shahi ' . The translation w-s done 
by*Ali Bin Muharamad bin Ismail, 'WM6-^*tt ^ consists of anatomy, 
diseases of children, therapeutics, wounds causesCby arrows 
and spears and its treatment, treatment of venomous bites, 
treatment of evil effects, and the sexual potency. 
The translator has done free translation, adding 
his notes and independent views. If a certain thing is against 
the Islam, he frankly cuts short that recommendation. A very 
troublesome thing which the reader comes across in this trans-
lation is that in the beginning, a certain term of Sanskrit in 
translated anc! used on further pages but again the original 
Sanskrit term is used. Thus, the understanding becomes in-
terru.ted and difficult. 
However, the \vork is im'^ortant because it had 
introduced the Indian medicine to the i'ersian knowing iiuslims 
of the later half aj*9th Century A,H« Prior to the Moghal regime 
the Lady Dynasty deserves special mention. The most able and 
ingenious ruler of this djTiasty , Sikandar Lodi ( S94 - 923 All) 
inspite of being rigid and obstinate in the matters of religion, 
becaiiie the symbol of tolerance and propagation of Indian lear-
nings. Sultlin I inself was a liteiary figure and during his 
1, The manuscri] t is , reserved in Asafia Library, of llyderubad!. 
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period , Hindus had gained access to persian language. He used 
to compose the verses also under the pen-uame '-' GulrukhT and 
used to avail the company of the most prominent literary figures -
Shaikh Jamali. As iiientior.ed earlier, Hindus had developed in-
terest in the i ersian laagiage. There nas a Dirahinan poet, who, 
as BadayiTni remarks, inspite of being ' Kafir ' was capable 
2 
of giving lessons from the books of Persian literature. Being 
attracted to the lavish patronage of art and learnings, great 
scholars from Persia, Mavera-un-Naher and also frota various 
regions of India used to come to his court and permanently 
3 
settle in Delhi and Agra. 
During the reign of Sulta^ n Sikandar Lodi, two 
raedical works are worthy of mention. One of it entitled as 
'Tibb-i-Sulaiman Shahi ' which was composed in 902 A.II. is 
available in the manuscript section of As^ afia Library of 
llyderlxbad. It has been dedicated to some Sulaiman Shah. The 
author's name is not traceable in the manuscript. This work 
is voluminous, consisting 113 chapters. The Hindi names of 
the diseases are also ?iven, for example, in 28th Chapter which 
is on ' O^^i ' ( eructj'tion ) its Hindi equivalent ' ^ ^ ' is 
mentioned. Similarly ' oZ<^ ' against its arable ' c// ' is 
provided. Though, the another has not expressed, it seems that 
he was inspired by Indian medical works and had lavishly uti-
lized from such works while compiling Tibb-e-Sulaimah Shahi. 
1 & 2. Muntakhab-ut-Tawarikh, Bad^yunl, Vol.1 Page 323 -Calcutta 
1868. . 
T^Fage, 3€ of Tarikh-e-Daudi, AIigarh,i954. 
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One Chapter has been devoted to the d reams of 
the patient and the diagnosis to be made on its basis. Along-
with the general diagnosis and treatment of various diseases of 
the human body, the author has also devoted one full chapter on 
The other important work ot this period is 
• Madanul-Shifa Sikandar Shahi '. It was compiled in 918 A.Il/ 
1512 A.D. by Mian Bhova - minister to Sikandor lodi. This 
voluminous work is based entirely on the important works of 
authoritative Indian writers on the medical subjects. 
Mian Bhowa had held great position at the court 
and was a learned man, well versed in persian, Arabic and 
'pnskrit as evident from his book. The author of 'V/aqi^ at-i-
Mushtaqi ' who was a contemporary to luian Bhowa, says " He 
used to associate with the learned men. The great men of the 
age assembled around him. He brought books from Khurasan and 
gave them to learned and good men. Writers were continually 
2 
engage.d in this work". 
In the introduction to this book explaining 
the reasons on account of which he compiled it, he writes,"It 
has been leprnt by experience that the Greek system of Medicine 
does not suit the people of India, nor does it agree with the 
Climate of this country. And as the names of the medicines are 
1. M_ajajisiizi4iijLranacrlbad™Jj^  A.H,^ preserved in Asafia 
Library, Hyderabad. -—.... 
2. Sir il.Elliot, vol. IV PP 451. Foot note. 
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menti )ne(] in Persian ; nd Arabic, they cannot be identified in 
these lands and many of them are not available in this country. 
It is therefore necessary to make a thorough study of the books 
of the Indian Physicians". Further he says, " The request 
of this humble servant, therefore is that, he wishes to com-
pile a book in persian comprehending all the branches of 
medicine. The orders were issued from the Exalted court: 
' 0* '^ou having the ability, io soiuut.'ii ir, m ] '^^ ider into 
Persian which is the sweetest of all the langnages, the subs-
tance of all the principles contained in the medical v.orks of 
the Indian Physicians ". Further, he says that thlis book was 
compiled on the basis of Sanskrit works, which he enumerates 
as under :-
1. Sasruta (2) Charaka (.3) Gatu Kama (4) Bhoja. 
5. Bheda (6) Vag Bhata (?) Ras Ratnakar (s) Sarngadhara 
9. Bangsen (lO) Chintamani (ll) Madhava Nidan. 
12. Chakra Datta (13) Gaya Dutta. 
Madanul Shifa is divided into an introduction 
and three chapters. The introduction is divided into two 
parts, the second dealing with the fundamentals of medicine. 
Chapter first deals with the principles of the 
treatment according to Indian system, consisting of 32 sections 
i. Madan-ul-Shifa Sikandar Shahi- Lucknow edition. All. 1294/1877 
Page 3. ' 
It has also been translated into Urdu. 
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Chapter second is on the empryology and 
anatomy ani consists of nine sections. 
The third chapter deals with the symptoms of 
the various diseases and their treatment. It consists of 87 
sections. In the end of the book, the author himself furnishes 
the number of diseases as about 11C7 which have been dealt. 
Miyan Bhowa has accepted Hindi words or terms 
if no Persian eqnivalent was availaT)le and those persian Avords 
which had no Hindi equivalents, are well explained in Hindi. 
He was perhaps a poet too because in the beginning and in the 
end of the book, there are found few verses. 
The book is a valuable work produced in India. 
It has been noticed by Indian historians with high apprecia-
tion. The author, of V.aqi'^ at-i-Mushtaqi has described the book 
as one of the greatest authorities on its subject. 
The au^thor of Tarikh-i-Daudi also finds this 
work an addition to the medical literature of the world. 
Another small treatise on the diseases of eye s 
an] their treatment entitled as VA^-^Z-C^' is available in the 
Library of Ajmal KhS\^. Tibbiya College of'AlIgarh University. 
To my knowledge, no mention of it has been made in the known 
catalogues. 
This manuscript originally belonged to Hakim 
1, Elliot, Vol. IV P 451, 
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Zia'ul Hasan of Bhopal. It consists of 36 folios and is written 
— • 
in ordinary Sh.ikast. The treatise is in Persian language and 
is divided into an introduction and six chapters - each chap-
ter lelng subdivided into sever. 1 sections. 
Following the phrases in prayer, the author 
says that once Khan bin Khan Sultan Sikandar - may God prolong 
his jiistlce over the heads of the people, desired this huiuble 
servant of the threshold to compile a treatise on the treat-
ment of the ailments of the eye. This obedient, inspite of 
incapability in this art, compiled this treatise and eave 
it the title ^>^^^ • , The authortdoes not mention his name 
and also we do not find neither the year of transcrii>tion nor 
the name of the scribe. However, it seems not to be very old 
transcription. 
Following the ci re must a nee s under which this 
treatise was composed, there is a detailed account of the 
anatomy and physiology of the brain and the eye.The 1st Chapter i; 
divided into 25 sectins, deals with the diseases of eye-lids 
and all the knov/n diseases are included. The second chapter 
deals with the diseases of the conjunctiva and comprises 7 
sections. The third chapter deals with the diseases of the 
Cornea and consists of 3 sections. The fourth chapter deals 
with the diseases of the iris an'^  covers three sections. 
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The f i f t h chap te r d e a l s with the v i s i o n and i s 
sub-div ided i n t o 4 s e c t i ) n s . The s i x t h chap t e r d e a l s with the 
method of the use of few drugs l i k e blue v i t r i o l , antiuiony e t c . 
The author has r e f e r r e d to *l\li f in 'Abba's the 
phys ic ian and a l so recommends t o seek the p r e s c r i p t i o n s from 
Zakhlra Khwarzm Sha^hi. Ins tead of g iv ing the Hindi e q u i v a l e n t s , 
he of^ and on, p rovides the i'lrabic term a g a i n s t a pe r s i an t e r n . 
On s e v e r a l pages of the manuscr ip t , t he re is 
an oval s e a l v.lirh bci.as the .'British crown and ' J.Vihatinan' - 1S42, 
As we have observed e a r l i e r , fo l lowing the 
death of F i roz Shlili Tughlaq the C iv i l v'ar among the c la imants 
o • the throne and the t ime ly a t t ack of Timur in 800 A . " , had 
weakened the i /elhi S u l t a n a t e , and the i n e v i t a b l e r e s u l t was 
the autonomy of p e t t y e s t a t e s , Sikandar l o d i , had however, 
r e s t o r e d the d i g n i t y to some e x t e n t and annexed few more s t a t e s 
t o the s u l t a n a t e of D e l h i , Af te r h i s death, none of h i s succ-
e s s o r s was worthy of d e a l i n g with the s i t u a t i o n and Ibrahim 
Lo'^i had ru led only fo r nine y e r r s , t h a t the grand-grand son of 
Timur - Zahiruddin Babur invaded Ind i a in 932 A.H./152G A.D. 
Timilr i n s p i t e of h i s a t r o c i t i e s had a sof t 
co rne r for a r t i s t s and s c h o l a r s . In h i s memoirs he says" ,Sages , 
p h y s i c i a n s , a s t r o l o g e r s and a ia themat ic ians who are the e s s e n t i a l s 
of t h e iiiachmary of Givernuent , I drew theui around me ' . Timur 
1 . Davy and iVhite: I n s t i t u t e s of Timur, P 205 
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seems to be the first to impulsate bis countrymen for intellec-
tual pursuits. The house of TimiTr in Iran could he divided in-
to three groups . (a) Timur's son Shah Rulch and his sons who 
ruled at iiamarqand (b) Sultan Ilusain Bayagra who ruled at 
Herat, (c) The third Timurid branch lead by Babur, which 
flourished in India, is chiefly concerned here. 
Babur had succeeded his fatiier*^ Umar Shaikh 
Mirza's petty Kingdom of Farghana at the age of 12, In 932A.II./ 
1526 A.L. after the decisive battle of FanTpat, he laid the 
foundation of Moghal Snipire in India, 
B^bur was not only an extra-ordinary warrior 
but also a man of letters. lie was an accomplished poet of 
Turkish Language - his mother tongue and also he composed verses 
in Persian - his acquired language. 
Babur's • Memoirs ' furnish sufficient evidence 
of his mastery, not only as a writer but also as a historian. 
Initially it \ms written in Turkish which had never been a well-* 
developed language, but Babur made it ..orthy of appreciation, 
Abc/ui'Fazl in his ' Akbar Nama ' remarks, " From the beginning of 
his enthronement until his death, he has written the events in 
most florid and powerful speech," Among the memorable achieve-
ments of Babur, is his 'script' Diwan of Turkish and Persian 
poems and a book on 'Fiqa ' on which the commentary was written 
1 by Shaikh Zain. 
1. Muntakhab-ul-Taw'arikji of Bad'ayunT, P, 343. 
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Being gifted with literary insight, Babur had 
an assembly of distinguished scholars around him, '' .Among 
the many such le&rned men, there was Sliaikli Zain KhafIT who had 
translated the ' Memoirs • of Babur in a very fluent language, 
Maul ana Baqai who had composed a Klasnawi and Maulmia Shahlbuddin 
Isluammai, who was an dniinent poet "^ Among the physicians, 
— - _ a — -
the author of A'bar Nama has mentioned Mir Abul Baqa, Nizanmddin 
KhalTfa and Maulaha Yusufi, who were reknown for their art. 
Besides those who had accomi.anied Babur, many other notable 
poets, sdholars and physicians, being lured by rich and liberal 
patronage, had kept on emigrating to India from Iran and Mavera^-
un-Nehr , 
Babur could rule for a fairly short period of 
fo'ir years. He died at Agra in 937 A.H./1530 A.:., leaving his 
kingdom to Humayun. 
Babur's e^.ually gifted son IlumayUn ascended 
the throne in the same year . Unlike his father Iluiuayun was 
a monarch of uiore literary than the adiuinistrative capabilities. 
Humayun had no lihing for Turkish language, rather he encoura-
ged Persian during his reign. He had also compiled a Diwai iu 
/; siaa. .Jiui F i^ l *ii Uis .^ kbar Nama has admired Humayun's 
fine literary taste and insight for poetry. 
1, Munjtakhab-ul-Tav.'arlkh of Ba ayuhi, P.341. Vol. I 
2. Ilakim Mir Abul Baqa is introduced also by the author of 
Ma'asir-i-Rahimi as one of the skilled physicians of Babur's 
Period ( Vol."l P. 516) 
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Besides the scholars and physicians vho had 
come to India duriTvg the reign of Eabur and Eifter his death 
had entered the services of Ilumayun, many others had come being 
attracted to the latronage of Huma'yuh. Yusufi and Khwahdrair 
were those who had also served Babur. Among the Chief poets 
attached to the court of Iluraayun were Junubi, Nadiri, Tahiri, 
Kahi, Jala"]!, ^auiiri and Farighi. 
Might there have been several physicians during 
the period of Ilumayun, but the historical survey reveals that 
none of the medical books were produced at leeist in North India 
during the first half of 10th Century Hijri except those comri-
led by Yusuf bin Mohaimcad Yusufi- a physician attached to the 
court of Ilumayun. Yusufi is the pivot of this thesis and 
detailed review regarding his life and works shall follow. 
Historically we know that muslim rulers had 
reached Ueccan in 7th century A.H. during the period of'Alanddin 
KhJLlji. Following this Behmanl dynasty was established in 
about the middle of the 8th century Ilijri. V.ith the down fall 
Rahmani dynasty, five independent Islamic estates were esta-
blished, the three of which, v^utub Sh^ahi, Adil Shahi, and 
I^ izaci Sliahi are very important. While Ilum'ayun was on the 
throne of Delhi, the rulers of Adil ShahT dynasty were lavishly 
patronising art and learning. One of the medical compositions 
^^ hich was produced during the days of %iil SJiah in early 10th 
Century Ilijri is entitled as ' Miftab'ul-Sur"ur"^dil ShTihl' . It 
was composed by Hakim Muhammad ^asim Beg ant* is divided into 
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an introduction , three maqSlat and ^atima. The subject is 
mainly on sexalogy, but there is also a brief description of 
the causes of ailBients of reproductive organs and the prin-
ciples of treatment. Though the book is in Persian, the author 
has consciously concentrated on providing the Hindi equivalents 
of the names of the simple and compound medicaments* For this 
he has devoted one full section. The author also prefers to 
use Persian against the Arabic names of the drugs. 
On the daath of Humayun in 963 A.H, his son 
Jalaluddih Muhammad Akbar was crowned at an early age. Though 
ha was not properly educated* it is noteworthy that during his 
reign the Moghal court was overwhelming with the scholars, poets 
and physicians* Famous historian Mulla ^ bdul Qw)ir Badayuni 
lived in his period and rendered various literary services. 
His ' Muntakhab-ul-TawarTkh' is an authentic contemporary 
source. Anogher distinguished figure of Akbar-fs period is 
Abul Fazl who does not need any introduction to the literary 
world* Ain-i7Akbari is the master-piece of Abul Fazl, which 
apart from its histo-biographical value, is one of the fine 
specimens of prose writings of medival India. 
Among the other learned scholars attached to 
FaizT 
the court of Akbar, Shaikh Abul Faiz/comes first* He was 
•• • • i . ' t r 
an accomplished poet and also was an akilled physician. He 
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had become famous for the teaching of Qanun of Avicenna. 
Badayunl. observes that Fa iz i " In the art of poetry, prosody, 
h i s t o r y , d i c t i o n , medicine and Insha had no r i v a l in the 
world". Famous poets who had emigrated t o India, had assem-
bled at Akbar's court and were l a v i s h l y patronized* Badayuni 
has mentioned 107 poets of Akbar's per iod , of whom those who 
were on the top of the l i s t and had entered the royal serv ices 
were Ghazall , Naz ir i , Urfr, Qasim-i-Kahi, Khwaja Hussain of 
Merv, Qasim>i>Arsalan, S t a s h f of Qandhar, Bairam f^an and 
Sannai? 
Scores of physic ians who l ived in Akbar's 
period are mentioned in various h i s t o r i c a l and biographical 
works. Several of them were attached to the court and held 
great p o s i t i o n s . BadayuTnl has mentioned the fol lowing : -
1 . Haklm-ul-Mulk Shamsuddln of Gllan, who was the Galen of 
the age and was endowed with heal ing breath of Messih. 
2 . HakTm Saiful-Muluk of Damawand. 
3 . Hakim Zambll ShirazT . 
4 . Hakim'Ain-ul Mulk of ShTraz. 
5 . Hakim Maslh-ul-Mulk Sh iraz l . 
6 . Hakim Misr l . 
7 . Hakim *AlI Gl lan l . 
8 . Hakim ^ b u l Fateh Gl lah l . 
"T^^'SP^'^ 
i. Vol. Ill Page. 299. 
2. Vol. Ill ( Banking's translation ) 
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9. Ha^B Hasan Giluii 
10. Hakin HumaiB. 
11. Hakim Fathullah SbTrazl. 
12. Shaikh Bina - the surgeon, whose skill was great in this 
art. 
After giving these names, Badayuni says, "there 
are also others among the physicians, obscure Musalmans, and 
Hindus from writing of whose Kames my heart revolts'*. 
In addition to the above, Khwaja Nizcunuddin 
2 
has mentioned the following other physicians* 
1. Hakim Lntfullah Gilani. 
2. Mulla Mir Hervi* 
3* Durga mal Tablb. He was a l so an o c u l i s t * 
4 . *Ali - v a i d . 
5* Ahmad Gilani. 
6* Birju - the surgeon. 
7* Bhairon - the surgeon. 
6* Chandr Sen > the surgeon . Hakim Mohd. Akbar Arzanl 
3 
has given the references from his prescriptions* Abul Faz^ l 
has mentioned eleven physicians besides those mentioned by 
BadayunT. Abul Faz^ l also mentions four Hindu physicians -
Vaid Bhim Nath, Shivji Vaid, Mahadevo and Vaid Naraiant 
1* Badayuni vol* III ( Translation; Ranking Chap III ). 
2. Tabaqat-i-AkbarT ( Translation: B.De., vol II. PP 710-12) 
3* Mujarrabat-^-Akbarl, Uicknow, 1280 A*H. 
4 . Ain-i -Akbari , v o l . 1 ( Translation:M.B^»<i6h«,^^\PP.542-44 
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The period under review is Also important Iron 
the point of view that along with the renaissance of Indian 
nedlcine, the Greco-arabian system of medicine was again 
brought into IJme light and scholars had engaged themselves 
in doing Persian translations and writing comentaries on 
Arabic works of medicine* 
Hakim ^ bul Fateh Gilahl, who was a trusted 
physician and noble of Akbar wrote the 'Sharah-i-Qahuncha 
entitled Qayasiya' which is the commentary on Akhlaq~i-Nasiri 
and I Charbagh ' which is a collection of his letters, mostly 
addressed to Hakim Humam, Paizi, Abul Pazl, and Khan Khanan. 
In the art of writing ' Sails ' prose, 'Allama Shibli observes 
that Hakfrn Abul Fateh was parallel to Faizi. Hakfm Abul Fateh 
had also compiled his tested prescriptions, the manuscript copy 
of which is preserved in the Library of Punchab University* 
Another distinguished physician Hakim'All Gilani who enjoyed 
special privileges at the court of Akbar, had compiled the 
* Shareh-al-Qanun of Avicenna in Arabic language. This *^areh' 
is still very popular and is thought to be the best. Several 
libraries of India possess its manuscripts* His tested pres-
cription, entitled as MuJarrabat-i-Hakim Ali' had been published 
by DebX Sahai from Matba-i~Delhi, the copies of which are easily 
available * Another physician of this period who also lived 
i, Shir-ul^jam, Vol. Ill P. 60 
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in Jehangir's period was Hakim Fathullah Gl lan i , who had 
— _ 2 
a l so wr i t ten the ' Shareh-al-Qanun' of Avicenna. This had 
been published by Matba-i>Nawal Kishore. A famous surgeon 
who held great p o s i t i o n at Akbar's court waa Shaikh Hasan 
Muqarrab l^Sn, The author of 'Ma*asir~ul-Umara' quotes an 
event that once Akbar had developed an injury on h i s private 
parts caused by the horn of the stag* The trauma was so 
severe that Hakim ^ l l and Hakim MisrT f e l l short of i t s 
treatment. Then Shaikh Hasan and h i s father Shaikh MiniT 
who was a l so a s k i l l e d surgeon, treated and the emperor was 
3 
cured. Shaikh Hasan had a l s o compiled a book e n t i t l e d 'Ain-
ul -Shi fa* which i s more or l e s s on the pattern of M&dan-ul-
Shi fa , deal ing with the Arabian as well^Indian medicine. The 
manuscript of ^ i n - u l - S h i f a i s ava i lable in A£afia Library, 
Hyderabad and MQjulana Azad Library, ^ l i g a r h . As already 
mentioned, the independent e s t a t e s of Deccan, par t i cu lar ly 
Nizam Shahi and Adil Shahi dynast ies had t h e i r own school of 
Physicians and valuable works were produced at t h e i r court s . 
A book e n t i t l e d as ' Z i ^ i r a - i - N i z a m Shahi ' was compiled by 
Rustam Jurjani during the reign of Burhan Nizam Shah in the 
middle of 10th Century HijrT. The book i s on the general 
treatment and Materia Medica and i s on the pattern of Jsuoa-i-
i b n - i - 6 a i t a r . Another book * Akhtiarat-i-Qutub ShahT* was 
1 , Tuzk-i«Jahangiri , Page 35 . 
3 , B i c i i ^ n i - Vol . I l l ( Trans lat ion: Ranking Chap. I l l ) 
3 . Vol . I l l Page. 379. 
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• OBplled on materia} Medica and general medicanents by 
Muhammad Momin bin ^ li al-Husainl during the reign of 
Mohammad Quli Qutub Shah in 972 A.H. The famous book on 
Ophthalmology' Tazkirat-ul-Kahhalin ' of ^ li bin*^ rsa, whieh 
is in Arabic e^rd was translated by Shamsuddin ^ li al-Hussaini 
in Persian during the period of Mohammed Quli Qutub Shah. 
In 1014 A.H. Akbar died and in the same year 
his son JehangTr was enthroned. Jehangir was a literate monarch 
and possessed fine taste of poetry as well as talent for writing 
decent prose. Few of the physician of his father's time also 
lived in his period. For example, Hakim All GJlani who had 
built a ' Hauls ' ^ t Lahore, is referred by Jehangir in his 
'Tuzk ' . He speaks of Hakims capabilities in a high esteem 
and asserts him as un-rivalled physician. 
M^tamid |^an has mentioned the following 
physicians who were attached to the court of Jehangir:-
1. Hakim Rukna Kashi 
* —— 
2 . Hakim Maslhuzzaman ( whose real name was Sadra ) 
. y ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ / 
3 . Hakim Abul Qasim Gilani known a s Hakum-ul-mulk 
4 . Hakim Mominlii ShTrazi. 
5 . HakTm Ruhu'l lah. 
6 . HakTm Hamid Gujrati . 
7. HakTm Taql. 
1 . Translat ion by Beberidge, page 154. 
2 . Iqbal Namai Jehahglrl of Mirza Mohammad a l i a s Motamid Kban 
t r a n s l a t i o n by Mohd.Zakaria,P 27±l e o n t d . . . P a g e . 57 / 
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Jehanglr in his 'Tuzk' has also mentioned the 
itames of Hakim I^ush-hal and Hakim ^ bdul Shakur. 
Giving the account of his own illness, His 
Majesty mentions of his personal physicians who had treated 
him. They were Hakim Masrhuzzaman, Hakim ^ bul Qasim and 
Hakim ^ bdul Shakur. He was cured under the treatment of 
*Abdul Shakur . 
Hakim Ruhullahwas the most competent physi-
cian of Jehanglr's court* " Nur Jehan was suffering since 
long from some illness and almost all the muslim and Hindu 
physicians who were attached to the court, had fallen short 
of her treatment. Then Hakim Ruhullah came and took Begum 
under his treatment. With the blessings of God, she was 
__ 2 
cured within a short period. Hakim was lavishly rewarded. 
Few important books were also compiled during 
the period of JehangTr* Amanullah Khan, who is better known 
as ' Khan Zaman ' and who was the son of Jehanglr's famous 
Commander Mahabut Khan, had compiled the following books :> 
a) 1. Ummul *Iiaj x This comprises the general rules of 
evacuation and also the treatment. Ummul ^ Ilaj had been 
compiled in 1040 A.H, 
. _ — 4 
b) GanJ-i-Bad-Award : I t was compiled in i035 A.H. and i s an 
1 . Tuzk-i-JehSnglrl ( Translated by Beveridge ) P. 267, 
?-. Tuzk-i-JehangTri, Page 253*Aligarh, 1864. 
3 . Printed copies are a v a i l a b l e . ( 1882) 
4 . One f ine copy ( manuscript) i s preserved in A.K.Tibbiya 
College Library, *^Aligarh. 
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exhaustive work comprising the descriptions of simple 
and comoound drugs. The author has given a long list 
of physicians , the works of whom he had utilized, and 
also he has included the mad icon entsy^ f Indian medicine. 
Khan Zaman had also served Emperor Shah Jehan and Ganj-
i~Bad>Award was actually compiled during the peiiod of 
Shah Jehan and dedicated to him as the author has express* 
ed in the preface and also in the conclusion through the 
verses. Also he informs the date of composition which is 
the value of • ^ • 
c) Dasturul-Hinud :- It is the Persian translation of a 
Hindi medical book. 'Madanbinod'. 
A Physician, Taqiuddin Mohammad bin Sadruddin 
was attached to the court of Sultan Muhammad Qutub SJbah (1020-
1035 A.H.) the fifth- ruler of Golconda. He had compiled a 
— — _*' — -2 
book - ' Mizan-ul-Tabai * Qutub Shahi, which comprises the 
fundamentals of materia medica and pharmacology. 
In 1037 A.H. Shah Jehan succeeded the throne 
who was also a great patron of poets and scholars, though his 
fame rests on the architec^tural achievements. Muhammad Salih 
Kamboh has noticed the following among the physicians who 
i. Manuscript copy is available in the Institute of History 
of Medicine, Delhi. _ 
2. Copies available in Asafla Library, Hyderabad and Bodlien 
Library. 
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were reknown during the period of Shah JehMi. 
1« Hakim Muminai Shirazi, who had also served Jehangir. 
2 . Hakim Fatehul lah. 
3 . Hakim ^Ilmuddin. 
4 . Hakim Daud known as Taqarrub Khan. 
5 . Hakim Muhammad S a l i h . 
6* Bindraban Jarrah. 
7 , Hakim Khush-tfal. 
8 . Hakim'^Abdullah Gi lan i . 
_ - _ 2 
The author of 'Badshah Nama' adds to the 
above list the names of Hakim Haziq and ^ bul Qasim Gflani 
Two laymen, who have become the part of the history on account 
of their ointments are ''Arif and 'Hamun'. Once Jehan Ara, 
the favourite daughter of Shah Jehan was extensively burnt. 
When no treatment was found useful, the ointment prepared by 
'^ Arif - the slave of the princess , was tried, and the ulcers 
were healed up rapidly. But during the journey to Kashmir, 
Jehao Ara was with her father and again, the raw ulcers had 
become active. This time an external application prepared 
- 3 
by Hamun was used and ulcers were completely healed up. 
SJiah Jehan's eldest son - Dara Shikdh, besides 
other arts, and learning , was greatly interested in medicine 
1. Amal-i-Saleh ..or SJhah JehSh NcuDa. 
2. Vol. I PP. 184 ana 348. 
3 . Muntakhab-ul-Lublib: Khafi laiSi. PP. 600 & 602 
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and few remarkable medical books were compiled under his 
patronage. Hakim Nuruddin Muhammad 'Abdullah son of Hakim 
'\Ain-ul-Mulk Shirazi and nephew of'Allama Faizi was attached 
to his court. He had compiled several medicdl books, of which 
Alfaz-ul-Advia, Jami-^l-Attibba and '^ Ilajat-i-Dara Shikohi 
or Tibb-i-Dara Shikohi are worthy of mention. 
Alfazal-ul-Advla was compiled in 1038 A.H. 
and dedicated to Emperor Shah Jehan. It comprises mainly the 
names of simple drugs in Hindi, Turki, Persian, and Arabic. 
Tibb-i-Dara Shikohi is a comprehensive and 
valuable work compiled in 1056 A.H. and dedicated to Dara 
Shikbh. The book embodies the collective medical knowledge 
of the Persian and Indian Physicians, known until that time 
2 
and also the personal expriences of the author. 
In 1069 A*H.Aurangzeb, the worthy son of 
Shah Jehan was enthroned. He was a learned monarch well-
versed in Arabic, Turki, Persian, and Hindi. His letters 
(ruqqat) are estimated as one of the best specimens of Insha 
pardfizi* 'Allajna Shibll observes that AlamgTr had equal command 
over sword and pen. His Insha had gained appreciation even 1 
1. Lithographed in 1265 A.H. at Delhi; English translation: 
Gladwin - 1793 (Calcutta ) 
2. Incomplete copy (manuscript) is available in As^ afia Library 
Hyderabad, in Bodlien Library, and A.S.O, Bengal,Calcutta, 
and also one copy is available in A.K. Tibbiya College,Librar; 
*Aligarh. 
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1 
from his enemies' * His poetic nerve reflects I^TL- his letters 
which are adorned with beautiful verses. Aurangzeb like his 
predecessors, took great interest in the propagation of the 
art of medicine. Not only the Emperor, but also the nobles 
and Chiefs took active part in the establishment of hospitals. 
Thus the army Chief - Nawab Khair Andesh Khan who was a lear-
ned physician himself and had compiled a book on medicine 
— — 2 
entitled as ' Khair-ul-Tajarib' . He had also founded a 
hospital , kKs± at Etawah. In this charitable hospital, 
besides muslim physicians, were also engaged Hindu vaids, 
3 
like Kanwal Nain Sukhanand and Nain Sukh* 
There were famous and skilled physicians 
attached to the court of Alamgir. Once the Emperor had 
fallen ill seriously and inspite of the best care, did not 
yield to the treatment. At last Hakim Muhammad Amin Shirazi 
and Hakim Muhammad Mehdi took his majesty under their treat-
4 
ment and his Majesty was cured. 
Several other physicians were famous in this 
art and attached to the courts of Alanglr and the prince Mu-
hammad Azam Shah. For example, Haklm-ul- Mulk Haziq Khan, Hakim 
1. Mazamin-1-Alamgir, P. 142. 
2. Sieru'l Mutakhirin, Vol. II P. 606 _ 
3. Asar-i-Khair by Sayyid Ahmad Marehravi, Agra.1323 A.H.P.93 
4. ^Alamgir Namah, PP. 567 &*750. 
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Subhan, Hakim Muhammad Shafi, Hakim Masum and Hakim Muhammad 
Akbar Arzani. 
The last mentioned, Hakim Muhammad Akbar 
deserves special mention, lie is that fortunate physician 
whose books are being included in the syllabus of the Tibbi 
Institutions of modem India and are consulted by the beginners 
as well as by the scholars. His chief works are as under :-
a) Tibb-i-Akbar which is rather the translation of 'Shareh 
Asbab wa al-^Iamat' into Persian, added with the essential 
and important descriptions from Qanun, Zakhira and Kifaya. 
2 
Tibb-i-Akbar was compiled in 1112 A,H. The printed copies 
of Tibb-i-Akbar are easily available in various libraries. 
The book deals \yith causes, symptoms and treatment. 
b) Mizan-ul-Tib :- This book deals with the fundamentals of 
Greco-arabic medicine. It had been lithographed in 1636 
in Calcutta and in 1874 in Kanpiir. 
c) Mufarreh'ul Qiilub :- It is a commentary on •Qanuncha' 
(Arabic) and was undertook on the insistance of one of 
his close friends during the last days of Alamgir and was 
finished after his Majesty's death, during the reign of 
3 Farrukhsier . 
1. Ma•asir-i-Alamgiri ( Translat ion ) 
2 , Preface of Tibb-i-Akbar, Nawal Klshore, Ksmpur, 1910 A.D. 
t* Mufarreh-ul-Qulub (Urdu Translat ion ) Page 751, Nawal Kishore 
Lucknow, 1939, 
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The book had been lithographed fourth time in 1883 in 
Lucknow« 
a) Mujarrabat-i-Akbari :- This is a collection of tested and 
tried prescriptions of the author and had been compiled 
about 1130 A.H, The book had been lithographed twice 
i.e. in 1276 in Bombay and in 1280 in Lucknow. 
e) Qarabadin-i-Qadirl :- This book consists of the pres-
criptions of compound medicaments. It had been litho-
graphed in 1286 in Delhi, 
Resides the above mentioned, few more books 
wire compiled during the period of Aurangzeb. The Chief works 
are ' Riaz-i-Alamglrl, which was compiled by Muhammad Raza 
Shlrazl, *Ain-ul-Hayat by HakTm Mubarak and • Tuhfatul Atibba' 
by Shaikh Ahmad Qannauji. The last mentioned is a versified 
book, dealing with all branches of medicine. The book serves 
the purpose of a complete medical book. 
As mentioned earlier, Adil Sj^ ahi dynasty in 
Brjapur was very fond of learned men and propagation of lear-
nings. One of the medical works produced under the patronage 
of YiTsuf'Adil Shah has been discussed earlier. A historian 
1, Manuscript copy is in As^ afia Library, Hyderabad; and one 
manuscript copy is in personal libraryof Hakim'Abdul Latif 
(Lucknow ) 
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of distinction,Ifahamniad Qasim Firish,ta, sumamed Hindu Shah was 
attached to the court of Ibrahlm^Adll Shah II ( 988 - 1037 A.H.) 
Besides, compiling the famous history known as Tarlkh-i-Flrishta, 
be had also composed a medical book, entitled as ' Dasturul Atl-
bba • or Ikhtiarat-i-Qaslmi, and dedicated it to his patron. 
In the preface the author says that after the study of the Greek 
and Indian systems of Medicine, he thought it necessary to com-
pile a book dealing with Indian medicine because there were Muslim 
physicians who had no knowledge of ever changing climate of this 
topic and suitable medical applications. The books comprises 
three 'magalas ' and the ' Khatima I The author has given the 
Hindi equivalents of the Arabic and Persian names of the drugs. 
On the death of Alamgir, the grandeur and power 
of Moghal Empire entered into the phase of decline. But the 
traditions of learning and compilations of medical books conti-
nued to remain into existance actively until the period of Shah 
71. — 
Alam. Durig the reign of Muhammad Shah, several medical books 
were compiled by the famous physician Hakiim Muhammad Hashim 
Shira^zi, better known as Alvi Khan. He was the personal phy-
sician to Mohammad Skah and held great position at the court 
on account of his professional skill. In 1151 A.H,, while retur-
ning tu his own land. Nadir Shah had taken many scholars and men 
1. The book had been lithogrfiphed in 1901 A.D« in Amri^sar and 
printed & manuscript copies are available in several libraries. 
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of s k i l l with him, ^ I v i ^ a n was one of them. In 1156 A,H, he 
had come back to Delhi and died in 1160 A.H. 
I t i s t o l d t h a t Nadir Shah, dur ing h i s youth 
and middle age had enjoyed good h e a l t h . But in l a t e r l i f e having 
l o s t h i s t e e t h , he could seldom, a t e food wel l m a s t i c a t e d , which 
gave r i s e t o g a s t r i t i s . During the a t t a c k on Delhi h i s f ee t 
began t o s w e l l . Nadir Sh^h summoned Hakim Alvi Khan. With in 
a sh ) r t t ime he was r e l i e v e d and t h i s was t h e reason he was 
— - 2 
pursuaded to accompany Nadir Shah, 
Hakim'Alvi Khan had compiled the fo l lowing Books, 
most of which have been publ i shed and are e a s i l y a v a i l a b l e . 
a) Tiihfai Muhammad Shah i , which i s ded ica ted to Muljammad SJiah 
and comprises the gene ra l medic in* . 
b) Jamiul-Jawame : - This d e a l s wi th t h e Pharmacology. 
c) Ahwal- i -Aza-ul-Nafs : - I t i s in Arabic and dea l s with the 
t r ea tmen t of r e s p i r a t o r y o rgans . 
d) Matab ^ I v i Klian : - I t i s a c o l l e c t i o n of the t e s t e d p r e s -
c r i p t i o n s of the au thor and widely u t i l i z e d now a days . 
During the per iod of S h a h ^ l a m I I ( 1173-1 i21 AH^ 
s e v e r a l p h y s i c i a n s gained r e p u t a t i o n , the famous among them were 
Hakim Muhammad I shaque , Hakim I s r a i l and Hakim Shar i f Khan. 
1 . Qamus-ul-Mushahir, V o l . 1 1 , P . 91 
2 . Voyages and Trave l s (Edinburgh,1770) Vol .11 P . 4 2 1 . 
3 . One f i n e Manuscript copy i s p rese rved in t h e I n s t i t u t e of H i s -
t o r y of Medic ine- D e l h i , This was copied from the^ copy which was 
in possess ion of Hm.Ahsanullah of De lh i .A l so in Asaf ia L ib ra ry , 
Hyderabad. 
4 . Manuscript copyjLs prese rved in the above mentioned I n s t i t u t e . 
5 & 6, Shah'rAlam Nama (Ca lcu t t a )PP 112 & 123 r e s p e c t i v e l y , 
c o n t d . . . . P a g e . 6 6 / 
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Hakim Mohammad Ishaq had written a commentary on a portion of 
Al-Qanun dealing with the f«vers. The last mentioned HakTm 
Sharif Khan deserves special mention. He is the founder of 
Sharlfi family, to which belonged the famous physician and 
politician - HakTm Ajmal Khan of Delhi . Hakim Mohammed Sharif 
Khan .as one of the distinguished physicians of his time and 
had compiled several books, which are available in printed 
form and are veryL popular even today. 
The most widely circulated are as under :-
a) '^Ilajul Amraz ( Medicine ) 
b) T a l i f - i - S h a r i f i ( Material medica ) 
c) Commentary on Kul l ia t - 1 - Naf is i , 
d) Fawaid-i-Sharifa (Commentary on Shareh Asbab ) 
e) Ujala-i-Nafia ( General treatment ) . 
Befo-e the chapter is closed, i t seems des i ra -
ble that a general review be made on the develoj)ment and modi-
f i ca t ion of medicine/in India during t period of about s ix hundred 
yea r s . 
I t i s notable tha t p r i o r to Moghals, there was 
a great tendency of Muslim ru le r s and physicians to t r ans l a t e 
and to amalgamate the Indian Medical l i t e r a t u r e into t h e i r own. 
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With the advent of first Moghal monarch - Babur who brought 
the cultural/legacy, there opens a new chapter in the field 
of medicine, literature, art and music. Being attracted to 
the lavish patronage of his person and his able successors, 
the cream talent of Persia and Central Asia kept on migra-
ting to India all along from 16th Century A.D. down to 18th 
Century A.i^ . As if the currency which was being moulded in 
the institutions of Iran, was gaining access in the scienti-
fic and literary market of India. Duiing this period, as 
evident from our observations, the Greco-Arabian medical 
literature was paid better attention, commentaries were 
written on the difficult medical works of the Masters and 
more practical ap* roach was made towards the Arabian medi-
cine in the light of Indian climate and environment. Thus 
medicine brought by muslims, no doubt had undergone subs-
tantial modifications, additions and alterations in its 
new home inorder to suit the new conditions. The Indige-
nous medicine played great role in this respect. The later 
moghal period is noteworthy for the propagation of Persian 
language as the medium of almost all the medical works pro-
duced in north as well as in south India. Throughout the 
period under review, conscious efforts were made by the 
physicians to study the linguistic peculiarities in connec-
tion with the names of the drugs, edibles and medical terms 
prevalent in this country. 
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Not only the kings, but also the petty rulers 
and Amirs showed great interest in the progress of the art of 
medicine. Rulers of Kashmir, Gujrat and Nawab of Eatawah may 
be cited as examples. Not only medicine but also the litera-
ture, and architect had reached the limits of perfection. 
Today in the Tibbi institutions of our country, the same 
medicine is taught which was given a shape with the Persian 
and Indian material by those masters of medicine who had 
come to India and by those who were born in this country. 
+ 
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S E C O N D C H A P T E R 
LIFE SKETCH OF YUSUF BIN MUHAMMAD : 
- ^ — - — ' i 
Historians like all other human beings must 
have their own likes and dislikes,their individual opinions 
and mental trends which are ought to affect the recording of 
individual characters and events. Among the noted men of 
the past, there are personnel who have been neglected by 
the contemporary historians while the others have been no-
ticed more than essential. This must be a matter of per-
sonal appeal and agreement, whatso-ever, there might be 
other causes too. It is perhaps the blessing of plannets 
that Akbar could find Abul Fazl at his disposal to make him 
immortal while Aurangzeb's greatness remained masked behind 
the controversies among the Historians. The life of the 
Scholar under review is unfortunately so little known that 
it has become practically difficult to draw a reasonable life 
sketch. 
India had a destiny ahead that Babur with 
fine literary taste set his banner in the receipient soil 
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of this land and though he could not annex the pretty regions 
of Samarqand, Bukhara and Khurasan to India, he deliberately 
brought with him the men of letters, artists and physicians, 
or they were attracted to the glory of Mughal court during 
the reigm of his successors. Among such emigrants, there was 
one YiTsuf bin Muhammad, mure famous as YiTsufi which was his 
pen-name. 
HIS NATIVE LAND : 
Yusufi has been termed as Herawi in various 
catalogues in which his works have been examined. In Ency-
clopaedia of Islam also his native place is told as Herat. 
The modern writers who have written about him have generally 
ascribed Herat as his native Place. But this assumption is 
not based on some earlier or contemporary evidence. It is 
very strange indeed that no where in his writings YusufT 
has appended this title to his name. Similarly none of the 
biographers or historians dealing with him have stated him 
to have some connection with Herat. Quite contrary, Sam 
Mirza, a contemporary to YiTsufi, clearly mentions his birth 
place as • Khaf * in Kh^urasan. While according to Abul Pazl 
Yusufi was invited by Babur to his court from Khurasan. 
Though the evidences in favour of him being Kh^urasani, may 
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seem more weighty than those claiming Herat as his native 
place,yet one cannot reject the following points while deter-
mining his land of origin :-
i. He was devotionally attached to Herat and this is 
why in his later years he composed a Qasida for 
Herat and attributed it to Humayun. 
ii. His father's native place as is evident from his 
2 — (father's) own writings ,was Herat. 
iii. He has been invariably assigned the same place 
by the subsequent writers. 
Since no other substantial and reliable 
evidence is forthcoming for the present, it may be accep-
_ _ _ <> 
ted as a compromise that Yusufi was no doubt born at 'Khaf' 
(popularly called Khwaf) in Khurasan but had spent the early 
paKt of his life in Herat. 
B I R T H : None of the biographers has given the date of 
Yusufi's birth. However in one of the Qit'as available in the 
solitary copy of his collections of Qasaid, he mentions his 
birth as under : z / yy / y/ 
1. Diwan Qasaid Yusufi - Qasida Number 38: ( C^!^'^^ ^ '^^^^}vf^'^"/ 
2. Preface toBehrul Jawahir. ( /j^^9 ^C^iy^u)?! ^'^'Ip 
3. Tuhfai Sami. ( i ^ \ ^ 
( 
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The word' A^^^^^*-^^ is certainly an error of 
transcription, for, an an^bor who had servedBabur and Humayun 
about the midd le of the 10th Century cannot be said to hav« 
been born in 7th Century. Thus we may admit that it is a 
wrong substitute for ' -^ '^ ^^ ^ • . lu short Yusufi's date of 
birth according to his own writing would therefore be 872 AH. 
P A R E N T A G E : We have no internal or earlier evidence 
in support of Yusufi's parentage. So we have to rely simply 
on the circumstantial evidence. 
An important Tabib of the name of Muhammad 
bin YiTsuf who is stated to have hailed from Herat had flou-
rished in late 9th Century and early 10th Century A.^. As 
Yusufi's father bore the name of 'Muhammad' and this Muha-
mmad was the son of Yusuf, we may suppose that Muhammad bin 
YiTsuf, Tablb of Herat might be identical with Yusufi's father. 
The assumption is further supported by the frequent use of 
the epithet ' Harawl' to the name of Yusufi. The identifi-
cation of the profession may be cited as another evidence in 
support of the assertion. 
Dr. Hermann Ethe ( in Bodlein Library Catalogue) 
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and Dr. Cyril Elgood have undoubtedly claimed Muhammad bin 
Yusuf to be the fa ther of Yusuf Bin Muhammad. 
Muhammad bin Yusuf was a scholar of repute . 
Although he i s s ta ted to be the author of several medical 
t r e a t i s e s , h i s fame however, r e s t s upon two medical d i c t ion -
a r i e s . One he cal led ' Jawahir-ul-Lugheit' and the other 
' Bahr-ul-Jawahir ' . I t has been considered u n t i l l a t e l y 
tha t these two books were the same cal led by two di f ferent 
t i t l e s . But Dr. Iskander has shown in a recent paper that 
2 they are in fact quite separate works by the same author. 
Jawahir-ul-Lughat ' and 'Bahr 'ul-Jaw^hir are two arable d i c -
t i ona r i e s of Medical terms, of which the l a t t e r i s wr i t ten 
pa r t l y in Arabic and pa r t ly in Pers ian . 'Bahrul- Jawahir ' 
was lithographed in Calcutta in 1830 A.D. and in Teheran 
in 1871, In the preface the author gives his name as 
Muhammad bin Yusuf al-Tabib al-Harawi and the book was de-
dicated to Wazir ZahiruddXn Muhammad Amir Bee. Another work 
e n t i t l e d as Tarikh-i-Rind or Risala-f i l -Hind i s ascribed to 
Muhammad bin Yusuf al-Harawi ( Kashf'z-zunun,Vol I I P.158; 
vol I I I . P. 457 ( LEIPZIG). 
1. Safavid Medicine, Page 126. 
2 . al-Mashriq vol.57 PP.331-334, Beirut 1963. 
Dr. Iskandar happened to go through the unique copy of the manus-
c r i p t ' Jawahirul Lughat' preserved^in WelJ,-come His tor ica l 
Medical Library,London. This copy i s wr i t ten in hand writ ing of 
the author himself. C.Brockelmann had not d i f fe ren t ia ted th i s 
book composed in 898 A.H, from Ba^rul-Jawahir of the same 
author composed in 924 A.H. 
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YUSUFI'S OTHER BLOOD RELATIONS : 
None of the biographers has mentioned any of 
his near akins. \Fhatever we know is based on the informations 
furnished by the author himself in his quatrains available in 
his Diwan of Qas^ ald. We come to know one of his sons of the 
name of Hafiuddln Husain ( to whom he also refers in the pre-
face of Hadai-^l-Insha ) whose date of birth he gives as 26th 
August, 905 A.H. Another son whose year of death Yusufi gives 
as January 929 A.^ i,, was named Mirak Ahmad. In//Other chrono-
gram YiTsufi has given the year of the death of his wife as 
931 A.H.^ 
LIFE IN KHURASAN ; 
. 1 — 
Here again we are short of any documentary 
evidence and we have to sketch out his life in Khurasan on the 
basis of the events. 
1. Sixteenth Rubai.a;;^ t^ ;/^ '^-^ '^T-^ '!^ <^ -'/^ ' ^^^^cr-^'^^^fi^cr^^^.r^^l^yyi}/ 
2. Qit*a 9 : 
3. Rubai 15: '^hU^^^^a^-^>^A)?j^ J^ f^ a;;^ , >cS.>y^ ' 
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As we know tha t Yusufi had come to India during 
the reign of Bab«r and the f i r s t work composed by him in India, 
so far known, i s h is Qasida-i-Hifz-i-Sehat dedicated to Babur 
he must have undertaken the other works in h i s native land. 
The f i r s t medical t r e a t i s e so far t raceable and probably wr i -
t ten in Khurasan i s of 906 A.H. and the l a s t small t r e a t i s * 
on moral concepts was composed in 919 A.H, Between t h i s l a s t 
composition of Yusufi assumed to be wr i t t en in h is own native 
land and h is afore-mentioned Qaslda wr i t ten in India there 
happens a gap of eighteen years of which we know nothing with 
respect to his l i t e r a r y a c t i v i t i e s . 
Social aspects and other l i f e events of Yusufi 
during h is s tay in ^ u r a s a n are not known except th i s that he 
had the pr iv i lege of the company of Amir "^li Shir Newai. Though 
t h e i r i s no biographical evidence, we must also count upon the 
friendship of KhwMidmir with Yusufi, Both had the same land 
of or igin and had come to India to the court of Blibur. More-
over, Khwandmir re fe rs to Uusufi in h is 'Qwiun-i-Humayuni' in 
a very pleasant mood. As for the other l i t e r a r y figures of 
YiTsufi's period who lived in Herat or in ^ j i rasan and t h e i r 
fr iendship with YiTsufi there i s no mention in the biographies 
consulted hy me. 
1, Makhzan-ul-Gharaib, 
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ARRIVAL IN INBIA : 
Yusufi has not given any account as how and 
when he caine to India. It is on the basis of Abul Fazl's 
statement that we know of his arrival in India on the invi-
tation of Babur. As for the date and year of his arrival, 
there is no such evidence available. However, we may deduce 
the approximate year in the light of the historical facts. 
The decisive battle of Panipat was fought on April 20th, 
1526 A.D. If we presume that the remaining months of the 
year should have been a period of disturbance and transi-
tion, Yusufi might have come to India some time between 1527 
and 1529, because Babur had died in 1530jt.D. 
YUSUFI AT BABUR'S COURT : 
It is very sad that Babur has mentioned nothing 
with reference to Yusufi in his 'Memoirs'. And also none of the 
historians has given any account of Yusufi's life at the court 
of Babur, except Abul Fazl who makes us aware to some extent of 
the position of Yusufi at Babur's court, ' Amongst the illus-
trious men and other learneds who lived in felicity around the 
auspicious court of ' Firdous Makani ' there was Maul ana Yusufi 
1. Akbar Nainah, vol I. P 119 
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Tablb whom his Majesty had summoned from Khurasan and who was 
pr ivi leged with his Majesty's d i s t i n c t i v e a t t en t ion on account 
of h is ( Yusufi 's) high morals and august hand". 
(jasida on Hifz-i-Sehat which has come down to 
us had been dedicted to Babur by Yilsufi as evident from the 
introductory v e r s e s . I t i s claimed by modern wr i t e r s as well 
as by several cataloguers tha t t h i s Qasida had been presented 
to Babur during h is i l l n e s s in 937 A.H. This seems to be a 
mere assumption because i t i s not based on any in te rna l or 
contemporary evidence. However one cannot ru le out the 
p o s s i b i l i t y of i t being presented to Babur during h i s i l l n e s s 
or bad heal th which he had in 937 A.H, j^erhaps Babur was 
habi tua l of takini^ too much milk for Yusufi recommends him 
to take l e s s , in order to safeguard against Lucoderma. 
Thus i t could be es tabl ished as a l so , besides Abul Fazl, 
authors of ' Makhzanul Gharaib ' and • Subh-i-Gulshan • have 
observed tha t Yusufi was attached to the court as a physician. 
His other a c t i v i t i e s are not known except t h i s 
that he composed ^^asaid in the praise of Babur, s ix of which 
are avai lable in h i s Diwan. The trend of i^asaid shows that 
he had also served Babur in the capaei ty of court poet . 
1. Akbar Nama, Vol. I P 119 
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In addition to the traditional praise of his, 
bravery and generosity,Yusufi also refers to Babur's skill in 
Astronomy, theology and prosody. Perhaps there had been a 
period during which Yusufi was away from the Emperor Babur, 
- 2 for, he depicts pain of separation in one of the Qasaid. In 
one of the verses, we learn that after Babur had subdued India 
— — 3 he had an intention to invade Khurasan. 
At the time of the death of Babur and accession 
of Humayun to the throne, Yusufi had composed a quatrain, which 
gives the year 937, 
YUSUFI'S LIFE AT THE COURT OF HUMAYUN; 
On the death of Babur, his learned son Humayun 
was enthroned in 937 A,H, The illustrious son of a worthy 
father could assay the talents of his courtiers and extended 
his full patronage to the remnants of his father's time. He 
therefore, maintained Hakim Yusufi in his position. Probably 
he had served Humayun as a physician too because he had com-
posed and dedicted three short medicaLxreatises to Humayun in 
942 A.H. and 944 A.H. respectively and one book on Materia 
Medica in 946 A.H. To my knowledge no other record with res-
pect to his professional career is traceable in any of the 
1. QasTda 2, So l i t a ry 
2 . Qaslda 3 , So l i t a ry 
3 . ' iasida 6, So l i t a ry 
' manuscript! in G.OIM. Library, Madras, 
manuscript in G.O.M, Library, MadrSs. 
Manascriptj in G.O«M.| Library,^ MadrSs. 
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biographical or historical work accessahle to m«, 
It has been frequently claimed by various writers 
that Yusufi was also a 'Munshi* to Hunrayun. I have not been 
able to find any earlie^r contemporary evidence in support of 
his being secretary to Humayun. However, Yusufi's position as 
an epistolographer is undoubtedly established on the basis of 
his famous composition ' Badal-^l-Snsha ' • But this work was 
not dedicated to Humayun, which weakens the assertion that 
he served Humayun as a Secretary, Thus, neither we could 
deny nor whole heartedly accept himself as a 'Munshl' to 
Humayun. 
The third aspect of his career at the court i.e. 
as a poet, is firmly established, on the basis of the most 
authentic and first hand informations. 
Khwandmir ( 1475- 1535) another courtier and 
compatriot to Yusufi has frequently referred to Yusufi's poeti-
cal presentations at the court of Humayun, all of which are 
available in the Dlwan of Yusufi's Qasaid except one. The 
following events may be cited as examples. On the death of 
Babur and accession of Humayun, the eloquent and wise Maulana 
Yusufi, the physician composed an elegant quatrain: 
,r.yf ^ . • ^ .r^ - -^ y ; 
c 
c C 
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Amongst the contrivances of Humayun, there was 
a t e n t - l i k e square apartment called as 'Char-Taq' which had 
been errected on huge wooden boats in deept waters of Jumnli r i v e r . 
The court poets had composed verses in the praise of t h i s device. 
Maulani Yusufi the physician, whose breath was swe^t composed 
the following : - y ^ y^ ^• / . 
On the occasion of the feas t of accession, the 
great physician whose breath was as effect ive as that of Jesus, 
Maulana Yusufi presented a i^asida, the f i r s t verse of which is 
^_^l o^--C^ 0^;>J^ cr^^^ o^^'^ ( ^ 
On this day from the ward robe of royal favours, 
the said physician and many other nobles were favoured with 
grants of robes of honour. 
On the day of ' Nauroz' too, some of the poets 
such as Mauliuia Yusufi whose breath was as effective as that 
of Jesus and whose verses were as elegant as those of Anwari, 
presented pleasing Qasaid and were dignified with rewards of 
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horses and r o b e s . The two opening v e r s e s of Y u s u f l ' s composi-
t i on are as under : -
( ( 
d .,sJ\ 
It is stated that llunayun was weighed in gold each year on 
3rd of Ziqad, which was his birthday. On this occasion Yusufi 
had presented a c^ asida beginning with the following matla*. 
And referring to the birthday celebrations of Humayun Yusufi 
_ -a 1 
composed another Qasida begining with 
;-
^.'^-^r' (Jj^C ^)l>yy> ^.^r' IC^'^O'^^'^^^ ''^ ^"-^^ f 
We also come to know few other poets and nobles who were atta-
ched to the court of Humayun along with Yusufi. For example, 
Maulana Shahabuddin Ahmad, Muammai, Amir Jalaluddin Owais 
Muhammad, Ai:iir ^ .Vali Beg, Amir Yamqurctii and Maulana Muhammad 
Shah? 
1. All this information is available in 'Wanun-i-Humayuni' 
published under Biblistheca Indica series - Calcutta. 
2. Qanun-i-Humayunl. 
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Through his Dlwan we also come to know that 
YiTsufl had somehow remained attached to the petty covtts of 
the princes Muhammad Kamran Sultan, Muhammad 'Askari Mlrza 
and Muhammad Hindal MirzaT. In one of the Qasaid which are 
in praise of Kamran, Yusufi prays : 
-> / • • -
Perhaps, Yusufi was disappointed by the Prince 
Muhammad 'Askarl MirzsT, becaase in one f^ as^ ida which is in the 
praise of the Prince, he says : 
In another Qasida which is in praise of Muhammad Hindal Mirza, 
Yusufi concludes with : 
There are other references of historical impor-
tance in his Diwan which will be dealt later. As far the 
court events of relative importance two may be quoted here 
which evoke interest to some extent. For example Yusufi 
had a camel which had suddenly died and he in accordance to 
the traditional begging of medieval poets, composed a Qasida 
on the event and submitted for the compensation. 
1. Qasidar 41, Manuscript G.O.L. Madras. 
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Similarly through one of his Qit'as, we come to 
know that he had been favoured the region of 'Chitora' for 
his poems by the king but some people had csp tured it. For 
_ - 2 
this Yusufi had submitted an appeal to the King . In his old 
age Yusufi had submitted his request to Kumayun for his retire-
ment from the court and permission to confine himself to secli»-
sion during the rest of his lifeX It is all we know about 
the court life of Yusufi. 
CITIES HE VISITED : 
Y^usufi himself informs us that he had tra-
4 
veiled a lot but he has not mentioned the countries . In India, 
however he had visited Agra, Banarus and Jaunpur, in prais* 
of which ;ie had composed Qasaid, available in his Diwan. He 
has also referred to Bengal and Gujrat expeditions of Humayun, 
and perhaps he had accompanied Humayun and visited these places 
himself. Apparently he should have a concern with ' Ch^ ittor' 
which was awarded to him b; way of recompense for his poetic 
presentations, but there is no poem in praise of this place* 
The verses in praise of Agra reveal that he had lived in that 
City and for sometime had to go some where else : 
1. It is perhaps 'Chittor'. Other writers ' ave also given it 
as ' /r^- ' 
2. Qit^ VII 
3. " ' VIII 
4. RubaT 22 
5. Qaslda 36 contd....Page. 84/ 
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In the r e s t of ve r s e s Yusufi has d e v o t i o n a l l y 
expressed h i s a p p r e c i a t i o n towards the p r e t t y but modest women 
and wise but gen t l e men of iHgra. 
D E A T H ; 
No earlier evidence is available in respect 
to the year of Yusufi's death. Browne has mentioned his 
year of death as 950 A,H,/i543-44 A.DI MolvT Hidayat Husaln 
2 
has also given his year of death as about 950 A.H. None of 
them has given any reference or mentioned the original source. 
At present, however we have no contradictory statement in 
this regard. After all this is sure that he had reached an 
advanced age, as evident from his own verses and if we agree 
with Browne and Hidayat Husaln, he died at the age of 78. 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS : 
In accordance to the traditions of the time, 
Yusufi seems to have learnt all the prevalent sciences* He had 
chosen the profession of medicine, the study of which used 
to involve a profound knowledge of many other subjects. Yifsufi 
should have not been an exception to it. He was in fact the 
product of the cultural renaissance of Central Asia. He 
1 . Cambridge U n i v e r s i t y Ca ta logue . 
2 . ianun-i-Rumayunl - FN { e d i t e d by Hidayat Husaln) 
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represents a cer ta in school which flourished under Tlmurf 
Princes at Herat in 15th Century A. d)« and l ike many of his 
contemporaries such as fiabur, Zainuddin, Khwandmir and Shir 
Niwai, he shaped the h i s to ry of science and l i t e r a t u r e at 
the time of foundation of Moghal Empire in India . 
Y0usufi had combined in himself varied 
l i t e r a r y c a p a b i l i t i e s of diverse na tu re . I t i s not unusual 
that he wes equally a good poet because i t had been austomary 
with the physicians to be poet a l s o . But seldom we find 
physicians to be high c l a s s e p i s t o l a r s and 'Inshat Pa rdas ' . His 
v e r s a t i l i t y i s displayed through h i s several works of diverse 
u t i l i t y . The following; i s the l i s t of those works of Yusufi 
which are so fa r known and ava i l ab le : 
1. Risala-1-MaKul wa Mashrub - 906 A.H./1500 A,D. 
2 . Fawaid-ul-Akhyar - 913 A.H./1507 A.D. 
3 . Jamiul Fawaid - 917 A.H,/l512 A.D. 
4 . Anwar-i-Hikmat - 919 A.H./1513 A.D. 
5. Qas Ida - l - I i f z - i -Se t a t - ? 
6. RisHla-i-Dalail-un-Nabz - 942 A,H./l535 A.D. 
7. " Dalai l -ul-Bol - 942 A.H./1535 A.D. 
8. " S i t t a - i - Z a r u r i a - 944 A.H./l537A,D. 
9 . Bada-i-^ul-Insha - 940/l533 A.D. 
10. Riazul Advia - 946 A,H./l539 A.D. 
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The detailed study of these works shall be 
undertaken in the next chapter. Briefly it would not be out 
of place here to say that Yusufi was well versed in Arabic 
and Persian languages . Moreover, his acquaintance with 
Hindi, is also established. For this, we should refer to 
his Riazul AdV^a and Qasida on the nomenclatures of limple 
drugs. 
HIS CHARACTER : 
Though we are short of any biographical sketch 
of Yusufi, we could paint a picture of his person on the 
basis of his works. 
Essentially he was a religious minded person, 
which is evident from his firm rejection of alcoholic use in 
medicine, his poems on prayers and his treatise on sufistic 
and religions concepts. The first Qasida in his Dlwan is in 
praise of Hazrat*Ali, But as the first few pages are missing, 
one can imagine the presence of other Qasaid in praise of God 
and Prophet also. Yusufi seems to be a man of reserve nature 
and perhaps ego-centric. He has left the least possible 
informations even about himself* In medicine he refrains to 
mention any of the Masters except Avicenna to whoia there are 
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one or two passing references. In epistolary , though there 
are model letters, he could have referred to contemporary 
scholars or any of his predecessors. But he is so rigidly 
non-specific that most of his works have become lacking with 
regard to historical importance. In his quatrains he mentions 
few names without any particular information about the persons, 
Khvandmir mentions him frequently with great honour and regard 
while Yusufi does not even once happens to mention KhwandmTr. 
Perhaps this sort of temperament of Yusufi might have created 
a situation regarding his social relations, which lead th« 
biographers and historians of his time to neglect him. 
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T H I R D C H A P T E R 
A CRITICAL EVALUATION OF THE VFORKS OF YUSUFI 
This chap te r comprises a c r i t i c a l •malua t ion 
of the works of Yusuf i . From t h i s d i s c u s s i o n one may be able 
to a s s e s s h i s accomplishment in v a r i o u s f i e l d s , l i k e p o e t r y , 
medic ine , e p i s t o l a r y and mys t i c i sm. 
The d i s c u s s i o n has been made in the order t h a t 
f i r s t l y books on medicine have been c h r o n o l o g i c a l l y d e a l t , 
secondly the book in e p i s t o l o g r a p h y , t h i r d l y the Dlwan of 
Qasaid and the s c a t t e r e d poems and l a s t l y the t r e a t i s e on 
mys t i c i sm. 
MEDICAL WORKS 
RISALA-I-MAKUL-WA-MASHRUB: 
This s h o r t v e r s i f i e d t r e a t i s e i s found in 
s e v e r a l Indian and f o r e i g n l i b r a r i e s . 
Y/eiusufi had compo-sed t h i s t r e a t i s e in 906 A.H./ 
1500 A.D. , which i s r evea l ed through a chronogram, found in the 
second hemis t ich of t h e f i f t ^ v e r s e . The year could be obtained 
by the vford ' Khusli' the numerical va lue of which haprsens t o 
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be 906, Wladimir Ivanow and Dr, Ethe being mislead by some 
insertions made in the treatise in the praise of Tlpu Sultan, 
thought it to be a composition of some *^ Abdul Qadlr Sana Khan, 
who is actually the scribe who completed it in early 13th 
Century HijrI. But the date of composition as evident from 
the chronogram and the pen-name of the author which appears 
in the second hemistich of the second verse clearly show that 
it is a genuine work of Yusufi. Prof.Farld has also discussed 
the matter In detail and has reached the same result. The Risala 
under review had been lithographed in India by Nawal Kishore 
Press in 1914 A,D. and published along with other, treatises 
of Yusufi under the title of 'Tibb-i-Yusufi', Under the same 
title, the works of Yusufi had been published also by Mustafai 
Press including ' MaKul-wa-Mashfub', 
This treatise comprises 112 verses ( in the 
copies under my study ) and is divided into four sections or 
sub headings. 
1, Introduction 7 verses 
2, Regarding food 53 verses 
3. Regarding the drinks 45 verses 
4. Conclusion 7 verses 
1, Ma'arif, July, 1948, 
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This versified treatise deals with the discipline 
and hygienic rules with respect to food and drink. 
In the introductory section, YusufT aays that 
he unvieled the moon-like face of this poem and got the year 
of composition through ' Khush' and this tray of edibles with 
all decorations was alighted as desired. In the opening verse 
of the next section he says that as much quantity of food 
should be taken wJiich could be properly digested and assimi-
lated in order to give strength instead of that quantity which 
CO lid give rtse to dyspepsia . Under such indigestive states 
there is developed a pseudo-appetite which should never be 
responded lest it should give rise to more weakness. On the 
other hand it you feel real appetite, you should take food 
immediately, lotherwise, the empty stomach secretes bilious 
humours which are harmful. Then he warns that too much 
fatty diet is harmful for stomach. Then he refers to clima-
tic variations and says that in hot season hot food and in 
cold season, cold food should not be taken, so that illness 
could be avoided. The edibles of choice should not be given 
up and always the tasteful food should be taken. But tasty 
food should not be taken in large quantity, for most of the 
people develope illness on account of that. 
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After these basic principles of food, Yusufi 
warns against eating foods of certain tastes. For examples 
too much sour things would bring old age soon and develope 
weakness. Excess of salt gives rise to anaemia, asthenia, 
and weakness of sight. Similarly excessive intake of sweet 
dishes produces too much heat in the body and weakens the 
heart. 
Then he mentions those things which should 
not be taken together. For example, he forbids to take rice 
with vinegar lest it should develope colic. Similarly, flesh 
of birds or cured with raddish,melon with honey, fig with 
milk, egg with cheeze, pomegrenate with • Harisa' or Myro-
balan, pigeon with onion, menthol leaves with onion and milk 
with fish, should never be taken together. 
In the third section rules of drinks have 
been discussed. Regaiding the water he says," don't drink 
water on empty stomach, just after meals and during the meals 
except that your stomach is of hot temperament. Similarly 
water should not be drunk just after intercourse, during or 
after bath, after taking fruits, after purgatives and during 
the night. " He forbids hot water to drink,otherwise, in his 
opinion tuberculosis might be developed. He does not recommend 
1. An Arabian dish cooked with milk wheat and meat, 
mixed together. > ^^^^ p^^^^ ^^2/ 
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spring water or water obtained from wells and that water which 
is saltish or impure. He is highly in favour of river water 
for drinking purposes and gives in support of it eight reasons 
which make this source agreeable and benificial. For example 
it flows on gravel up down wards, is of low specific gravity, 
is available in large quantities, and is sweet in taste. 
Following this, Yusufi speaks about wine and 
prohibits its use on the basis of religious restrictions as 
well as on moral grounds. If it is consumed for a long time, 
it gives rise to convulsions and subsequently tremors. 
Following this, in the concluding section, 
Yu'sufl seeks how to express gratitude to God whose grace and 
blessings enabled him to compose such a verse* 
The present treatise and its subject is not a 
new one. The science of preservation of health dates back 
to Greek school of medicine. The fundamentals of health and 
hygiene also include the rules of food and drinks. There is 
little chance of adding any thing original and novel to thesa 
fundamentals. Almost all the Arab and Persian physicians have 
traced the foot prints of their predecessors. It is only a 
matter of one point less or two points more in the light of 
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personal observation or clinical exprience. 
Yusufi says nothing more than what Avicenna 
says in his Qanun. Avicenna has dealt with foods and drinks 
in the section of 'Kulliat* under the chapter' Preservation 
of health*. Sometimes YusufT has exactly put the sam« words 
in his verses with a slight change in narration. For example, 
Avicenna says: 
'^J ii .h^y^l')^}Jy Ui L-^^-^io ^ ' h ^-^h L^^-'^^U^I(j/y cJJ -r-f 
Yusufi Says : 
- /',. y I L»^' 1> I 
y-> : / / ! . > . ^ ' • 
y 
>^ r 
' ^ ' ( 1^ / c.^y 
^> <''^^'( y^^. ?>. I. 1/ 
Yusufi has not blindly put the words every where. For 
example Avicenna says : 
y^ V-^ -'- (i ^/^•;o^JiyxU z^/hk'y^. )^ y U 
Yusufi very correctly interpretes the kind of humour w!iich 
is secreted in the cavity of stomach in case of unnecessary 
delay in taking food : 
.-< ^ / --> < -y' /,. ;^>- y X-. 
1,3k..-
y 'J f' t t > > ^ ^ / , 
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Under such c i rcuus tanots , usual ly a sense of 
burning and b i l ious nausea develops and Yusufi l ike Avicenna, 
though unaware of the physiology of Acid secre t ions in the 
stomach, spec i f ies the b i l e to be the secre t ing humour which 
i s a b i t t e r a l k a l i and very s imi lar to acid a t l e a s t in colour 
and t a s t e . 
Yusufi, though does not seem to be d i r ec t l y 
inspired by Zakhira-i-Khwarzm Shahi of Ismail Ju r jan i , per-
haps an involuntry co-Incidence i s found in few verses - r e -
garding sour foods and quant i ty of food. Ismail has also given 
a l i s t of ' Lon't take toge ther ' but d i f fe r s very much with 
that of Sheikh Bii ^ l i Sina . Consequently Yusufi 's prohib i r 
t ion l i s t coincides with only two of Zakhira - tha t i s pigeon 
with onion and melo with honey. The author of Zakhira 
recommends wine frequently and enumerates scores of ben i f i t s 
of a lcohol ic drinks as well as i t s injur ious e f f e c t , Yusufi 
has not dealt with the b e n i f i t s of wine and has passed on with 
a few words with respect to r e l i g ious p roh ib i t i ons . 
Yusufi says tha t too much s a l t i s h food should 
not be consumed, because i t weakens the s i g h t . Perhaps here he 
V- — — — 
follows Zakaria Razi and Abil'l Mansur in t h e i r famous works 
'al-Kawl • and ' Ghina Muna ' r e spec t ive ly , 
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Almost a l l the arab and Persian physicians 
have forbiden tiie use of ce r ta in foods with ce r ta in o thers , 
and 80 Avicenna has done but he does not ! seem to shoulder 
the r e spons ib i l i t y : 
C 
However, this sort of prohibition in taking 
certain foods together is debateable* In few cases these 
might be true but in most of the combinations it is hard to 
agree with Yusufi. For example Onion and menthol leaves, 
pigeon and onion, grapes and goat-skull, melon and honey 
could be eaten together without any untoward effect. 
As a whole this treatise though devoid of any 
originality gives an impression of treating the subject with 
confidence. Also the credit goes to Yusufi that he has 
versified the crude hygienic problems. 
Though Yusufi has composed more than hundred 
verses in this treatise, he has tried to use least number of 
unnecessary words or phrases exclusively for poetical purpose< 
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He has used few Arabic vocabularies* On the other hand 
simple Persian has been used through-out the treatise. 
And thus the subject which is dry in prose, has become 
attractive and pleasant in the versified form. 
FAWA'ID-UL~AKHYAR : 
Another composition of YiJsufi is entitled as 
'Fawa'id-ul-A^yar' or Benifits of Virtuous. 
The manuBcript copies of this versified 
treatise a.^  found in various foreign and Indian Libraries. 
It had been published along with other trea-
tises of Yusufi under the title of 'Tibb-i-Yusufi' by Nawal 
Kishore Press in 1914 and by Mustafa! Press under the same 
title in 1851. 
Pawa'id-ul-Akhyar was composed by Yusuf 
bin Muhammad in 913 A.H,/l507 A.D. which is revealed through 
the chronogram given in the end of the treatise. 
This is a lengthy versified treatise dealing 
with thekedical sbjects comprising the hygiene cosmetics and 
general therapeutics. The numi er of verses is not identical in 
the various manuscript copies of this treatise. However, in 
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the printed copy there are 403 verses , bound in 177 i^it'as. 
The opening Qit^ comprises five verses and is 
in the form of prayer . In the f i r s t two verses he introduces 
tfeis composition to the reader that these Qitas are on the 
a r t of healing and i t s t i t l e being 'Fawaid' and each work 
of i t i s a precious pearl obtained from the sea of wisdom. 
In the beginning, he mentions the fundamentals 
upon which medicine is based and the pBrpose i t serves , v i z . 
the treatment of disease by ant ipathy and preservat ion of 
heal th by alike methods. 
Fawa'id-al-Akhyar i s divided into 159 
sub-headings, mainly denoting the treatment for various 
d i s -o rde r s , therapeut ica l values and proper t ies of certain 
medicaments and hygienic p r i n c i p l e s . 
In pr inted copies , frequently one long 
q i t a dealiiig with a s ingle subject and with i t s a l l i ed aspects , 
has been s p l i t inta two or three stanzas and thus un-necessari ly 
the number of Qit'ks i s increased. Keeping t h i s in view I 
have counted the verses dealing with the same subject in one 
Qit'a and tha t i s why the number of sub-headings is l e s s . 
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The cootents of this treatise are not systametic 
with respect to the mention of the diseases, symptoms, and 
treatment. Right from the fundamentals of UnanT medicine 
and hygienic measures, down to the properties of certain drugs 
and herbs interwoven with scattered prescriptions of certain 
disorders, Yusufi covers Kulliat, therapeutics, materia medica 
and treatment. His Chief purpose, perhaps was to bring forth 
the therapeutic value of some important and tried medicines 
derived from the plant as well as animal KingdoD. 
The work under review is of the nature which 
d es not need direct inspiration from other works. On the 
contrary, it is a matter of personal clinical observations and 
experimentations of a physician . Yusufi himself does not refer 
to any book or physician prior or contemporary to him. Except 
the fundamental principles of medicine and broad hygienic rules 
which must be common to all physicians, Fawaid-ul-Akhyar mostly, 
comprises therapeutics which ought to be based on Yusufi's tried 
and specific prescriptions. No doubt there are many drugs and 
hurbs , the actions of which are universally accepted and which 
are recommended by almost all the physicians. But there are 
some favourite compositions and individual lines of treatmtnt too. 
Yusufi displays his professional skill in many such prescriptionsi 
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The disease which has received much attention of Yusufi is of 
male reproductive organ, particularly weak potency and prema-
ture ejaculation. Keeping in view the rich nutritious and 
harmonous diet which was available to the people of even lower 
middle class of that era, it is hard to/believe that medical 
profession had to pay so iluch attention to this particular 
disorder. Inspite of this, it is a common observation that 
not only Yusufi but all the other writers have contributed 
enough to this chapter* Without any fear of contradiction 
it could be concluded that it was not actually the sexual 
weakness rather it was the need to meet the desire provoked 
by easy well-fed, society and multiple marriages which was 
but a tradition. Moreover it was an age of Nawabs, Jagirdars 
and Rajas , whoSe abnormal indulgence was undoubtedly aided 
with the specific compounds especially prepared by the phy-
sicians. It is our social iet up -thj^t now that the people are 
content with this aspect of life physically but restless men-
tally. The cost which comes on one tonic made for potency, 
is more or less *qual to the earning of most of the people 
in thirty days, in India of our time. 
Yusufi's approach to the treatment of certain 
diseases is quite unusual and perhaps worthy of note. On the 
other hand, there are certain recommendations which do not hold 
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any practical importance. 
I have spoken earlier that medical facts and 
methods of treatment are basically affected by the climate, 
regional peculiarities, living traditions, foods and drinks. 
Tusufi says that old people, children, those suffering from 
diarrhoea , coryza and hypeitension should not take cold 
water. At least it is not applicable to the inhabitants 
of tropicals. However, the sufferers of diarrhoea, coryza 
or indigestion should avoid cold bath in whatever the region 
of the globe they are. YiTsufi had probably composed this 
treatise in Herat and had recommended accordingly. 
In one Qita, Yusufi suggests to hang the 
pure gold from the neck of the infants in order to make them 
safe from the terrors and epileptic fits. This is open to 
question, because medicine is a science and no explanation 
comes to my mind for the anti-epileptic action of gold by 
simply hanging it around the neck. However, it might be some-
thing of metallic effects governed by some planet, but its 
medicinal value is not acceptable. i'^ urther Yusufi recommends 
cypress leaves with vinegar to be applied to the hair. This, 
according to him, turns the grey hair black promptly and 
promotes healthy growth. As far strengthening and growth of 
hair , this application is however useful, but it does not 
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blacken the grey hair. For the treatment of weak potency, 
Yusuf1's prescriptions are simple, £heap, and highly yielding. 
He says that powdered ' Bahman' ( which according to some 
authorities is wild carrot aid is found in the hilly regions 
of Khurasan) equal to one drachm with apple-syrup, if taken 
daily in the break-fast , is [;ighly benificial. The remedy 
suggested by ¥usufi is bit un-usual but perhaps is one of 
the tried prescriptions. There are several medicaments 
which rained equal favour in persia and India on account of 
their specific action in certain ailments. Pulmonary tnber-
cAlosis is a tedious disease and widely accepted therapy pre~ 
valent in India is ' Crab' which is given either burnt in 
the form of ash or in the form of soup. This gives high 
nourishment besides its obscure medicinal action. Yusufi 
also prescribes the crab for cough, ulcer of the lung and 
for the bite of scorpion. 
It has already been remarked that Yusuff has 
composed this treatise without the usual order and takes the 
problems abruptly. Speaking of local applications for acne 
and black facial spots, he switches over to the abortive 
measures and says that if a pregnant woman puts ' Barzad' 
with ammonium chloride in her vagina, she will get abortion. 
Perhaps this simple application will not do that. 
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Cow and its derivatives have been the favourites 
of Hindus in India and Vedic books have widely recommended milk, 
ghee and urine of the cow. Here we see that Yusufi is also im-
pressed with the benifits of Cow's ghee. According to him it 
is an antidote to poisons, Bight it be venom, and relieve cough 
and intense pains of intestine. Further, in one of the Qit'as, 
Yusufi's observation in worthy of appreciation. He says that 
if malarial fevers not properly treated would give rise to 
ascitis. Actually dropsy is not the direct outcome of malaria 
as Yusufi observes, on the other hand, it affects the liver and 
one of the complications of which is ascitis. 
Yusufi ascribes varied therapuetical actions 
to • Jadwar' and says, that if it is taken on empty stomach in 
the morning dissolved in rose water equal to fiWe grams, it gives 
strength to heart, glow to cheeks, tones up the stomach and kidney, 
reliews colic pain, acts as diuritic and menogogue, and nutralises 
the poisons of scorpion and snake. Probably it is too much to 
say of 'Jadwar' . Primarily it is useful for nerves and in turn 
it also tones up different organs. 
Yusufi has raised another problem for debate. 
He recommends thynol for asthama , tape worms and for the bite 
of insect ' Ratila' . Shaikh Bu ^ li Sina says in 'Qanti^ n': 
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Yusuli d i f fe r s with Shaikh and says : / 
>' I 1/ Jj.' y / ^^ ^- y^ ^- -f ^'^ r-; o/yl r^-^: ^- K L '-^ ^'^y 
Thymol i s not a rout ine therap|p in asthamic condit ions and 
might be Y^iusufi's own experience. I t i s specif ic for hook-
worms. ShWkh prescr ibes i t for round worms ^  for which i t s 
action i s highly doubtful . Yusufi i s nearer t o the correct 
theraput ic act ion of thymol. 
Yusufi has frequently mafie use of animal 
de r iva t ives . In one of the t;>itas, he ver}' confidently p r e s -
cr ibes the ga l l -b ladder of t o r t o i s e for the cough. This i s 
of course an unusual therapy but the challenging tone of Yusufi 
is not negl ig ib le and i t requires c l i n i c a l observat ion. 
Passing over a few more Qi t^s , Yusufi suggests 
some t i i n g fine regarding food and dr ink. He says that if some 
one wants to become heal thy, he should always take fresh meat, 
s t a l e bread of two days and water of three days. I t i s very 
appealing recommendation, because experience shows tha t fresh 
bread i s not as digest4bl« as s t a l e one. As for water, i f kept 
for two or three days develops t a s t e and a l l the impuri t ies 
s e t t l e down to the bottom. 
Here only those Qit^s have been pa r t i cu l a r ly 
examined which bear some unique therapeut ica l value. Otherwise, 
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there are several p resc r ip t ions airi recommendations which need 
experi/^mentation and c l i n i c a l t e s t s . There are many Qifas 
which fumishs the old and told properties of certain drugs 
whether of plant or of animal kingdom. However, cOffiDOsitiom 
ot medical doctr ines in about four hundred verses , keeping the 
rhyme and poet ica l tone in order, i s not an easy Job and shows 
Yusufl 's c a p a b i l i t i e s we l l . 
Most of the vocabulary used i s simple Persian 
interwoven with Arabic terms . The names of drugs are mostly 
pers iau , while most common and e a s i l y understandable , names 
were avai lable in Arabic. For example, 'Crab • i s commonly 
spoken as ' uU>^f which i s Arabic, but Yusufi adopted i t s 
Persian equivalent ''-'^tV' . Similar ly ' >/^ Af • i s a common 
name of the drug, but Yusufi chose i t s un-common Persian name 
' cX/' '^ ' ' ' • Lime i s commonly known in medical books as ' ^-^ I 
which i s Arabic, but Yusufi uses the Persian • 
Concluding the d i sc i s s ion i t could be said that 
Fawaid-ul-Akhyar could be used as a handy presc r ip t ion book-let 
in general prac t ice and might provi ben i f i c ia l* 
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JAMAI'UL - FAWA'ID ; 
Jamai'ul Fawa'id which literally m«ans 'Collec-
tion of benifits' is the most accomplished work, composed by 
Yusuf bin Mohammad bin Yusuf. Resarding the title of the book 
and its composition, it will be no better than to refer to the 
preface of the book given by Yusufi. After sabring few prayers, 
h« speaks of his earlier treatise ' IlaJ-ul-Amraz' and says : 
' With the divine grace, when Risala*^llajul Amraz which com-
prises every disease and its treatment, got completed and was 
read by some famous scholars who had a favour for my humble 
self suggested that I should write commentary on the difficult 
portions and give the methods of preparations of the compounds 
which are mentioned in that Risala, io that, public of every 
grade may draw benifit. I, therefore, set on writing this, 
which is entitled as ' Jami-ul-Fawaid' gi3%iL i am hopeful that 
God would bless it with stability and shine'. 
Thus we come to know that Yusufi had composed 
a treatise entitled ' Ilajul Amraz' dealing with the diseases 
and their treatment. Later he supplemented it with a commen-
tary and the book was given the tile • JamaiJ^ul - Fawaid*. 
Probably Hisala ^ IlaJ-ul-Amraz after its completion was not 
widely circulated and its publicity was confined to his 
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scholarly fr iends or pa t rons . Soon a f t e r , on the suggestion, 
he wrote the commentary and then the compilation was given 
publ ic i ty under the t i t l e of ' Jamai-*ul-Fawaid'. Thus, there 
i s no separate i den t i t y of ' I l a j -u l -Amrag ' . '^Ilaj-ul-Amraz 
i s in the form of quatrains and Jami 'ul Fawaid comprises 
both tha t i s rubaiyat and the commentary in prose preceding 
each ru)}ai. Jami 'ul Pawaid which i s also known as T ibb- i -
Yusufi had been widely recogniged as a tex t book of medicine. 
This work was composed by Yusuf bin Muhaaimad 
in A.H,917/1511 A.D, We do not know the date of composition 
of *Ilaj-ul-Amraz^ which was a co l lec t ion of Rubaiyat without 
any explanatory no t e s . Perhaps i t "book no time to add 
commentary to his o r ig ina l work Ilaj-ul-Amraz and gave i t the 
t i t l e of ' Jamai 'u l Fawaid' in I t s eleibrate form. Thus we 
may assurae that ^Ilaj-ul-Amraz too might have been composed 
during the same year . The date of composition of Jamai'ul 
Fawaid i s being furnished by the wri ter himself In the end 
of the book, which i s 917 A.H, 
No wonder t h i s was a popular work and manus-
c r i p t s of i t are p len t i fu l and avai lable in various Indian 
and foreign l i b r a r i e s , Jamai 'ul Fawaid had been lithographed 
along with other smal l e r t r e a t i s e s of Yusuf i under the t i t l e 
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of Tibb-i-Yusufi by Nawal Kishore Press in 1914 and by Musta-
fa! Press in 1268 A.H, 
At present under my study is one manuscript 
copy transcribed in 1280 A,H. and the aforementioned printed 
copies* The manuscript consists of 120 pages, Nawal Kishore 
printed copy consists of 67 pages and Mustafai Press copy 
comprises 108 pages. This variation is owing to difference 
in the size of the ' Mistar', size of print and the lines 
per page. Otherwise, the contents are identical • 
There is no definite chapterization, Instead 
there are sub headings denoting the name of the disease, fo-
llowing which there is a quatrain providing the treatment for 
that disease. 
It is doubtful, whether the author had adopted 
'Bab' and 'Fasl' or the scribes had made the provision. How-
ever, there are main headings just to introduce a certain 
system of tho body, which is chapter. Subsequently there 
are sections, in which the diseases of that particular system 
are being dealt. 
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Following the preface of the treatise, the 
treatise opens with the diseases of 'Head', The following 
is the order of the chapters: 
Chapter I :- Diseases of the Head. 
" II :- " 
" III :- " 
ft I V :- " 
" V to VIII:- " 
" IX to XII:- " 
" XIII to XVII:- " 
Eye. 
Ear. 
Nose. 
Pace(skin) lips,Mouth & Tongue 
Throat,Chest,Heart,& Breast. 
Stomach, Liver,Spleen,intestines 
and Rectum. 
XVIII 
XIX 
XX 
XXl 
XXII 
XXIII 
XXIV 
XXV 
'• " Kidney and Bladder 
" peculiar to men. 
- « " " women. 
- Diseases of the Back,Hip,and Extremities. 
- Fevers. 
- Diseases of the Skin. 
- Treatment of animal-bites. 
- Treatment of poisoning* 
Thus we observe that Jami'ul Fawaid is a 
complete text book of medicine. 
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Mostly the quatrains furnish the treatment 
and diet for a certain disorder and preceding each quatrain, 
he gives the cause and symptoms of that disease in a precise 
form. The weight for medicine given by Yusufi are very un-
usual and variedly found in manuscripts and printed copies. 
Sometimes, the weight of a certain drug to be taken equal to 
one handful and in others it is in dirahms. 
The causative division of diseases is the same 
as found in other major works that is, due to four humours or 
temperaments. He mentions head-ache caused by blood and recom-
mends the venesection of the cranial vessel and a syrup pre-
pared with rose, lemon juice and sugar. Most of the elderly 
people develope head-ache due to hypertension and congestion 
of the brain. In order to relief the state, the shortest re-
medy which is no doubt effective is to let-out the blood. On 
the other hand if a young person developes head.ache on account 
of dietic error, climatic effect or sun stroke that is also 
due to vasodilatation and congestion of cranial vessels. For 
such patients, Yusufi takes the safer side and suggests afore-
said syrup which definitely gives relief, by bringing exhilaration. 
In the eighth section of this chapter, there 
is mentioned migraine or hemicrania. The disease though tedious 
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and chronic in nature should have been discussed in detail 
while Yusufi has confined it to one quatrain prescribing a 
local application consisting of Gum Arabia, Saffaron and opium. 
The thirteenth section deals with stupidity and 
haughtiness. Arab and Persian physicians hav^ncluded this 
among the diseases while modem medicine takes it as innate. 
Yusufi prescribes compomd of 'Baladar' which however is beni-
ficial in impotency, perhaps due to its stimulating effects 
on the glands. Stupidity is mostly associated with sexual 
incapabilities and may this compound do some thing for the 
mental improvements of stupids. 
The twenty-fifth section deals with the paralysis 
and is comparatively longer. Mentioning the causes of hemiple-
gia Yusufi speaks of hypertension or excessive blood. Except 
Rhazes, the others have not clearly included this cause, which 
is very frequent and important. The disease is of old age 
and is mostly the result of hypertensile states, 
Yusufi has contributed four quatrains to para-
lysis and has discussed all the stages of treatment and the 
usual management necessary for such patients. The oils he 
prescribes for massage at the last stage of treatment are of 
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value aid not commonly recommended in text-books. It consists 
the oils of '*^ ust', 'Farfiyun* and 'Shauniz' . 
In the second chapter, Yusufi deals with the 
diseases of eye. The practice of dealing the disorders of 
eye in the books of general medicine is quite contrary to 
the modern trend. The separate treatises and books on optha-
Imology are abundently available in Greco-Arab medicine. This 
chapter consists of twenty disorders. For lachrjonal abscess 
Or sinus the therapy prescribed is very unusual that is vetch-
pulse well chewed and to be applied locally after chewing it 
with teeth. 
Yusufi prescribes a local application for leu-
coma which contains the extract of red poppy and honey and is 
very confident of its effectiveness. In the seventeenth section, 
is mentioned cataract the pathology of which is nicely described. 
He says that the seat of light i.e. lens becomes dull and in 
its initial stage, it would be cured by medicines otherwise 
it would require operation. Moreover if the lens turns black, 
red, green, or yellow,it will not yield tks to eilher medicinal 
or operative treatmait* Under the diseases of nose there is 
mentioned the ejection of foul smell from the nose. Yusufi 
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prescribes the powdered jatamansi ( Sumbul) to be snuffed after 
I ashing the nasal passage with alcohal or wine. Sumbul emits 
pungent and fragrant smell and is antiseptic. Moreover alcohol 
or wine would do the saiue »f washed with. Under the diseases 
of mouth Yusufi mentions the worm of the tooth. None of the 
famous physicians has mentioned the worm of tooth. It is 
quite interesting to note that Yusufi not only mentions the 
caries of the tooth but also prescrives a very simple treat-
ment. He says that the smoke produced by burning the fat of 
the goat and the seeds of 'Gandna' should be taken into the 
mouth. For the elongation and dropping of uvula Yusufi has 
directly copied the therapy from al-<^anu^n. For the enlargement 
of tonsils Yusufi recommends a gargle prepared with rose leaves 
and Gall-apple, Shaikh prescribes the rose leaves with vinegar. 
Yusufi is more reasonable and the Gargle prescribed by him is 
no doubt effective. 
The tenth chapter deals exclusively with the 
diseases of lungs and pleura. In the section of pleurisy, he 
suggests the venesection. This might be true in his own country, 
but nowadays no patient of pleurisy could manage to let his 
blood out instead of feeling its shortage. For sluggish liver he 
strongly recommends pomegranate and forbids the orange. This 
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does not seem reasonable because orange contains enough ascor-
bic acid and is in no way harmful to the liver. Yusufi has 
not touched the diseases of gall bladder except jaundice which 
might occur due to causes other than developed in gall-bladder. 
For intestinal colic, he wisely prescribes only a decoction 
for enema and avoids any medication by mouth, unless the 
obstruction is removed and theen recommends the compound of 
Cashia Fishtula ( Amaltas). 
For round worms he prescribes a prescription 
wM ch accordii g to him is the routine therapy of liis prede-
cessors. After that he provides us with the method of prepa-
ration of the compound adding one drug i.e. 'Turbud ' to the 
said prescription. He says that this he had adapted in pxa 
persuasion to his teacher and found it always an effective drug. 
Unfortunately Yusufi does not mention the name of his teacher 
and furnishes no more detail. 
The next chapter provides the treatment of 
the diseases of anus. Piles both bleeding and blind are dealt 
In detail and several prescriptions are given including that 
of pills of 'Gugul ' which is widely recommended by Indian 
physicians too. 
The eighteenth chapter opens with the kidney 
calculus for which he recommends the ash of the branches of 
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grape-plant with the Infusion of 'GOKHRU*. Shaikh has pres-
cribed several types of ashes except this and it seems to be 
based on personal experience of Yusufi. 
For making urine during the sleep he very un-
usually recommends ' Barsliasjia' which contains opium and which 
Is analgesic as well norcotic. Any other important atithor 
does not prescribe any drug which is analgesic or norcotic. 
On the other hand some times the preparation containing stry-
chnine or saffaron is recommended with the Aim to tone up 
the nerves. Yusufi has adapted a new line of action which in 
my opinion is more reasonable. 
For diabetes, Yusufi prescrDes a diet con-
sisting of gourd and grape-extract. Usually diabetics are not 
given sugar or sugar containing foods. The grape extract is 
a potent source of glucose and how it could cure diabetes, is 
open to question. 
The next chapter deals with the sexual disorders 
and diseases of the genito-uninary organs. This chapter also 
includes hernia which should not have been mentioned here. For 
the prolapse of uterus,he has prescribed local tampoon consis-
ting of fragrant drugs^ though it could not be cured without 
the operation. For hysteria, he avoids the medicinal treatment 
and very truely has advised sexual indulgence, idiich is 
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practically the most useful measure. 
Yusufi has missed few Important disorders such 
as leucorrhoea and sterility. Moreover, contrary to Shaikh 
he has not dealt with the management of xi labour and disorders 
of pregnancy except that if a woman takes the magnetic stone 
in her right hand, the difficult labour will become easy. If 
it is true it must be due to the physical laws. 
For the treatment of tuberculosis he seems 
more particular towards the nourishment than the medicines. 
As we know, tuberculosis is a disease of ill-nourLshment. 
Practically we observe that medicines are required only to 
gag the process of the disease in order to raise the resis-
tance of the patient with high nourishments and good diet. 
The next i.e. twenty-third chapter which is 
the longest one comprising forty five sections or diseases, 
deals with externa] diseases that is the skin disorders. In 
this chapter Yusufi has took pains to compose quatrains on 
all the important diseases of skin and glands. Here he includes 
few surgical diseases as whitlow or Raynaud's disease and 
diseases like plague, smallpox and measles. 
In section nineteenth, Yusufi mentions 'Farangla' 
or 'Ablai-farang which is no doubt syphilis and contributes 
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four quatrains to t h i s only d i s ea se . Moreover, t h i s section 
is the l eng th ies t in t h i s chapter and the account of remedies 
i s long and var ied . The word 'Farangia ' means 'per ta in ing 
to English men', because probably the disease was introduced 
to Persians by french or English men. The other term which 
Yusufi himself has given i s 'Abla- i -Parang ' or the English-
pox, i s purely a Persian term and was widely used by later-r 
wr i te r s in India . Another word ' «Cw!' for syphi l i s i s 
prevalent , probably coined by Bahaul-Doula in ea r ly sixteenth 
Century. Baha-ul-Doula, perhaps was the f i r s t to recognise 
the disease in i t s t rue nature and had t rea ted the cases with 
mercury. 
The symptons Yusufi has mentionedln the cases 
Qt ^ syphi l i s ftire found in the second stage of the d isease . 
Most probably he had not a c lear conception of the f i r s t stage 
of s y p h i l i s . In the f i r s t quatrain he recommends emetics, 
moderate intercourse and timely meals. In the second quatrain 
his ad t l se f a l l s in favour of venesection every two or three 
months followed by purgatives the p resc r ip t ion of which i s 
provided. In the th i rd quatrain he prescr ibes mercury both 
i n t e r n a l l y and ex t e rna l l y . Further he gives two prescr ip t ions 
of two ointments containing mercury and other ingred ien t s . 
^Jery w i s e l y ^ s u f i wants against the injur ious vapours of mercury 
and mentions the precaut ions . For the pat ient of small-pox 
he recommends a d ie t consis t ing of l e n t i l and vetch pulses and 
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prescribes the syrup of jujube fruit with rose-water. More-
over, in order to save the cornea from the pustule, he reco-
mmends the drops for eye containing camphor antimony well 
ground with the extract of corriander. He also described the 
variations: in the treatment of pox-patients in different 
regions or countries. Most of the writers have not kept 
this factor in mind and have recommended according to the 
environments and climates of their own countries. 
For obesity,Yusufi considers nothing of 
therapeutic value except to come out of luxurious living and 
to stop taking wine. 
Under the chapter of animal bites he describes 
the signs and symptom of mad-dog in detail which all conicide 
with the signs recognised by veterinary experts now a days. 
The last chapter, i,e. the twenty fifth, deals 
with the cases of poisoning and in the beginning he has descri-
bed the kinds of poisons giving the examples of each. After 
that, for all types of poisons, he prescribes only one herb 
named ' Mukhlisa ', for \vhich he claims that equal to 4^ masha 
of it is quite sufficient to counter-act the poisonous effects 
of all kinds. He himself describes ' Mukhlisa* as being a 
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seed similar to corriander. Botanists say that it is an interes-
ting plant of various shapes and is found more or less of seven 
kinds* It is an antidote to poisons, particularly to that of 
snakes. 
Here comes the end of the book with the mention 
of the day, month, date and year of finishing. Jami'ul Fawaid 
is the only work produced by Yusufi which is in the form of a 
text book . Following Avicenna, ^usufi had probably planned 
to compile a set of treatises on Medicine, Kulliat ( fundamen-
tal of Unani Medicine ) Comprising Physiology, Pathology, Hygiene 
and Materia Medica, with a difference that he did so in the 
form of Poetry. As observed, Yusufi does not seem to be ins-
pired directly by other Masters except Avicenna. The therapeu-
tics and treatment provides ample scope and opportunity to the 
author to put forward his own clinical observations. The 
section on syphilis is important because he after the usual 
recommendations of venesection and purgatives, prescribes 
Mercury, which no doubt until recently had been the favourite 
remedy in allopathic medicine. More interesting is the fact 
that he seems to be fully conscious of the harmful poisonous 
effects of mercury and recommends the precautions. Sometimes 
he prescribes a simple remedy for the complaints which are even 
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today a head-ache for a medical practitioner. For example, in-
somnia is the most disturbing symptom which the modern civili-
zation has brought on us. Scores of analgesics and norcotics 
are being introduced in the market and each of it has more or 
less harmful side effects on nerves, heart and digestive organs. 
Yusufi has solved the problem by prescribing only an external 
application and has avoided internal medication altogether. He 
be 
suggests an oil to/massaged into the scalp at the bed time. 
ahis consists of almond oil, voilet oil and opium. This 
composition induces sleep on account of its analgesic effect 
and gives strength to the brain also. Moreover, the chances 
ol becoming habitual to it are meagre, because it is not 
assimilated in the system. 
The conception of allergic manifestations like 
Asthama and skin disorders, are widely recognised in modern me-
dicine. Few of its sources are smells, smoke, and dust. It is 
a common observation that the patients of Asthama and Eusinophi-
lia suffer badly if exposed to above mentioned sources, or if 
they happen to drink cold water and take full meals especially 
at night. The following quatrain may be quoted in order to 
show the insight of Yusufi in this re^^rd. 
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This i s based on the phys ic ian ' s minute observation otherwise 
the conception of a l l*rgy was quite unknown in his t ime. Not 
only Yusufi recommends medicines he a lso equally emphasises the 
proper se lec t ion of d i e t . Very often he recommends Vetch-pulse 
and pomegranKl0# 
One more aspect which s t r i k e s the reader i s 
the sense of easy and smooth understanding. He escapes the 
confusion of interisxjven e t io logy an(|4>athology, usual ly found 
in a l l the c l a s s i c a l works of medicine. Yusufi gives the 
pathalogy in short and d i r e c t l y comes on the prescr ip t ion 
which cons i s t s of the l eas t number of drugs. 
Jami 'ul Fawaid was t rans la ted ( only the pro-
sa c por t ions) in Uzbek by Mulla Muhammad Amin of Khwarzm in 
1299 A.H./1882 A.D. Another t r ans l a t i on of t h i s work under 
the t i t l e of Tarjuma-i-Shahi done by Muhammad Shah had been 
lithographed in Tashkent in 1316/1898 . In t h i s version the 
names of medicaments and diseases are t rans la ted in to Uzbek. 
A commentary on Jami 'ul Fawaid with addi t ional therapeut ic 
notes was wri t ten by'Abdul *Alini Nasrullah Khan of Khurja and 
published by NawaJ Kishore Press in 1930. A part of Jami'ul 
Fawaid had been t rans la ted into English by Dr. Lichtward of 
1. Catalogue, published by Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R.Tashkent 
1960, Vol VII . 
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American Medical Mission in Meshhad. 
For the dry scientific material Yusufi had 
chosen the form of poetry and has succeeded in exhibiting 
his talents. He has not simply put the material into rhyme 
but has also applied poetical skill. Most often he uses the 
similies from the medical sphere and adds charm to a dull 
subject. For example insanity or meloncholia is described in 
the following quatrain:-
V.liile dealing with the diseases of heart, he has treated the 
palpitation as a disease instead of symptom and has divided 
It into organic and functional. For the lattt;r type, he is 
fully conscious of mental strains and psychological disorders: 
^..^fcJ^ Ai^* Cn^ u*J,y^^. } ^ ji LHH* *=-^ O^ -**^ -;-»ti^  
Yusufi has generally used Persian vocabulary and most often 
he prefers the Persian medical term against the Arabic one. 
Jami'ul Fawaid in oonjuuctioii with Fawaid_ul-
AMiyai", discussed previously, furnishes enough therai>eutic 
material of which several are of immense utility. The 
1. Annals of Medical History,series II. Vol. VI. PP.280-84 (l934) 
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prescriptions could be used in medical practice,with little 
amount of effort and expenditure. 
Jami'ul Fawaid is widely recognised work 
of Yusufi and its printed copies are easily available in 
this country and even in these days, physicians are heard 
referring to this book. 
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QASIDA PAR HIFZ-I-SEHAT ; 
• • • -— • 
It is a short rhymed treatise on the broad 
rules and disciplines of the preservation of health and was 
composed by Yusufi probably in India. 
As the introductory verses reveal, this Qaslda 
had been dedicated to Babur. Several manuscript as well as 
printed copies of this Qasida are available in various Libra-
ries of India and abroad. This Qasida^ along with other trea-
tises had been published by Nami Press, Kanpur In 1914 and by 
Mustafa! Press in 1268 A.H. 
There are 47 verses in this i^ asTda, five of 
which are in praise of Babur. The opening sentence is in 
praise of God and Prophet and following this, he says, that 
this Qasida on preservation of health is adorned with the 
name of the King Babur who posseses the ma^ificence of 
Sikandar, dignity of Sulaiman is bestower of honour, world-
adorner, enemy-capti rer, f ort-conquerer, embroider of the robe 
of empire etc. 
The order of the headings is as under:-
I, Management of foods. 
II. Management of drinks. 
III. Management of exercise. 
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IV. Management of mental engagement and rest, 
V. Mane.geiiient of sleep. 
VI. Management of wakefulness. 
VII. Management of constipation. 
VIII. Management ot purgation. 
First two verses deal with the management of 
sexual intercourse then follow two verses providing the drugs 
for the preparation of a compound claimed to be a tonic for 
Kidneys. After that there is a recipe for heart and comprises 
two verses. The next verse recommends an opium preparation 
for premature ejaculation and the last verse provides the 
rules of venesection. The ninth heading is of 'Management 
of seasons'. The tenth is on the 'Management of epidemics' 
and consists of two verses. Next to that there are verses on 
the problems of varied nature. 
The first verse of the eleven verses deals 
with the regions for the purpose of dwelling. The subsequent 
verses provide tte methods for inducing abortion, rooting out 
the hair follicles and the prescriptions for weak stomach and 
sexual power. The last three verses are in invocation for 
Babur. 
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In the section on food, Yusufi recommends 
Babur to take less milk and says: " You have become habitual 
of taking plenty of milk, should give up the habit otherwise 
your Majesty may not suffer from lucoderma. Yusufi was 
personal physician to Babur and might be knowing his dietic 
routines and that is why he so boldly prohibits him , In 
diet 
India milk is still a favourite/among non-mohammedans and 
Babur might have probably adopted the practice in India. Other-
wise people of Iran and Central Asia have always been much 
inclined towards cur^d, flesh and fruits. As for the deve-
lopement of leucoderma, it seems doubtful that only excessive 
milk intake could do that harm. 
In the second verse hei^terribly warms that 
one who takes flesh with grapes, most often, may die an 
unexpected sudden death at any moment, might be this sort 
of combination common in those days, but probably ill-effects 
should hot be produced after casual intake. What sort of orga-
nic disorders are developed which lead to sudden death are 
wanting in the verses of Yusufi. 
In the next verse he warns against excessive 
consumption of sour foods which make the nerves sluggish. 
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Following this, Yusufi forbids the excessive intake of lentil-
pulse and says that if you happen to do that, it would make you 
pale , exhausted and emae ated like bean. In the last verse 
he warns Babur against excessive consumption of 'bitter lettuce' 
•garlic', and 'Gandna'otbebwise might develope night-blindness. 
This quite a matter of personal observation. As for the patholo-
gy of night blindness, the modern conception lies in the 
deficiency of vitamin 'A' and deranged liver. <^ uite probable, 
the above mentioned vegetables might upset the liver and hin-
der the absorption of Vitamin 'A' if eaten in large quantities 
for a considerable period. 
The following section deals with the rules 
of drinks. Thore are only three verses and in the opening 
verse, Y^usufi addresses to his patron recommending him honey 
provided he "vias developing coldness in his temperament. In 
the next verse he prevents from taking plenty of orange juice. 
In the last v.rse, jfusufi touches the most tender point of 
Babur and very boldly speaks against the use of wine. Keeping 
in view the position of the addressee he is a bit lenient and 
says that if wine is taken in abundance, it takes away modesty. 
On the other hand if you take it a little, you remain in the 
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best of y:>ur senses. 
Hegcrding the rest, jfusufi addressed Babur 
in a faithful tone and says that 'YOUI Whose good deeds 
are being obligingly acknowledge by the subjects should not 
enjoy so much rest, otherwise there would be accumulated 
refused in the body. Following this he says " If thinking 
goes beyond the limits, no wonder you may develope melon-
cholia . On the otherhand lack of thinking may lead you to 
stupidity". This seems to be quite in accordance with every 
day observations. 
In the section dealing with climatic varia-
tions he,very correctly, forbids the use of purgatives during 
hot season, and venesection during cold season. Similarly 
one should refrain during autumn from foods which are dry and 
cold and during the spring season from hot and moist. Next 
to it he contributes two verses for the steps to be taken 
during epidemics and recommends that gum-mastic, Aloe-wood and 
Amber should be burnt for smoke. This leads to accept that 
the conception of microbic atmosphere was clear to him. Then 
Yusufi says about the orientation of the city and recommends 
the dewellers to leave that place which has a mountain in the 
north and river in the south* Such details are not mentioned 
in the books of modern hygiene and public health. 
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In the last there are two verses providing the 
methods of preservation of the health of eye and recommenda-
tion ol" copper sulphate for local use. Here ends the actual 
text and now three verses in invocation are mentioned. In 
the first, comes the pen-name 'Yusufi* an<^n the second he 
mentions 'Babur' who is the protector of the laws and tradi-
tions of Mohammad the Prophet, In the last verse of convo-
cation he prays to God that all enemies of Babur may develope 
such pains and ailments which might not yield to any medication. 
There is no chronogram in the end and thus 
we donot know its year of composition. Yusufi has not observed 
the order and we find the verses Irrelevantly mentioned. Stress 
on sexual tonics is being laid which was rather an integral 
part of the luxurious way of life, well adorned with wine and 
woman. 
This is the first composition of YiTsufi after 
his arrival in India and that is why we donot find the Indian 
words. Though it is solely on the medicine, the poetic nerve 
is still alive throughout the Qas^ ida and the drugs as well 
as medical terms do not appear to be the hindrance ii: the 
fluency. Further Yusufi has kept the tradition of Qasida 
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by speaking in-exj;iagerative language* 
During epidemic, he is so serious regarding 
isolation and reservation of energy thti he forbids the 
cohabitations even with pretty maidens. The Qaslda under 
review is the only composition, Yusufi had dedicated to 
his first patron Babur. Hygiene was a well developed branch 
of medicine in Greece,Persia and India and almost all the 
writers have contributed a section to it. The Qasida just 
discussed is really important more owing to its dedication 
to the first Moghal Emperor of India. 
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RISALA-I-SITTA-I-ZARURiyA : 
This short t r e a t i s e i s in prose and was com-
posed by Yusuf bin MuhaBimad-Yusufi duri-g the reign of Huma-
yun in 944 A.H./1537 A.D. as evident from the quatrain given 
at the end of the t r e a t i s e . Yusufi has not c l ea r ly mentioned 
about the dedication of t h i s composition^ ins tead, there are 
verses in the praise of Humayun in the beginning of the t r e a -
t i s e . In the beginning the author says that t h i s was compiled 
during the period of Humayun, the dust of whose threshold is 
grea ter than the skies and who i s the sun of the f a i t h . By 
good for tune, from the moment, Yusufi had become his s lave, he 
speaks nothing except invocat ions . 
Now, we see that the author has not said that he 
had dedicated t h i s composition as he had c l ea r ly indicated in 
h is Qasida dedicated to Babur . Inspi te , we may conclude that 
the t r e a t i s e which begins with the praise of the author ' s 
patron i s in other words dedicated to him a l s o . 
Several manuscripts and printed books of th i s 
t r e a t i s e are avai lable in various l i b r a r i e s . In India i t had 
been published in 1914 along with Yusufi 's other t r e a t i s e s . 
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There is no definite chapterization except 
the headings, the order being as under :-
Opening phrases in praise of God. 
Nine verses of Masnawi in the praise of Humayun 
Preface to the treatise. 
First essential being 'Air' 
Second " " 'Food and drink' 
Third " " 'Rest ano exercise' 
Fourth " " 'Mental rest and engagement' 
Fifth " " 'Sleep and wakefulness' 
Sixth " " 'Retention and evacuation.' 
Qit*k giving the date of composition. 
In the preface Yusufi mentions the purpose 
of medical art that is preservation of health and eradication 
of disease. Then he expresses his views to show the importance 
and utility of Hygiene and the difficulties in the course of 
Sealing with those who have developed diseases. In a very 
reasonable style, Yusufi says that preservation of health is 
easier and important than the eradication of disease. Because, 
for the eradication, an experienced physician is required 
who is most often not available. Suppose such physician 
is available, the disease is of bad prognosis. Further, 
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he says that inspite of all favourable and treatable condi-
tions, another possibility may arise that the patient betrays 
to the instructions of the physician. If the patient is obe-
dient, might have the resistance of the patient become less 
and response to the treatment might not be encouraging. Then 
he refers to the saying of Holy Prophet that the restrictions 
and abstaining is better than medicine and therefore it is 
obligatory on the part of all to observe the rules of preser-
vation of health. 
Following the preface the author mentions the 
six conditions, the consideration of which in order to main-
tain the state of health is essential. These are called as 
'Sittai Zar/uriya' or 'Six essentials'. Next he takes up 
the first essential and says that it is 'air',which envelopes 
the atmosphere and which is indispensable for a human being 
for the purpose of respiration. Then he speaks of the 
purity of air and the causes of its pollution and enumerates 
the different forms of its departure from the normal state. 
Here he also describes the various seasonal 
characterstics, seasonal plant products and tenparamental 
variations. And there occur changes in the air which are 
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unfavourable to human temperament and are developed on account 
of heavenly bodies. For example asembly of sun with some big, 
highly illutinated plannets like Jupiter, Venus and Dog-star 
etc. This get together, the author says, adds temperature 
to air. 
Under the second essential he says that 
preservation of health could be done with the foods and 
drinks such that the meals should consist of fermented 
breed of wheat, rice, gram and flesh ofyoung goats, kinds, 
birds, and half-baked eggs. From the firuits, iresh sweet 
water melon, well riped, graphs, fragrant delicious apples, 
pomegranate and figs should be taken. Then he forbids to 
take medicinal diets such as poppy-seeds and Lettuce except 
otherwise for strongly needed. Regarding the number of meals 
and its timings, Yusufi refers to the opinion of Shaikh and 
also quotes the other without naming the authorities. In 
this section much of his other treatise 'Makul wa Mashrub' 
is repeated. 
Under the third essential he recommends exercises 
for five senses such as pleasin? songs for the auditory sense 
and reading of microprints as well as to focus on distant 
objects. Very interesting exercise he recommends for the 
brain. He says that moderate lamentation does good to brain 
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by eviction of unwanted humours. Now he enumerates different 
•xercises and its effects on the whole body and the individual 
parts. 
After mentioning the sixth'essential' he gives 
a Qit^ which provides the date of composition as well as the 
the 
wish of being the treatise benificial to/people of all status. 
As for the 'Six essentials' the question of 
originality are personal contribution by later writers does 
not arise. Yusufi has obviously followed the pattern of Shaikh 
and veiy precisely, has isolated the facts so that the treatise 
has become compact and complete in Itself. 
It is every day observation that whenever 
some body fells sick, there is a history of some abnormal 
conditions and departure from daily routines with respect to 
the work and rest, food, drin, and sleep etc. Therefore 
in order to maintain the healthy state of the body it is in-
evitable to observe certain essential factors which play an 
important role. In Greco-Arab medicine these have been recog-
nised as six in number which have been described by Yusufi and 
evaluated earlier. Frequently the contents of this treatise 
have become common with that of other treatises viz. Rhymed 
works ' Risala Ma^ul wa Mashrub' and i^ asfda on preservation 
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of health dedicated to Babur. 
In the treatise under review, frequently 
Arabic irocabularies and even phrases have been used. The 
construction of sentenses and the style of presentation is 
charming and impressive in classical persian. 
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DALAI'L-UL-NABZ ; 
This sh jrt treatise entitled 'Dalai'1-ul-Nabz^' 
that is ' Arguments on pulse' is also ascribed to Yusuf bin 
Muhammad Yusufi. 
It is in Persian prose and was composed in 
India during the period of Humayun.. The year of composition 
is 942 A,H,/l535 A.D,, which is known through a chronogram 
given at the end of the treatise. 
Several manuscripts as w. 11 as printed copies 
are available in Indian and Foreign libraries. It had been 
p tblished by Kami Press in 1914. 
There is no definite chapterization except the 
sub-headings indicating the types of pulses. The order is as 
follows : 
I« The title and few introductory sentences 
including two verses. 
II, 'Ajnas' or kinds of pulses which are ten in 
number, 
III. The section dealing with the size, volume, and 
frequency of the [)ulse. 
IV, Varieties of pulse which are ten. 
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V, Chronogram which provides the year of composition. 
In the introductioi! Yusufi syys that thiLs 
composition is for the medical students and is hereby enti-
tled as 'Dalail-ul-Nabz^' . Here follow two verses in which 
the author prays for the utility and prosperity of the 
treatise. Just after 5fusufi very precisely defines the 
motion involved in the pulse and composite action of systole 
and diastole. 
Then 'Ajnas' (Kinds'of pulse) are discussed 
The first is related to the degree of dilatation and constric-
tion of the vessel and nine comjtound variations are being 
described. The second 'Jins' tx describes the state of 
impulse felt to the examining finger and is being divided 
into three varieties. The third 'Jins' is related to the 
duration of motion and is divided into raiid, slow and 
moderate, each being described in short. The fourth 'Jins' 
tfi describes the duration of the pause and is divided into 
continuous, distinct and in-between. The fifth 'Jins' deals 
with the consistency of the vessel and is being divided into 
tough, soft and moderate. The sixth implicates the temperature 
of pulse on touch and may be divided into hot,cold and mode-
rate. This factor involves hardly any practical significance 
because the temperature on pulse cannot be different from that 
of the rest of the body. 
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The seventh 'Jins' describes the enfilling of the 
vessel and this is divided into full, empty, and in-between. 
This infact, involves the volume of the pulse and implicates the 
quantity of blood and its pressure within the vessel. 
The eighth 'Jins' describes the uniformity and 
discrepancy of pulse. The irregularity and disorder in pulse -
record is always a bad sign and suggestive of cardiac distress 
or damage. The ninth'^ins' deals with the regular or irregular 
descrepancy. The tenth and the last 'Jins' denotes the 
comparative study of the pulse of men of different ages. 
Now he abruptly comes o;; the physiology of 
the volume and frequency of the pulse and describes in detail 
the different states during the health and Illness which govern 
the Inflow of blood into the arteries OIK] determine the fre-
quency of pulse. 
In the end he gives the varieties of compound 
pulses, which are: Volumous, Small, Saw-like, rteve-like. Worm-
like, Ant-like, like the tail of the mouse. Hammer-pulse,Pulse 
with un-usual interval, and Pulse striking during the pause. 
Here ends the description of pulses and there is 
a quatro-tfi which provides the year of composition. He says that 
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if ten is substracted from hundred and added to the numerical 
value of 'Nabz^ ', it will give the year of coiupilation which is 
942. 
Almost all the famous writers have contributed 
to the chapter of fuise but we could find hardly any remarkable 
basic difference. The scope of any addition to the teachings 
of Arab and Persian mastei s is almost nil. Yusufi has done 
nothing except this that he has summarized the section of pulse 
of Qanun and has made it more understandable. Yusufi has also 
given a tiraphical chart under the description of first 'Jins*, 
which deals with the 'Miqdar' of the pulse. This sort of pro-
vision is absent in i^ anun or any other work. Yusufi has also 
given the physiological as well as pathological causes of the 
pulse variations. Under the section which deals the kinds of 
compound pulses, JPasufi had not approved all the description 
of Shaikh, Yusufi mentions only ten such pulses while Shaikh 
has given fourteen. Small and volumous types of pulses are 
not incliided by Stiaikh while Yusufi has added these two. 
The pulse and its application in diagnosis has 
had always been a speciality and distinctive feature in the 
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Greco-Arabian system of medicine. The tales ascribed to this 
method of diagnosis have been exaggerated and seem to bear no 
rational value. No doubt pulse indicates the conditions of 
the heart directly but not so in the case of the ailments of 
the other systems of the body. It is practically very diffi-
cult to recognise the varied pulses described and to draw 
conclusion accordingly. There are pulses in cei^ tain ailments 
which after a considerable experience, could be appreciated 
with certainty. For example, in tuberculosis, the pulse always 
becomes thin, hard, and rapid. However, In this age of highly 
developed mechanical devices and the methods of invest ideations 
like sphygmography and cardiography, the palpatory method of 
pulse has its own limitations. 
The treatise under review is more arabicised 
than the previously discussed treatises. We come across the 
phrases exclusively charged with arable 'vocabularies. The 
credit of-course is due to Yusufi that he has so competently 
precised the lengthy, confused descriptions of pulse into com-
pact and comprehensive statements. 
<Ji4t4i:<ii<ttft<tt 
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DALAI'L-UL-BOLE ; 
Dalai'1-ul-Bol© or • Tha argumanta on Urln«' 
i« another madical traatisa in prose ascribed to Yusufi. This 
was composed in India during the period of Humayun, The year 
of composition is 942 A,K./l335 A.D. which we come to know 
through a chronogram found at the end of the treatise* 
Manuscripts of this treatise are found in various 
Indian and foreign libraries. It had been lithographed in India 
by Nami Press in 1914. Dalai'l-ul-Bole is a short treatise and 
there is no difinite chapterization except the sub-headings . 
The following is the order :-
I. Introduction. 
II. Physiology of Urinary secretion. 
Ill, 'Ajnas' or factors which are essential for making 
diagnosis on the basis of Urine. 
IV. quatrain which is a chronogram giving the year of 
composition. 
After the praise of God, and Prophet, YiFsufi 
states that on the completion of 'Dalai'1-ul-Nabz^', some of his 
patrons and relations expressed that he should write something 
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about the Urine also. He, then composed Dalai'1-ul-Bole. 
Follow ng this he briefly discusses the physiology of urine 
formation. He says that water in the stomach mixed with food, 
passes on the liver through the mesentric vissels. Prom the 
liver, most of it passes on towards the Kidneys and then to 
the bladder. The remaining part of the water flows with the 
blood stream and reaches Ultimately to the Urinary bladder. 
Next to that there are described those seven factors which are 
taken into consideration while examining the urine in order to 
determine a diagnosis. These have been called ' Ajnas* and 
include the colour, consistency, turbidity and clearness, 
odour, froth, sediments, and quantity of urine. While descri-
bing the Pistachio-c41oured urine, he quotes the famous commen-
tator of Qanun-*Allama ^ AlauddTn <^ arshi and says that, in his 
opinion which he expresses in 'Shareh-i-Kulliat' the Pistachio-
coloured urine indicates the burning of bile. 
In t!;e end there is a quatrain which provides 
the year >£ composition. In order to reveal the, year of 
composition says jtusufi, take the numerical value of (^ arura 
and add four hundred and thirty to it. Thus it comes out as 
942 A.II., the year of composition of Dalai' l~ul-Nabz. 
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As we have already observed in the works of 
YusufiT, dealt previously, the Chief writer who directly ins-
pires our author, is Abu %ii Sina, the compiler of al-Qanun. 
Avicenna has dealt with the fundamentals of tib in the section 
on 'Kulllat' of his Qan>cc>n including the decries on pulse, Urine 
and stool, Yusufi has chosen the first two only. Though the 
outlines are the same, Yusufi has not copied every thing exact-
ly. For example Yusufi opens with the Physiological fate of 
water or fluids consumed and its excretion as Urine, On the 
other hand , Avicenna opens the chapter with the twelve essen-
tial condition to be observed before examining, any urine 
specimen. The seven factors called 'Ajnas' which are to be 
determined inorder to ascertain the diagnosis on the basis 
of urine ha*e been described by Yusufi with modifications. 
The only writer quoted by Yusufi is ai-^arshi, 
who is better known as Ibn-i-Nafis and who flourished during 
the early 13th Century A.D. Qarshi had compiled a commentary 
known as ' Shareh-i-Qarshi'. There are other commentaries 
also, but Yusufi seems to be deeply inspired by the comments 
of QarshT, 
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Yusufi has precisely mentioned four definite 
causes or condition on account of which the urine, becomes 
blackish and indicates certain physical states. He also includes 
the edibles which could give the black colour to urine. This 
has not been mentioned by Shaikji, while ^ llama Amli has inclu-
ded this factor in his Shareh-i-Qanon. Thus we may conclude 
that Yusufi had also studied the commentary of Amli. Moreover, 
Yusuii has absolutely bmitted the description of compound 
colours of urine, which are four in number and mentioned by 
Avicena in detail. 
The practice of naked eye examination of Urine 
has become unpopular since the introduction of chemical and 
microscopical examinations. In medieval and ancient ages, it 
was a matter of visual experience and keen observation. The 
five senses of a physician are almost paralysed in this age 
of instrumental investigations and diagnosis. Even today 
thousands of medical practitioners in rural areas of India 
having no other means than to train themselves for naked eye 
examination of the Urine. No doubt certain anatomical and 
physiological conceptions maintained even by later Mrab or 
Persian physicians could not keep pace with the recent findings. 
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For example, Yusufi, following his predecessors, holds that 
water reaches the liver through the vessels and most of it then 
proceeds on tkfi to the Kidneys and from Kidneys to urinary 
bladder. This is against the physiology and is not aeeeptable. 
There is no passage direct between the liver and Kidneys. 
Instead, the blood which also contains the water, reaches the 
kidneys and the urine is secreted there. This brief treatise 
the 
on urine by Yusufi is rather a compendium of/major works on 
this subject. Also Yusufi's wide study of famous medical 
works is revealed through this treatise. Yusufi seems to 
possess fine optical knowledge when he speaks on colouration, 
transparency and opacity. 
Though Yusufi was a product of declining Arab 
culture and language, his mental trend towards Arabic language 
and his love and acquaintance with classical medical termina-
logy is quite obvious in all of his medical works, more ^xas 
particularly those in prose. 
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RIAZ-UL-ADVIA : 
Rlaz.-ul-Advia or the 'Garden of medic ines ' i s 
ano ther compi la t ion asc r ibed t o i(!^usufi. I t i s a t r e a t i s e on 
the p r o p e r t i e s of simple and compound d r u g s . This work was 
— — ad./ — -
under taken by Yusufi in Ind ia dur ing the perJ^f Humayun. 
Riaz-u l -Advia was composed in 946 A.H./1539 AD 
and was ded ica t ed to Humayun as mentioned in the pre face of the 
book by the a u t h o r . Manuscr ip ts as wel l as p r i n t e d copies of 
Riaz;-ul-Advia are a v a i l a b l e in s e v e r a l Indian and fo re ign 
l i b r a r i e s . 
The book opens with the p r a i s e of God and 
Prophet and then fo l lows the i n t r o d u c t i o n d e p i c t i n g t h a t 
t h i s t r e a t i s e e n t i t l e d as 'Rlaz^-ul-Advia' was compiled by 
the broken tongue ( Yusufi) and was d iv ided i n t o p r e f a c e , two 
c h a p t e r s , and c o n c l u s i o n . Following the p r e f a c e , t h e r e i s a 
qua t r a in which speaks t h a t t h i s t r e a t i s e had been f i n i s h e d in 
946 under the kind pa t ronage of the j u s t King Humayun whose 
banner i s r i v a l to Sikandar an d Dara and who i s the mine of 
wisdom and s u p e r i o r i t y and the source of d i g n i t y . The Sha-
henshah i s the sky o£ favours and the sun of wealth and f a i t h 
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and Saturn is the slave of his gate. In the morning when he 
Intends to take wine, the sun furnishes him the golden cup, 
Yusufi prays for his majesty by heart and no wonder Babrial 
might second it by saying ' Amin*. Following this, bery 
briefly, Yusufi has discussed the determination of the degrees 
of the temperaments of the drugs and their reactions on the 
human systems. Moreover he has also defined and differentia-
ted the poisonous drug and poison. Besides there is also a 
brief description of drugs and edibles having nutritions and 
medicinal properties both. Chapter I is on the description 
of simple drugs, mentioned in alphabetical order. Each drug 
is first introduced mostly in its Arabic or less frequently in 
its Greek name and then follow its names in Persian, Turkish, 
and Hindi. The pattern is the same as in otheri'ecognlzed works 
on materia medica. 
CHAPTER II datXs with the compound medicaments 
described in alphabetical ordei . Each compound is introduced 
with its therapeutic action and then its ingredients are men-
tioned along with the proportional weights method of prepa-
ration and the dosage. 
The conclusion deals with the tests In order 
to determine the genuineness of 'Tlryaq-1-Faruq*,'Hajrat-ul-Tis•, 
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Hajr-ul-Haiya, and Balsam oil, 
Yusufi has mentioned 678 simple and 236 com-
pound medicaments, in total 914, Though Yusufi had the oppor-
tunity of being in India, one would be hesitant to say that 
the 
Yusufi had drawn the benifit from/Indian books on the subject. 
As fer the mention of equivalctit names in Hindi, even those who 
had never been in India have done it consciously, such as Shaikh 
and 'Ali bin Rabban-al-Tabari. Avicenna has described 719 
simple medicaments in the second part of his Qanun. The diff-
erence is not great with that of Yusufi's nuuiber, some times 
the resemblance is so striking as if Yusufi has directly copied 
from the 'i^ anun' . 
Yusufi's work is to be viewed from another 
aspect also. We know that almost all the valuable literature 
in medicine, whether translated from Greek or compiled origi-
nally, was produced ia Arabic language. Historically the first 
pharmacological monograph written in Persian is 'Kitab_ul-
Abniya-an-Haqaiq-il-Aclvia' of Abu Mansur Muwaffaq of Herat 
(975 A.D.) . In this book 585 drugs are described, the data 
of which being collected from Greek, and Aral;ic sources. The 
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book was dedicated to Saraanid Sultan Mansur bin Nuh. 
In India, so far our sources furnish the infor-
mation, the first work on Materia. Medica available in Persian 
language after the establishment of Moghal liule is Hiaz-ul-Advia, 
A number or books on Materia Medica were pro-
duced subsequently, most of thein have survived and furnish the 
proof that the tradition of writing on this subject was pre-
2 
valent in late Moghal period . 
The concluding chapter of Hiaz;-ul-Advia deals 
with the method of recognition of drugs - how to figure the 
adulteration if any and to asjtertain its purity. The chapter 
is however very short and only a few medicaments have been 
mentioned. The first Is 'Tiryaq-i-Faruq', for which Yusufl has 
given only one method to recognize its genuineness.The author 
of Ganj-i-Eadawurd has also given the priority to this method. 
The oldest and unique Manuscript of this work is preserved in 
Vienna, copied by the poet Asadi in A.D.1055. The informa-
tion quoted above h- s been furnished by Dr.Cyril Elgood in his 
'A Medical History of Persia',P.363 . 
Dasturu'l Atibba of Muhammad (^ asim Firishta(ll24 A.H.),'A1-
fazu'l Advia o T "^in-ul-Mulk Shlrazi (1038 A.H.), Ganj-i-Bad-
awurd ' of Hakim Amanatullah Khan Zaman (1035 A.H.). 
The last mentioned could aptly be called an encyclopaedic 
Pharmacopeia of medival India. Khan Zaman had ample sources 
and facilities in comparison to those who flourished at the 
onset of Moghal rule and has referred to theauthors and 
books, more than 100, which also includes lliaz-ul-Advia. 
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supplimenting it with other methods also which do not seem safer 
to adopt. 
Thus Riaz-ul-Advia though not being an exhaus-
tive work on the science of Materia Medica and Pharmacology, 
still holds a position on account of its period of composition 
and the language in which it was produced. Yusufi has not 
dedicated any chapter to the pharmacological practices held by 
the contemporary or ea-rlier vaids of India. However, he has 
mentioned the names of drugs in Hindi also. Unfortunately, 
he has not referred to any oi the physicians or books and thus 
not only it lacks datum, but also does not furnish any medical 
events of historical importance. This was more expected from 
a physician like Yusufi who had been in service of Babur and 
Humayun as a court physician. Keeping in view that he might 
have treated the members of the royal family or other nobles 
with his own tried prescriptions, he ought to have given the 
references of such cases. This sort of attitude on the part 
of Yusufi is found in all of his works. 
•+*+*+*+*+•)<" 
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BOOK ON EPISTOLOGRAPHY 
BADAI4JL-INSHA : 
In addition to a series of medical treatises, 
so far discussed, a non medical work entitled as Badai-^l-Insha 
is also ascribed to Yusuf1. 
Doubts have been raised by Charles Rieu and 
others regarding the identity of the author of this work with 
Yusufi the physician who is the author of several medical 
treatise. 
Historical evidences obviously furnish us the 
facts that Yusuf bin Muhammad-Yusufi had served Humayun as a 
Physician, Keeping in view the multifarbus trend of lear-
ning of those days, it is nothing beyond acceptance that 
Yusufi combined in himself the art of medicine, poetry and 
epistolary. It could easily be established that the author 
of Badai-ul-Insha and Physician to Humayun is the same person 
and he is Yusufi, First of all, we come to know through 
the preface of the 'Badai' that the author had composed this 
for his son Rafiuddin Husain. From the Divan of YusufT we 
learn that Yusufi had a son of this name. This confirms the 
identification of the author of the Badai with the poet. 
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This poet who composed v e r s e s In p r a i s e of Mughal r u l e r s was 
i d e n t i c a l wi th Yusufi , the phys i c i an as evidenced by Khwandmir. 
Thus in a n u t - s h e l l the au thor of B a d a i - u l - I n s h a , the Physic ian 
and the poet i s one and the same pe r son . 
Secondly, we see t h a t t h e r e i s no o the r person 
mentioned by the b iog raphe r s named as Yusufi who served Humayun 
as S e c r e t a r y and composed any book on e p i s t o l o g r a p h y . Thus 
the c o n d i t i o n s permit us to hold t h a t Yusuf b in Muhammad more 
famous by h i s pen-name Yusufi i s the au thor of B a d a i - u l - I n s h a , 
Yusufi had compiled Badaf in 940 A.H./1533 A.D. 
in I nd i a dur ing the r e ign of Humayun. Tlie year of compi la t ion 
i s known through a r u b a i , which i s found in the i n t r o d u c t i o n . 
P l en ty of manuscr ip ts of Badai-^ul-lnsha are 
a v a i l a b l e in Indian and fore ign l i b r a r i e s . Badair had been 
l i t hographed at Delhi in 1843 under t h e t i t l e of • I n s h a - i - Y u s u f i ' 
There i s no d e f i n i t e c h a p t e r i z a t i o n . The 
t r e a t i s e opens wi th the p r a i s e of God, who i s the c r e a t o r of 
pen, the p r a i s e of whom i s the source of deco ra t i on fo r the 
t i t l e of a l l the bo jks and an ornament t o the preface of a l l 
the w r i t i n g s and who i s t le source of knowledge t o mankind 
and i s the s c r i b e of mature wisdom, who granted Viis Apostle 
the luminous diploma of eloguence and f luency wi th the honour 
of b r i g h t ' Tughra ' which i s m a t c h l e s s , " 
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Following the above praise, the author says 
that the humble and ignoble person - Yusufi whose register 
of deeds is black, begs the forgiveness of God for his sins. 
Here the praise concludes and begins the introduction that 
this book is entitled as Badai-Ail-Insha which comprises 
•Muhavirat-i-Khitabi' and 'Jawabi' for the benifit of his 
son Rafiuddin Husain who is the brightness of the eye - may 
his life prolonged and also for the scholars of this art in 
/leneral. Then follows a Rubai, which is a chronogram. 
Following this, the author has expressed his desire and 
hope with the blessings of God that the scholars of this 
art would draw benifit from the study of this treatise. 
Following this the ' Muqaddima ' is given. 
MUQADDIMA : The author here described the branches of 
epistolary as the 'Tauqiat', which consists of the orders 
of kings and officials and the 'Muhavirat' which consist of 
the 'Makatibat' and 'Mufawazat' (letter writing and conver-
sations ), 'Muhavarat' is further subdivided into three classes 
according to the social status of the correspondent. For 
example, if the addressee is of higher rank, the epistle is 
called ' Marafaat' and if he is inferior, it is spoken as 
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'Ruqaat' and provided both are equal In status, it is called 
•Murasalat', Further, each of it is divided into 'Khitabi* 
and 'Jawabi'. After that, there are sub-headings depicting 
the ranks of the correspondents and the forms of correspon-
dence for all possible emergencies and occasions, comprising 
the social, political and personal affairs. The letters 
seem to be fictitious because the names of senders are not 
re 
mentioned and neither there are/ferences to particular events 
nor any specific messages. 
Epistolography is that branch of Persian 
literature which manages to furnish us the social relations 
maintained in a certain society in a certain age. Prior to 
the foundat on of Moghal rule in India, Hindi and Sanskrit 
had set their foot on muslim chancellary and Persian was 
losing its supremacy. Babur came with a stock of varied 
intellect and scholars from various parts of Persia and 
Asia-Minor. Yusufi was one of those who displayed their 
talents during the reign of first two Emperors of India. 
It wao the feudalism and gradation of society 
of the medieval India which gave a definite classical shape 
to the epistolary of Moghal period. Badai-ul-Inslia is one 
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of the specimens of such literature, which is highly ornate, 
rhetorical and pompous. The common practice among the munshis 
was to compile or collect specimens of epistles of their own 
or of others, bearing real or fictitious events and contents. 
Yusufi wrote Badai-^l-Insha which consists of model letters 
purely for the literary purpose. The great variety of epistles 
wl ich have been classified in Badai-^l-Insha are in accor-
dance to the relationship main tained between the addresser 
and the addressee with respect to his social as well as 
political status. 
Apart from the general gradation of society 
during the Mughal regime which consisted of royal family, 
nobility, religious class and general masses, Humayun, who 
was the Chief patron of Yusufi and during whose reign Badai-
'^ ul-Ins^ a was composed, had classified the official into : 
a) State Officials like Ministers, nobles, & Chiefs. 
b) Scholars, religious doctors, Sayyids, Judges and Physicians 
c) Service-men, and employees of lower class. 
Yusufi has faithfully adopted the above cla-
ssification and has covered all possible occasions and emer-
gencies in his model letters, addressed to the people of all 
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walks of life, both in the forms of Khitabi and Jawabi. 
LANGUAGE AND STYLE ; 
As we have already observed in previous chapters, 
Scholars of Abbassid era and of later Timuri period were inten-
sively inclined towards the prose highly charged with Arabic 
vocabularies. We seldom find any scholarly work composed in 
pure Persian even in late Moghal period. Yusufl being well 
versed In ^ rabic,as evident from his works, has profusely 
displayed this capability in Badai-'ul-Insha. His command 
over the arable language and the rules of syntax is immense 
and could be supported,by hundreds of examples available in 
Badai-4il-InsJia. Other contemporaries of Yusufi like Shaikh 
Zainuddin of 'Khwaf' and Shah Tahir al-Husani were also highly 
erudite and figurative in their Inshas. Khwandmir being also 
a compatriot and contemporary to Yusufi, has more *r less 
adhered to the smooth and less figurative prose in his 
'Nama-i-Naini ' . The mode of writing Badai-ul-InshiT, though 
in no way agreeable to the doctors of current literature was 
one ot the fine and ornate piece of Insha" during the Moghal 
period. 
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PBCULlARIilES OF BADAl4jL-INSHA 
F i r s t l y , we have t o examine the f e a t u r e s of 
the language : 
a) VOCABULARY ; 
There is found lavish use of Arabic vocabulary 
in almost all classical works of Insha. It has been dOiie on 
account of the exclusive qualities of Arabic language. Yusufi 
has surpassed the others in the use of Arabic vocabularies , 
Although current persian equivalents were available , he 
prefers to adorn his spistles with Arabic words. For example, 
against the two very common Persian Words ' Cx^iJ ' or ' (j^ Ji^ ' 
the author has chosen the following :-
For another common persian word ' j ^ ^ ' , the following Arabic 
vocabularies are used : 
b) Use of Arabic adjectives in agreement with noun; 
This practice is also traceable in all the 
classical works of Insha except this that Yusufi is very gene-
rous in such uses. For example a few are given as under : 
- *j>—i;,^ ->i» Ji^  ...l* - t^c-iUi" « <jAl,oJLlaJL, . *y»fio^ J 
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c) Long adjectival coa.ounds and synonyms : 
The assemblage of adjectives and lavish 
use of synonyms is another characterstic of Badai-4il-Insha. 
The following few examples may be cited : 
-^!-kJ»^,^y- K, ,-J=^ j ^^^\ j _ ^ -
d) Arabic i n f i n i t i v e s and unfamiliar words : -
Over-whelming use of <4rabic i n f i n i t i v e s 
has been made. The following few examples wil l suf f ice : 
- J — - 151- - I—^ ^j: . ^>U-jii^' 
Yusufi has also made use of unfamiliar words, auch as : 
e) Another remarkable feature is the frequent use of quotations 
from Quran. These are so evenly set in between the phrases, 
that not a bit of interuption is sensed by the reader: 
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STYLE OF B A D A I 4 J L - I : S S H A : 
a) The e n t i r e B a d a i 4 j l - I n s h a i s rhymed and could be claimed 
as f ine specimen of ^ ? ~ - « ^ ' * . Examples are as under : 
o r ; - * / t > i ' - ^ (^'-**'J c?*"^-^I/-^f<^ 
b) Very often we are irritated with the prolix composition 
and .vide gap between the subjects and predicate. More-
over, although, the author is fully aware of the rules of 
syntax and follows them faithfully, there are, instances, 
where orderly relation of 'Mubtada' and 'Khabur' is disrup-
ted. There are frequent exam les which need not be quoted, 
c) Sometimes for the sak</of brevity and also to make his narration 
forceful and effective, he altogether omits the predicate: 
" or J*^ 'J> J - ^ J^--r 
d) Prose of Badai is rhymed with few peculiarities, which fre-
quently appear in parenthetical clauses particularly ending 
or hemistich : 
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In another letter : 
e) The prose of Badai-ul-Insha is highly metophorical and 
numerous such examples are found which need not be quoted, 
f) Yusufi has kept in view the position and the class to 
which the addressee belongs. This is why he uses the 
terms of the particular science in which that person was 
well versed. Fo example a Shaikh writes to another and 
Yusufi makes them write like this: 
Some times he uses the terms of logic. 
While writing to an astrologer, the following technical 
terms are used: 
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FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE ; 
Yusufi has used all kinds of figures but, 
the most frequently used are 'Tajnis' 'Ishtiqaq* and 
'Mira'at-un-Nazir'. 
There are fine examples where 'Tajnis' is used in rhymed 
sentences, such as : 
The letter from which this is quoted is addressed to a 
Judge. The beauty lies in the fact that ' J^U-J*«*' is one of 
the rivers of Talf and also the surname of the famous Imam 
and Qazi-Abu Hanifa. 
Excessive use of derivatives is^ another noteable feature, 
The few examples are as under : 
'Mira'at-un-NB}£ir' , has been used, in almost all the 
letters. A few examples are cited here : 
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There aie scores of works on epistolary and 
ornate prose compiled in India even much before the advent 
of Mofrhals. Before the discussion on works, produced in 
India is opened it is quite proper to speak about the Ruqa'at 
of Jami, who lived in the same period to which Yusufi belongs. 
The style of Jamr is however not much deviated from that of 
later Timuri period, still it should be kept under 'Daqiq Salis' 
J^ usufi , though had the ample opportunity of benifitting him-
self with the literary geniLus and style of JamT,he seems to 
have drawn little inspiration except this that there is a 
bit of resemblance in the vocabulary and syntax. 
In late 9th Century A.H,, two works on ornate 
prose wete produced in India entitled as 'Manazir-ul-Insha' 
and 'Riazul-Insha'. The compiler was Mahmud bin Shaikh 
Muhammad Gilani, better known as Mehmud Gavan. Manazir-ul-
Insha deals with art of literary composition, elegant prose 
writing, figures of speech, sample titles and rules of epis-
tolary. The prose is rhymed very often and full of other 
figures too. On the other hand Riaz-ul-Insha consists of 
the real letters and thus it adheres historical importance too, 
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In ttiaz-ul-Insha the Arabic vocabulary is dominant and the 
style is erudite like that of Badai-^l-Insha, The letters are 
not arranged according to any obvious plan in Riaz-ul-Insha. 
As for its influence on Yusufi, he does not seem to have been 
directly inspired. 
Another eminent scholar of Babur and Humajpin's 
period and also a compatriot of Yusufi was famous Ghayasuddin 
bin Humamuddi^, better knvwn as Khwandmir. Besides being a 
good historian, Khwandmir has also displayed his talents of 
prose writing in his Namai Nami composed in 920 A.H, Though 
compiled during the same period Badai-^l-Insha, was composed 
about twelve years after the composition of Namai Nami, Khwand-
mir furnishes the division of classes among the society which 
corresponds to that of Yusufi's. 
Though it was not quite an-expected that Yusufi 
would have been inspired by the scholar contemporary to him, 
the close examination of both the works reveals the mimicry 
more than desired. Apart from the concrete examples which 
shall be quoted later, the general pattern of both the works 
is the same except this that Badai-^ul-Insha is based on fic-
titious model letters, while Nama-l-Naini consists of real 
letters, adding great historical value t) the compilation, 
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The mode of ending the paratheutical clause into a verse or hemis-
tich is frequently i/et like that of Badai-ul-Insha. In contrast 
to Badai-ul-Insha, the titles in the letters of Nama-i-Nami are 
not Verbose and lengthy and though the arable vocabulary is 
dominant, it is not very unfamiliar. 
The subjects of letters like congratulations 
on the/occasions of births, Ramazan, Id, Nauroz, and recovery 
from illness etc. are cooimonly found in both the works. The 
prose of Nama-i-Nami is also rhymed and there is frequent use 
of derivatives like that of Badai'. The letters are very 
lengthy in Nama-i-Naini in contrast to Badai-^ul-Insha. The 
mode of quoting the phrases from Quran is common to both the 
authors, perhaps Khwandmir supercedes in this regard. 
Sometimes there are examples of striking re-
semblance and recalling the fact that Nama-i-Naml had been 
compiled prior to Badai-ul-Insha, the dependence of Yusufi 
on Khwandmir could not be denied. 
For comparative study the following is given: 
NSma-i-Nami : ^ U jt.JfJa«.!^ l:T^ ii. ^^'^i'iJI^Iy'^.li. 
B a d a i - a l - I n s h a : ^^»-A1S jLvitirf.1 ^ J i , ^ I ^ M J s J ' ^ J i , 
c o n t d . , . P a g e 165 / 
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Nama-i-Nami : jL. Ja^—»-»j JJJ.=H» j j ' -J ' '* ^ ^ j - . 
B a d a i ^ l l l - I n s h a " j t j j O ^ ^ j - U j j» u > ^ — u ' - ^ ' - ' i ; ^ .K 
j i • Naraai-Nami " '^^ -^ <^V^ ^ b 
B a d a i - u l - I n s h a " o J ' ^ ^ 1 - * ^ ^ ' j 
A n o t h e r s c h o l a r who a l s o h a i l e d from H e r a t 
and s e r v e d Akbar ancJ J a h a n g l r , was Abul i |asiin Kfian Namakin. 
He compi led h i s ' M u n s j i a ' a i ' i n 1006 A j ! . / l 5 9 8 A.D. Naraakin 
has d i r e c t l y f o l l o w e d Naroa-i-Nami and has u t i l i s e d i t e x t e n -
s i v e l y . As f o r t h e l e t t e r s of c o n g r a t u l a t i o n s and c o n d o l e n c e , 
Namakin b o l d l y c o p i e s from B a d a i - ^ u l - I n s h a and ' I l u q a a t ' a r e 
m a i n l y based on Badai*, somet imes in t h e same w o r d s . The 
fo l lo^v ing compar i son w i l l be enough t o s u p p o r t t h e s t a t e m e n t : 
Badai"^: 
c o n t d . . . P a g e . 1 6 6 / 
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1 
Namakin : 
Yusufi however holds an important position 
in the history of Insha. Though there is needless dis.lay 
of synonyms and repetition of identical thoughts which has 
given rise to verbosity, Yusufi must be given due concession, 
keeping in view the traditiohs and trends of the period during 
which he produced the work. It all alters with the time and 
the values of literary taste and criteria of criticium undergo 
modifioations. Yesterday,Yusufi and 'Abul Fazl had made the 
history and were the masters in the art of ornate letter writing 
while today we speak of the letters of Ghalib with high 
appreciation. 
1, Manuscript is preserved in the Maulana Azad Library Aligarh 
Muslim University, 'Aligarh, 
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e O E T I C A L W O R K S 
DIWAN-I-QASAID-I-YUSUFI : 
A unique copy of Wasaid-i-Yusufi e x i s t s in 
Government O r i e n t a l fcanuscrlft L ib r a ry , Madras, which I happen-
ed to s tudy dur ing my v i s i t to the l i b r a r y . Perhaps i t i s the 
only copy in the world because n e i t h e r any o t h e r Ind ian Cata-
logue nor the European has r e f e r r e d or mentioned the t^asaid 
of Yusuf i , The manuscr ipt of Qasaici- i-Yusafi preserved in 
Madras i s badly in jured and hhs been mended with French s i l k -
c l o t h . There are p l e n t y of ho le s due t o worm-eating which 
p lay the un-necessa ry r o l e of ' N u q t a ' , The manuscript i s w r i t t e n 
in f a i r small n a s t a l i q with black ink . Many v e r s e s could not 
be read on account of the paper i n j u r y . 
The beginning and the end i s missing and thus 
t he re i s no preface or 'Khatima' a v a i l stole in o rder t o know 
the year of t r a n s c r i p t ion and o the r i n t r o d u c t o r y d e t a i l s . We 
come to know of the a u t h o r s h i p th ro-ugh the f requent mention 
of pen-name- Yusuf i , Apparent ly the manuscr ipt opens with 
a qas ida in p r a i s e of Hazrat *AlI. Though p r e c i s e l y i t cannot 
be sa id how many f o l i o s are m i s s i n g , i t may be presumed t h a t 
only one or two f o l i o s comprising poem or poems in p r a i s e 
c o n t d . . . P a g e . 1 6 8 / 
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of God and the Prophet are missing. 
The manuscript consists of 51 folios and there 
are 15 lines per page. The Diwan consists of 69 *^ asaid, 3 
Ghazals, 12 Qitas and 23 Rubaiyat including three chronograms. 
Except those which are in praise of Babur, Humayun and other 
princes, the rest of J^ a^ aid are not titled. 
The following is the brief description of i^ asaid: 
Qa^ida 1 : (incomplete) it is in praise of Hazrat *Ali and consists 
of 24 verses, the specimen verses are as under: 
Qasida 2 : There is an introduction in prose that it is in 
praise of Babur who is a great King, sun of sky of 
authority, enjoys the divine blessings and spreads 
peace, justice and generosity. Then follows t^ asida 
comprising 14 verses. First few verses of 'Tashbib* 
depict the agony of separation from the sweet-heart 
and two verses are in 'Gurez* and the rest of the 
verses, are in praise of Babur referring to his 
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Majesty's generosity, bravery, sense of welfare, 
of the public, Knowledge of astronomy, theology 
and prosody etc. 
The following are the last verses : 
VIM "13 j ^ 11 <^ o J -i-i J f i4<i>- I i"'*-^ jy •* j'V^ l^ * *!? "^ t^ <..«'* (jjj ** v^ • 
t^ aslda 3 : It is in praise of Babur and consists of 15 verses: 
Qas^ida 4 : It is in praise of Babur and consists of 22 verses; 
Qasida 5 : It is in praise of Babur and consists of l"9 verses 
t^ aslda 6 : It is also in praise of Babur and consists of 
20 verses: 
C.~-^ ' 6'--*-^ —^I^ L'"-*-^ '-:'^ '-^ '^ • • • • lU 4 ^ <i^.'-'. it—i' 
Qasida 7 : It is also in praise of Babur and consists of 
20 verses : 
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This Qasida a l so c o n s i s t s of two v e r s e s fu rn i sh ing the year 
of the death of Dabur and enthronement of Humayun : 
< ^Hwi r *^. p-JLfe. *j ^ 4 > . U A *ii U ' J ^^=—^y ^^ J' ^-^-»' -» « * j^}". 
Following this, there is a piece of Prose of the following 
content: 
In praise of His Majesty the king of Jamshld-
grandeur, of solar countenance, chief of all 
nations, cream of the kings of 'Arab and '^ jam, 
light of the garden of kingdom and Khilafat 
the sovereign of Alexander-glory - Muhanmiad 
Humayun Bad shah -- may God bless him with 
prosperity and longivity of his banner of 
authority and highness. 
Following the above invocation and praise of HumayTiiT^  opens: 
(Qasida 8 : Which is an eulogy of Humayun and consists of 15 
verses. 
The rest of verses are in respect to His Majesty's 
bravery,mysticism, and profound knowledge of all 
the sciences. 
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Qasida 9 : It Is in praise of Humayun and consists of 17 
verses and open as under : 
In between there are eight verses, in praise of Humayun 
in respect to his varied capabilities and attributes : 
QasTda 10: It is also in praise of Humayun and consists of 
17 verses. 
v^ asida ii: It is also in praise of Humayun, consisting 
of 16 verses and opens thus : 
and concludes with : 
ya^ida 12: It is in praise of Humayun and consists of 16 verses: 
Qasida 13: It was presented to Humayun on the occasion of*Id-ul-
Az^ ha and opens thus: 
Qasida 14: It is in praise of Humayun, and consists of 17 verses. 
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Qasida 14: It is in praise of Humayun anti consists of 
15 verses. 
Qasida 16: It was presented to Humayun, on the occasion of 
Id-ul-Fitr and consists of 16 verses: 
Qasida 17: It is in praise of Humayun and consists of 17 
verses. 
QasidaxlS: It is also in praise of Humayun, consists of 
15 verses, 
Qasida 19: It is in nraise of Humayun, consists of 17 
verses. 
^Msida 20: It is also in praise of Humayun, consists of 
24 verses and opens with 'Tashbibi' in praise 
of Agra city : 
Qasida 21: It is in the occasion of weighing Humayun in Gold, 
and opens thus : 
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Qasida 22: It is in praise of Humayun consisting 18 verses 
and opens with the Tashbibi verses in praise 
of Banarus city : 
jfyt 4b> Ju»j jL«^ _^^ w_^ .y__i*i '-.jj' © t ^ p^li^ *s\^jjj jj^ JO' J'^ 
masida 23: It is in praise of Humayun on the occasion of 
Id and consists of 15 verses. 
Yusufi compares the auspicious days of his Majesty's 
reign with that of Id, 
va^ida 24: It is on the occasion of Humayun's arrival at 
Agra. The ode also consists of verses in praise 
of king, his good character and genius etc. 
Qasida 25: It is also in praise of Humayun and consists of 
15 verses. 
Qaslda 26: It was presented on the occasion of 'Nauroz' and 
includes the verses in praise of Humayun. There 
are verses which refer to the expedition of Gujrat 
and its victory: 
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Qasida 27: It is on the occasion of^Idd-ul-Azha and consists 
of 15 verses. Yusufi says that on the occasion of 
id-ul-Azha, people should not slaughter except the 
enemies of the King, Further he says that the Emperor 
has turned the barbed India into a rose-garden and 
Agra under his patronage had superceded Samargand 
and Bukhara: 
Qasida 28: It is in praise of Humayun on the occasion of the 
capture of the Fort of Chanar. The ode consists of 
24 verses and opens thus : 
Qas^ ida 29: It is in i)raise of Humayun's valour, vigour and 
bravery and was composed on the occasion of expe-
dition to Gwaliar and consists of 20 verses : 
Qasida 30: It is also in praise of Humayun and consists of 
21 verses. 
In the few verses various sirailies for the shape 
of the moon are found such as the alphabet ' (^ ' 
or the beloved of sky has made her eye-brows. 
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Also in this t^ asida the poet refers to the famous 
poet Anwari. 
Qas^ ida 31: It is also in praise of Hnmaynn and consists of 
17 verses. 
Qaslda 32: It is also in praise of Humayun, consists of 16 
verses, 
i^ aslda 33: It is in praise of Humayun and consists of 16 
verses. 
}as_ida 34: It is in praise of Humayun and consists of 19 
verses. In 'Tashbib', the poet refers to the 
beauty of Jaunpur and opens thus : 
In between there are alike verses and then he refers 
to certain Syed Raz^ a who ought to be the Qaz^ i of that 
city, 
Qasida 35: It is in praise of Humayun, perhaps on the occasion 
of his accession to throne and consists of 15 verses 
'Matl^' is as under: 
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Qasida 36: it openai with the praise of Agra city - its 
climate, beauty of men and women, scholars 
and good deeds of people and then the praise of 
Humayun. In all there are 29 verses. 
t^ asida 37: It is in ?)raise of Humayun and consists of 
16 verses. 
Qasida 38: It opens with the verses in praise of Herat,its 
physical beauty, scholarship of its inhabitants 
and then the poet deviates to the praise of 
Humayun and concludes the ode with the invocations 
in which he prays that spritual help to Humaytin 
may reach on behalf of the soul of Sultan of 
Khurasan. 
Qajlda 39: It is in praise of Humayun with reference to his 
'Char Taq' - a tent-like boat. It consists of 16 
verses and opens thus: 
Qasida 40: It opens with the depiction of the river'Ganga' 
The poet says, that 'Kafir' (Hindus) of India 
pays homage to this river like Kaua and is ready 
to sacrifice all for it. 
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Wasida 41: It consists of 34 verses and its 'tas^bib' refers 
to one of the camels the poet owned and whose qualities 
he describes with a touch of pain because, suddenly 
it had died and the poet had become short of his 
source of conveyance. 
uasida 42: It is m praise of Ilumayun, consists of 23 verses, 
Qasida 43: It consists of 18 verses and is in the praise of 
Humayun and c^ iens thus: 
JU * jj^ y ,4^1 ^ U JLJ,^^J\ J t*^\ J j JJX. J -^ ^ 'Js 4^ \j jjj ^ 
Though the Qas^ ida does not contain any further sig-
nificant detail, the opening vrrse points towards 
the birth of a son to Humayun. 
Qasida 41: It consists of 17 verses and is in peaise of Humayun 
who is greater than San jar it Tughral and who is more 
generous than Hatim. 
The ode concludes with the following giving the date 
of its composition: 
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Qas^ ida 45: It consists of 17 verses and is also in r^aise 
of Humayun. 
Qaslda 46: It consists of 17 verses and is in usual praise 
of Humayun. 
Qasida 47: It consists of 17 verses and was presented on 
the occasion of 'Ramazan'. 
The oOe concludes with invocation that Ramazan 
may bless the majority of muslims. 
Qa^rda 48: It consists of 16 verses and had been presented 
at the time of Humayun's birth anniversary: 
Qasida 49: It consists of 18 verses and was presented on the 
occasion of 'Nauroz'. 
QasTda 50: It consists of 15 verses and was presented to 
Humayun in the month of Muharrum. 
Qasida 51: It coTisists of 15 verses and in praise of Humayun. 
Qasida 52: It consists of 18 verses and is in usual praise. 
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masida 53: It is also in praise of Humayun and consists 
15 verses. 
(i>asida 54: It consists of 19 verses and had been presented 
at the time of new year: 
( jU/ <j-Lj a-*t <j-i o ' -^ j ' o ^ ^ O ^ ^ *^ J u M ^ < l t u ^ Jj^ j-s- jJLi- j * ^ ^ * 
Qasida 55: it consists of 16 verses and after, the usual 
opening with 'tashbibi verses', there are 8 
verses in praise of Humayun. 
Qasida 56: It consists of 22 verses and opens with the des-
criptions of the welath, human beauty, and climate 
of India. The rest of the verses are in praise of 
the King. The beginning is as follows :-
VasTda 57: It consists of 18 verses and is in the praise of 
Humayun. The cone lading verses reveal that Yusufi 
used to present two odes per month to the King. 
4.L^ 
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i^ aslda 58: It consists of 15 verses and had been composed at 
the time of Idd-ul-Az^ha, 
i^ asida 59: It had been composed at the time of victory over 
Bengal and consists of 15 verses. The ode open as 
under: 
t^ asida 60: It consists of 15 verses and had been composed on 
the occasion of encrownment of Humayun, as the 
following opening verse indicates: 
,jjli 4^JUL,jJ>J^.J ^^ju^ Jj^J^J^bj"^ r^ 0^ *^r-^ j A . Jk 
Following this Qaslda ,there is a passage in 
rhymed prose. The poet says that,it is in praise of 
the prince, whose throne is like that of Jamshid, who 
possesses grandeur of Sulaiman, and high statesman-
ship. He is the selected one among the royal descen-
dants, a pearl of the casket of kingship, plannet of 
the auspicious Zodiac, propagator of the banner of 
religion and weal th, illuminator of the cheek of the 
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dominion - Mohd. Kamran Sultan - may God prosper 
his glory and grandeur". Following this, there is 
a ,asi(ia in his praise,which is described below. 
i^ aslda 61: It consists of 20 verses and is in praise of Kamran: 
There are several verses depicting his generosity, 
Qasida 62: It CJ: sists of 17 verses in praise of Kamran. The 
verses are in praise of his face, temperianent, 
generosity, soberness, justice and mercy. 
Qasida 65: Consists of 17 verses and is also in praise of Prince 
Kamran. 
Then follows another heading introducing the praise 
of Hazrat Shahzada, who is the exhibitor of the light 
of justice, the creaiu of tlie royal descendents. Chief 
of the princes,sun of the sky of felicity, moon of the 
sky of grandeur, protector of the boundaries of the 
earth, helper to the religious doctors, moon of the 
sky of king-ship, centre of the circle of the grand 
kingdom.- N:ohd. *Askari K irza - may God bless him," 
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4asida 64: It is in praise of Mohd. ^Askari Mirz'a and consists 
of 16 verses and opens thus : 
In between there are usual verses in his praise with 
reference to his high thinking, good nature and 
artistic taste. 
Qasida 65: It consists of 18 verses and open thus: 
Further he says thst may God be bis preserver, 
as he has learnt whole vturp" hy heart. 
At the end of the Waslda, though Yusufi expresses 
his disappointment, he warmly prays for his 
prosperity. 
Qasida 66: It is also in praise of Mohd .'Askari and consists of 
16 verses. Then follows an introductory passage in 
prose refrardlng the person of Mohd. Hindal Mirza and 
consists of almost the same conferrings as in the 
case of other aforementioned princes. 
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Qasida 67: It consists of I verses and is in praise of Mohd. 
Hindal Mirza. The opening verse is as under: 
^K^>w<. --s^ -> - ^ ij *^ o'-i«^  J'.>-^  u'-^ J ,r^ ^ *'-^  
Oasida 68: It consists of 15 verses and is in praise of Hindal 
It opens with the following verse: 
Siaslda 69: It is also in the/praise of Hindal and consists of 
15 Verses. 
This is the last Qa^ida and next to it follow 
Ghazal9.Preceding to first Ghazal, there is a 
heading in red: ^^..Z' 
Then the Ghazal opens with the following 'Matl*^ ' 
and consists of 8 verses: 
The Ghazal is dedicated to Humayuu as evident from 
the following verse: 
GJiazal 2 : It is also dedicated to Humayun and consists of 
seven verses 'Matl%' is as under: 
' / -
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Ghazal 3 : It consists of nine verses and is not free from 
the reference of the king. 
Here the so-called Ghazals conclude and a fresh 
heading of ' o-l-jtiai* ' appears. 
<^ it^  1 : It speaks that Humayun Shah with his favours had 
added t o my dignity , Mtiy God bless him with a 
long life. 
Qit^ 2 : It also depicts invocations for prosperity. 
Qit'a 3 : It depicts the following : 
Qit'a 4 : It depicts that all others shared wealth except 
me. However, may God bless the king with wealth 
and prosperity, whether I get something or not. 
Qit'k 5 : It Consists of four hemistichs and is as under: 
Qita 6 : Here Yusufi gives his date of birth which is 672 
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Perhaps thert? is a copying mLstake because he 
undoubtedly lived until 940 A.R. and thus he 
lived for 268 years which is practically 
impossible * 
This matter has been dealt with in another chapter. 
Qita 7 : It ref>!rs to 'Chitora* which had been rewarded as a 
recompense for his poemSbut which had been confis-
cated by some others. The poet seeks help in that 
regard. 
Qit*^  8 : In this Qit*a the poet submits that he has become 
old and is unable to serve the king any more and 
seeks retirement. 
Qit'a 9 : it is a chronogram and gives the year of the death 
o Yusufi s son Mirak Ahmad. 
c^it/a 10 : It depicts the grandeur and justice of the Shah. 
Qit'a 11 : The poet says that on account of jijstice, people 
of all status pray for the longivity of the royal 
glory and wealth. 
Qita 12 : It is also in praise of Humayun. 
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Next to Qitas there are mentioned the 'Rubaiyat'. 
From the first Rubai to fifth ^ubai, there is nothing significant 
except the praise of Humayun and the usual Invocation for his 
prosperity and long lif€» 
Iti the next nine Hubaiyat, several names are 
mentioned,for whom the poet speaks in a praise-worthy tone . 
These are 'Muayyid Beg, Khalid Beg, Mirza Barlas, Mir Jahingir 
Quli aiid Bairam Beg. The fifteenth and sixteenth Rubaiyat 
are chronogram's and furnish the year of death of Yusufi's wife 
and the year of birth of his son Rafiuddin Husain, respectively. 
Ruliai seventeen refers to some group o£^ 3ersons and bears some 
historical value. It is re-produced as under: 
Rubai 18 : This also refers to some particular event rela-
ting to Gwaliar: 
Rubai 19 : This quatrain also ms indicates some event: 
Rubai 20 : This quatraia refers to one of the battles 
fought in Bengal: 
•JC^ j-r^ 'J- ^ contd...Page.187/ 
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Rubai 21 : In t h i s q u a t r a i n the g e n i u s , l e a r n i n g and kind 
n a t u r e of some ^Slr Tahir i s mentioned. 
Rubai 22 : Tie person mentioned in t h i s q u a t r a i n i s 
M i r ' A l i Beg who perhaps i s Mir^Ali Shemawai 
of H e r a t , of whom Yusufi says t h a t he could 
not f ind any b e t t e r man than him. 
Rubai 23 : V>liich i s the l a s t one mentions some Hasan 
(^liyasuddin'Abdul lHh who i s a person of good 
t a s t e and kind n a t u r e d . 
The Diwan or c o l l e c t i o n of v^asaid of Yusufi 
conc lud . s with the l a s t mentioned q u a t r a i n . There i s no men-
tioii or s c r i b e nor any da te of t r a n s c r i p t i o n , 
Yusufi was a p r o l i f i c P e r s i a n w r i t e r and Poet . 
lie composed s eve ra l works in prose about which I have spoken 
e a r l i e r . Regfirding h i s compositions in v e r s e , i t i s s u f f i c i e n t 
to say th; t he > as a Sahib- i -Di\ ,an poet and ace rd ing to i n t e r -
nal evidence a Divan was compiled dur ing the p o e t s ' own l i f e -
time and p re sen t ed to Humayun. But we are not aware of the 
con t en t s of the Divan. However t h i s much i s c e r t a i n t h a t t h e , 
p r e sen t volume e n t i t l e d as ' t-asaid-i-Yusuf i ' may not be 
1. Qi ta I I I 
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iden t ica l with the one prepared e a r l i e r at l eas t in respect of 
quanti ty for as the poet himself points out he used to compose 
two Qasaid per month in praise of Huma|sruh. This leads us to 
conclude tha t the e a r l i e r Diuan must have been voluminous. 
As for the genuineness of co l l ec t ion of c^asaid-i-
Yusufi, besides the in te rna l evidence the contents of the Qanun-
i-Humayuni furnish ample, proof to the effect that these were 
Yusufi 's own composition. The year of the composition of one 
of the i^asaid which i s in praise of Huraayun is known through 
the l a s t verses of Qasida 44, and tha t is 940 A.H, which i s 
also the year of compositiori of Yusufi 's ep i s to l a ry work -
Badai-^ul-Insha. 
Yusufi was no doubt a gifted poet but his mul-
t i f a r i o u s dut ies at the court must have stood in his way of 
exclusive concentration on poet ry; for he was a court h \s ic lan 
and periia;>s ^ s i; c; ro t • i r / a 1-3 > as us -^rtjd 'iy .ii a;iy svriters. t'l is 
may be one of the reasons why he cannot favo.'rably compared 
with other w411 known masters of the poetic a r t . 
Without going into any other d e t a i l i t is proper 
to examine the aa l i en t features of his uasida wr i t ings : 
1. qasida 57 
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1. Though i t cannot be claimed with ce r t a in ty 
that Yusufi imraitated any one of the recognized masters in the 
a r t of qasxda wr i t ing , for h is poetry r e l l e e t s no such t r a i t , 
yet he speaks, though i t may be t r a d i t i 3 n a l , about Anwari and 
Zahir in a praise-worthy no te . I t may be added that he had a 
mood to imniitate Anwari and perhaps i t i s on t h i s account that 
he i n se r t s three l ines from Anwari's Qasida in one of his 
- 1 
poems by way of Tazmin. It is interesting to note that these 
lines are from two different -^ asidaa in the same metre and 
rhyme. 
It is however, certain that Yusufi's poems lack 
the fervour of Anwari's and the erudiction of Khaqanis'. He 
is no doubt fond of Persian vocabulary in preference to Arabic 
and in this respect too his poetry does not resemble that of 
Khaqani. It is also significant that how could Yusufi who had 
in prose writings shown a tendency of using frequent Arabic 
vocabular\| resists this temptation in his verses. 
2. As wfs the practice followed by other masters, 
Yusufi too made attempts to follow the models of the earlier 
masters. But as stated above his iimnitation is limited to the 
adoption of the rhymes and metres. The significant poets whose 
1. qasida 30 
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Drvan he tried to copy are Anwari, Khaqani, Zahir and Salman, 
This could be Tully borne out by the specimens of the Qasldas 
already qa*)ted. 
3. a) Simple and natural similies of the type of 
Arabic and Persian poets of the early period are found, A few 
lines from the ' Tashbib' of a qasida in the rhyme of Anwari's 
are quoted: 
In another verse he compares the moon of Id with the alphabet 
' 6 ' or as if the beloved of sky had made h;r eye-brow. 
On another occasion, the poet says : 
c^' tjj '-tsli.^ 6^'-9^  cfi>^ '-*^  ^i^-|-*-" j'-. -^ *'^j ^ t-^J^' 
b) In one of the odes, Yusufi describes the day 
breaking and the morning engagements in a very simple and 
natural style: 
jU^riL^I J ^ ^ . ohj'^y- Jb—. -^ -^  -r cij-^ cfvoOi.^;; j^' 
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4 . Most of t h e odes a re 'Tamhldia ' and l a id down 
r u l e s have been observed with r e s p e c t to i t s components. But 
t he re are examples of i ^as ida - i -Khi tab i a l s o , in which the poet 
opens the poem without any d e p i c t i o n of love a f f a i r , w i n e , or 
season, and comes on s t r a i g h t to the p r a i s e of h i s p a t r o n . Th 
followinofcay be quoted in suppor t of i t . 
c — .»* ^;,UuJ[r, »l i5^^l>i-«j l » • • J U ju-4;P * ^ j - . ' - *^ 
•^ —.«' ^'—«-*'_/>• <i::—«jJ Cfyj •*-*< f •s' *<'--4A u^* -^ '•*** *^^^ 
5 . FIGURES OF SPEECH; 
a) H u s n - i - T a l i l : Yusufi i s o f ten very p o e t i c and p r e f e r s to 
use the b e a u t i f u l p a t h e t i c f a l l a c y . The fo l lowing v e r s e s may be 
quoted : 
b) Luff -o-Nashr : 
c^S O^J-^f^ - J ^ j l j y y j i j JJ 
^ ! i ; ^ j j V ^ U j u^'^-'b O'J'-. . 5 ^ 
This v e r s e reminds us of G h a l i b ' s v e r s e , the second hemist ich 
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c) Tazad : The following verse shows Tazad and Tanasub both: 
d) Ta.jnis; 
e) Ghulu; Besides the traditional ' Mubaligha' which is 
common to all poets oi" classical era and also which is to some 
extent essential to give the effect of grandeur and pomp to 
Qasida, Yusufi has gone to object!onalle limits. For example 
the following are quoted : 
6. Yusufi's Qasaid furnish useful historical infor-
mation. It seems that after capturing India, Babur had an inten-
tion to invade Khurasan, tj'—'^ -r^ c:-^ -''t>s!j' J-*< As^ *-'^ H-^  O'^ J^-'^ **''^ •^  
In several ,'asaid 'Yusufi refers to Agra,Ban¥ras and Jaunpur 
of Humayun's period and speaks of their inhabitants in a very 
pleasant tone with reference to their beauty and scholarship. 
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He also refers to h^gh elevated and firm buildings of Jaunpur. 
In one of the Qasaid, the poet mentions of Humaygn's 
2 — — 
expedition of Gujrat . In another i^ asida, the verses of Tashbib 
- - - 3 - — 
reefer to the captruxe of the fort of Chunar by Huraayun. Yusufi 
had perhaps crossed the river Gangfts because he has described the 
4 
Hindu worshipers of Ganges and their devotion to it. In another 
uasida the Tashbibi verses open with reference to some letter, 
which the poet is despatching to Sher Khan through the morning 
breeze. 
Through the 'Matl^ ' of one Oasida, we come to 
kn m tha t the poem was composed at the time of conquest of 
Bengal, in which there occured great s laughter of enemies by 
— — fi 
the hands of Humayun. 
7, The Ghazals are no more d i f ferent from the Qasaid 
except t h i s that number of verses i s l e s s e r . All the three Ghazals, 
which are mentioned j u s t a f t e r the Qasaid in the Diwan, a lso 
serve the purpose of Qa^ida as there i s praise of the king and 
invocations for h is Majesty in the same exhalted tone. 
1. QasTda 34, IV verse. 
2. fi 26, XI II 
3. tt 26 I »t 
4. II 40 
5. II 52 
6. II 59 
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8, Although, traditional grandeur and prolixty in 
Yusufi's vasaid is wanting, and he has selected mostly easy 
Persian vocal ularies, there is considerable rythmical fluency 
in some odes. The following may be cited for example: 
or in another i^ asida: 
or 
There are verses which are not only figurative but also sound so 
lyrical that insplte of being of (^ asida could be sung on ins-
truments. 
9. (fit'as and Rubaiyat; i v^  i 
His qua^trains have special signifigence as 
they contain personal references which have been referred earlier 
in the chapter dealing with his life. 
Besides this, these quatrains also introduce some 
of the persons who had been quite well known during their life-
time but history has not taken any notice of them. Such persons 
are Mo^iyed Beg who is told to be very close to Humayun, Khalid Beg, 
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to whom, the poet has contribuied three quatrians and who seems 
to have held an important position at the court, Mirza Barlas, 
who is very noble and good natured, Mir Jahangir Quli, who 
is trust-worthy and kind, Mir Tahir, who is wise and kind, Mir 
A^li Beg, who is loyal to king and Ghayasuddin Abdullah, who is 
the most jocular and humaurous courtier. 
Yusufi has also referred to Bairam Beg who 
seems to be identical with Bairam Khan. In case this speculation 
is correct we have nothing to say. But if Bairam Beg is not the 
same Bairam Khan, he is to be listed with the persons whom his-
tory has neglected to record. 
Besides these references, there are few histori-
cal events mentioned in few quatrians. For example, in one 
quatrain he refers to some people who are disloyal and violent 
1 
and inspite of this that they had obtained in Fargana whatever 
they could they demand • *'IM-* • and • '^ -rT '. 
In another quatrain, there is an obscure 
reference to Gwaliar: 
1. Perhaps it is the same Pargana, which is in Bengal. 
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In another quatrain he refers tu the fierce 
battle fought in Bengal and says that incompareable massacre 
had happened in that battle. Apart from this historical signifi-
cance the quatrains do not possess any special poetic qualities 
which need consideration, 
Yusufi was however a court poet and this only 
fact is enough to add weight and inportance to his person as 
a poet. His Diwan, which has just been under review, though -
small in volume, Covers almost all the current form of poetry 
except Masnawjii. If we cannot put him in the line of noted 
masters, who actually did not come to Indian courts, we could 
say that Yusufi is comparable to other p)ets of Indian School. 
On the whole we find that neither Yusufi is too 
tedious like Khaqani nor too simple like Qaani. 
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A D D I T I O N A L P O E M S 
n N II ti IIII ft IIII ti It It IIII It n I III11 It II11 If H If ti fi II 
In addition to the Diwan of Qasaid just dis-
cussed the following poems are also traceable which are ascri-
bed to Yusufi: 
1. vasida-1-Asmai Ajnas-i-Advia. 
2. Qaslda Dar Lughat-i-Kindi. 
3. Masnawi Dar Mazammat-i-Bukhl-OTBakhil. 
_ - < - — 
4. Munaiat Dar T a l a b - i - I s h q - i - I l a h i . 
These peems have not been noticed by several 
ca ta loguers . All these poems are found included in the bound 
^Volumes comprising Yusufi 's other t r e a t i s e s . 
The c u l t u r a l and l i n g u i s t i c in tegra t ion which 
took place with the advent of Muslim rule in India,had reached 
i t s climax by the time of Moghals, From the l i t e r a r y and scien-
t i f i c point of view the pioneer work was done by physicians.They 
haf5 made the provision of the Hindi equivalents of Arabic and 
Persian medical and non-medical vocabularies and terms in the i r 
compilat ions. Such was the attiosphere which might have given 
r i s e to the composition of such ve r ses , ?Tere we have to examine 
these compositions in the order noted above, 
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9ASIDA~I-ASMAI AJNAS-I-ADVIA ; 
This poem is on the names of various medicaments. 
The date of composition is not mentioned any-where. The pen-
name Yusufi appears in the concluding verses. None of the cata-
logues have enlisted this v^ a^ ida except that of Uzbek Oriental 
Institute, U.S.S.R. In ^ ligarh Azad Library, it is included in 
a bound volume comprising the works of Yusufi, and consists of 
47 verses only. This Qasida had been published by Mustafai 
Mohammad Husain Press in 1268 A.n. along with other works of 
Yusufi. 
In the beginning five verses are in praise of 
God and also of introductory character. He says, " I have 
solved the difficulties by providing the names of different 
medicaments belonging to plant, mineral and animal kingdom. 
And I beg assistance from God who has created the Universe and 
who is the end and allV Following this, the drugs are men-
tioned the fiFSt being ' Sa'zig', the Hindi equivalent of which 
is given as 'Patraj' , There is no definite pattern followed 
by the author in the selection of drugs and the language from 
which these are translated. Except two or three, for which the 
Hindi equivalents are given, all the terms against the Arabic 
words are given in Persian. 
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The last three verses are '.jita-band' and speaks 
that Yusufi has composed this t^ asida for you, so that, you may 
draw benefit. And he is hopeful of absolution, inspite of the 
fact that his life-record is almost black on account of sins. 
Here ends the i^asida-i-Asma-i-Ajnas-c-Advia. 
In this i^ asida few very common drugs or medical 
terras have been dealt and no definite pattern has been observed 
in the prorision of equivalents. However most of the /Irabic 
neunes of the drugs and of the organs are being furnished with 
their Persian equivalents. Not only the composer has translated 
the so-called difficult words, but also mentions the medical 
properties of certain drugs. For ex-mple IJL.JL« JUj-' is used for 
the ailments of infants, the betel removes the foul odour of 
the mouth, the testicles of the ox give strength to the kidneys, 
cinamonni relieves palpitation, sugar-cane is refreshing,Scammoni 
is furgative, and wine harms the senses. Opium has been dealt 
with special references, and is told to be effective in cough, 
cattarh and haemoptysis. It also relieves bo(Jy pains, but it 
should be consumed constantly. After that Yusufi mentions 
the medicinal dose of opium. The addition of properties seems 
to be on account of poetic need in order to compose the counter-
hemistich. 
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There are verses w^ich are quite irrelevant with 
the title of the Qasida, For example he mentions in one of the 
verses, the Arabic words for lion, fox,fish and cancer and gives 
the Persian equivalents of each. 
For un-riped grape, he very confidently says 
that it is fine for over-whelming of blood: 
By the word' ^^J\,^J^^ ' he might have meant hypertension, Polycy-
thaemia-vera or any blood borne infeclion as Scarlatina or 
small-pox. However, the therapy is interesting and requires 
exnerimentai veriflettion. 
On the whole this ias.ida is no doubt a non-
serious work of Yusufi. 
•••=: + =:+= + 
+ = + = + 
+ = + 
+ 
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ijASlDA PAH LUGHAT-I-HINPf : 
!^asida-i"Lughat-i-IIi.?5:ii is also ascribed to 
Yusuf bin Mohammad - Yusufi. Definitely it had been composed 
in India, but the year of composition is not mentioned any-where. 
It is a short sjasida, comprising only 44 verses. It was probab-
ly the need of the time of which the emigrated scholar of that 
period was co-scious. 
It is enlisted in Russian and Bankipur catalogue. 
Besides there are manuscripts in *Aligarh Azad Library too. 
Not only this ^aslda irovides the Hindi medical 
terms but also it furnishes the current Hindi or Hindustani 
words a;Tait;st the Persian or Arabic words of other common articles, 
edibles or animals. 
In the first verse Yusufi invites the attention 
0 1 the reader to his t^ asida in which he has mentioned the Hindi 
equivalent of every thing, particularly of medicaments. In the 
second verse, he mentions a Punjabi word- 'Gal' which means 
talk or utterance and gives its Persian equivalent as ' Sukhan' 
or'Takallum•. 
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Til e following table wi l l show the crude Hindi 
words furnished by Yusufi in t h i s uas^ida:-
II 
Arabic 
Persian Hindi 
II 
11 
II 
II 
Arabic 
Pers ian . Hindi. 
II 
II 
II 
II 
11 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
11 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
11 
It 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
ii 
11 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
u ^ 
u l 
J - ^ 
J-^ 
-;,-X-» 
'jj-
u 
i*^—JUft 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
11 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
11 
It 
II 
II 
11 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
H 
II 
II 
II 
II 
11 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
It 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II JL. 
* I III I I — * ^ " ' • 
V 
V - ^ 
^. 
^i 
LSJ 
0 ••" 
i; 
< 
6>J 
» — ^ ^ . 
w 
. . t i f c i - ^ ^ 
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Few words have been wrongly under-stood by Yusufi 
For example he says that 'Kehruba' is'KapurJ which is against 
the fact. These are two entirely different things. Sii.ilarly, 
he translates ' Kandha' as 'Gardan' and 'Kulha' as 'Ran', while 
these are definite terms meant for shoulder, neck, hip and thigh 
respectively. 
However, these vords may be utilized in the 
linguistic siudy of early Hindustani. The list indicates that 
a number of words have retained their original pronunciation till 
today while some have undergone a change. We also observe that 
some Hindi sounds have been softend. 
:0:0:O:O:O:O:O; 
;0:0:0:0:0:0: 
:0:0:0:0:0: 
:0:0:0:0: 
:0:0:0: 
:0:0: 
:0: 
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MASNAWI DAii MAZMiMAT-I-BUKIlL-O-BAKHIL ; 
T h i s poem, as t h e t i t l e i n d i c a t e s , i s on t he 
e v i l s of m i s e r y and i s a s c r i b e d t o Y u s u f i , a s e v i d e n t from 
t h e pen-name wtiich a p p e a r s i n t h e l a s t v e r s e . The y e a r of 
c o m p o s i t i o n i s n o t ment ioned any w h e r e . 
None of t h e c a t a l o g u e r s h a s men t ioned t h i s 
poem. However t h i s i s i n c l u d e d i n two bound vo lumes of Yusuf i ' s 
works a v a i l a b l e i n m a n u s c r i p t s e c t i o n of Maulana Azad L i b r a r y 
of *Ali/^arh U n i v e r s i t y . 
Th i s Masnawi c o n s i s t s of 32 v e r s e s and opens 
w i t h t h e v e r s e s which d e p i c t t h e condemna t ion of t h e m i s e r . 
Few such v e r s e s a r e r e p r o d u c e d below : 
z, i- u< cf-if* ^^ *•*•/ "^ "^  ca-^"^j-^ *^  «ji—^c^' 
Following these verses In the next ten, Yusufi curses and 
reproaches the misers and advises them to give up this evil 
practice and emphasises the importance of generosity. In this 
reference, the following verses maybe examined: 
^ V ^ ' '-^ -J' u^ J J'JJ' *^ ^^ - •^'-- *^  H-
contd,..Page 205/ 
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Following t h e above a d t i s e of h i s own, Yusufl r e f e r s to the 
saving of Hazrat Wuhammad who i s the f r i end of God: 
:L iL'S—.t^.'i cr^-^ *^  j^f j ^ ..j-rt^ J^j^o—^ i ^ \I'-- ^z" I ••• 'I't •; ' j 
and then he describes the benlfits of generosity as well as 
the respect in general, the generous person enjoys: 
Next to it the poet has tried to substantiate the claims he 
has made . In order to do this he has made use of pathetic 
fallacies : 
The Masnawi concludes with the following verses: 
j^ t^j^M *-X-j' cr--*^-> -> -i^'t>'f-^^ *^  L^--^ 
^M Syr ^ S ^ ^M -'Ji^ jj ^^j'A<j-i <^j^ 
On the whole, from the artistic point of view, it is not a 
fine specimen of Iviasnawi. The standard of this form of poetry 
is considerably high in Persian literature. 
However, the poet has made use of rhetoric? 
successfully. The most frequently used figure is 'Husn-i-Talil'„ 
For example the following may be quoted. 
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MUNAJAT PAR TALAB-I-1SH^>~I-ILAHI : 
This poem, as the title indicates, is in divine 
love and is ascribed to Yusufi as evident from the pen-name which 
appears in the last but two verses. The year of its composition 
is not known. This Munajat is enlisted in the catalogue of the 
Persian manuscripts of Asiatic society of iengal compiled by 
_ < — 
Mirza Ashraf Ali and also in the catalogue of Uzbek Oriental 
Institute, U.S.S.R. This poem is also available in two bound 
volumes of Yusufi's other works in Azad Library of*Aligarh 
University. 
This Munajat consists of 30 verses and opens 
with the following : 
Following this there are verses which depict the frustration, 
deprivation and sufferings for the sake of divine love. He, 
therefore prays : 
(j^yyj*. J^ ^ J—*^' ->?-> 1 < > j ' j^j^j^' 
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Then the*e are verses in the same tone and alike content, 
until the poem concludes with the following : 
The entire poem is full of burnini?: desire and 
longing for divine love and devotion. Besides, there is a lot 
of fluency ard symbolic diction in this Masnawi. The following 
verses may be reproduced below for the appreciation of its 
allegorious choice of words and thought : 
It is agreed among the critics of literature 
that the person and mental trend ol' the artist reflects irre-
sistably in his art, Yusufi, as evident from his literary works, 
is however a religious minded person . The Munajat under revievr' 
is a spon^taneous expression of his faithful love for God and 
also it signifies his mystic taste. 
* . * . • ) ( • . # . * . * 
* • : * : * : * : * : * 
* • • • 
« • • 
• * 
* • * 
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B O O K ON M Y S T I C I S M 
ANWAR~I-RIKNiAT : 
In t h e m a n u s c r i p t s e c t i n n of Azad L i b r a r y of 
Al i f iarh Muslim U n i v e r s i t y , a s m a l l t r e a t i s e e n t i t l e d a s 'Anwar-
X 
-e-Klmat' is preserved under the collection on mysticism. There 
are three copies of it, two being separate and one being bound 
with the prosaic as well versified works of Yusufi. The bound 
iC -
copy is ascribed to 'Mohammad Gazali' in the catalogue and 
other two ar-' ascvibed to Yusufi, the physician. All the three 
are identical word by word excei't this that in the bound cOi>y 
<r __ 
transcribed by some Muhammad Shafi Nasarpuri in 1280 A.H., the 
quatrain at the end of the treatise which beers the pen-name 
Yusufi and the year of the Composition, is absent, perhaps the 
copying omission. 
Anwar~i-Kikmat deals with mystic and religious 
concepts and is in Persian language* The aforementioned cata-
logue is the only source wriich brings forth the authorship of 
Yusufi with respect to Anwar-i-Hikmat. No other catalogue or 
source has mentioned this mystic treatise under the works of 
Yusufi , Thus the matter raises an interesting query. 
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Rieu mentions Anwar-i-Hikmat under the manuscripts 
on myst icism on page 830 b of Ydl . I I of B r i t i s h Museum Cata logue. 
The d e s c r i p t i o n r e v e a l s t h a t the re are e i g h t f o l i o s on moral 
and r e l i g i o u s concepts by Imam Muhammad Ghazali and the t r e a -
t i s e opens a s : 
iS>- J V ^ "T?*^' p«i—«a*jy rj-*J' *^ a»^ ' 
In the catalogue of Bodlien Library Anwar-i-
Hikmat is described as under; 
' A short treatise on sufism by the great Divine 
Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Ghazali of Tus who was 
born in 450 A.K.(A,D.1508) and died in 505 A.H. 
(A.D.1111 or 1112) manuscript is dated 919 A.H. 
and comprises ff. 15'. 
Bankipur catalogue has also ascribed this work 
to Muhammad b. Muhammad al-GhazalT of Tus. None of these oata-
logers has even dragged the name of Yusufi in this connection 
except in the catalogue of East Russian academy of Uzbek,USSR, 
Vol. VI, in which A.A.Cemehoba mentions this treatise ascribing 
it to sameGhazall of Tus. The beginning given is the same as 
in others and the Manuscript . ends in the 'Quatrain, which is 
identical with that present in the two manuscripts preserved 
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in the Aligarh Azad Library. In the light of the content of the 
quatrain, there is an interesting note which is as under: 
" It gives the possibility to conclude that the copyist 
from the original of the work in question was Yusufi, 
who copied it in 919/1513. It is highly probable that 
he was the famous great physician Yusufi al-Harawi." 
Thus the question of author-ship of Anwar-i-
Hik.;at has been - ade a problem. As we see, there is no varia-
tion regaiding the beginnins,end and the contents of the manus-
cripts described in the different catalogues. It is still not 
clear how it has been ascribed to Ghazali of Tus. Because 
neither there is any mention of this name nor any reference 
in the treatise itself. Inspite of this the treatise is so 
boldly ascribed to Ghazali4 On the other hand, there is a 
quatrain in the end of the treatise which is not only present 
in Aligarh manuscript but also in the Russian manuscript. This 
quatrain , however, mentions the name of Yusufi as well as the 
year of its completion i.e. 919 A,H« The conclusion drawn in 
the Russian catalogue, that Yusufi al-Harawi was probably the 
copyist, does not conform with the position of Yusufi, the 
physician. It is subject to no question that Yusufi was a 
.f ^L «J^'j J .a^ 'jJ J^Vf^ J-^r^j f 4—* A—I-t il; 
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attached to the court of Babur and Humayun as a physician and 
as a poet. His skill , talent and calibre in the above men-
tioned branches of learning had well been displayed through 
his several works, examined earlier. A man of independant 
scholarship of such a standard should not be expected of doing 
the work of mere copying a small treatise of another writer, 
which comprises nothing un-usual and tedious except the funda-
mentals of sufism, every-day moral and few religious concepts 
applicable to better living. Further, while copying he will 
sweep off the name of the actual author and add a quatrain of 
his own at the end showing its completion by himself is beyond 
expectation. 
Further more, so far I have been able to trace 
I could not find any work in Persian language entitled as Anwa^ r-
-i-Hikmat under the authorship of Muhammad b.Muhammad al-GhazalT 
of lus. In Encyclopaedia of Islam there is a long biographical 
note on Kfuhammad .b .Muhammad al-Ghazall and his works are enuinera 
ted ii detail. But this does not include Anwar-i-IJikmat. His 
most popular and introduced work in I'er ian language is 'Kimya-
-i-Sa^adat'. The:e are few more in Persian, but the chief bulk 
of ^azali's compositions is in Ara ic language. 
1. E-J(l), Page 146. 
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Now the review of the Xacts reveals that the 
oldest source which ascr ibes the author-ship of Anwar-i-Hikmat 
to al-Ghazali i s Br i t i sh Museum cata logue. The others have 
followed i t without going into the f a c t s . Definite that there 
i s no in te rna l evidence in favour of the authorship of al-Ghazali 
On the other hand, the quatrain at the end of the t r ea t i s e 
c l ea r l y indicated that Yusufi was the author, Rieu and Banki-
pore cataloguer do not mention the end of the t r e a t i s e and 
therefore do not copy the quat r ian . Also i t is possible the 
quatrain might not be present in the manuscripts present there , 
iu t i t i s c -ear ly found in the manuscript of Aligarh, Rod lien 
and Uzbek l i b r a r i e s . Russian cata_logue has mentioned the 
quatrian but assumes the date furnished by i t as the date 
of transcrij>tion,and Yusufi as the scribe while there i s found 
another name Nazar b.'Jurban who i s claimed to be the subsequent 
scr ibe and Yusufi as the f i r s t copyist of the or ig inal work. 
This i s absolute ly wrong. There are other th i r t een coi;ies of 
Anwar-i-Hikmat preserved in the l i b ra ry of Uzbek-Russia for 
which di f ferent scr ibes and dates of t r ansc r ip t ion are men-
t ioned. H ,'vv i t could be acceptable th : .; i r e t ' 1 e compiled 
by Ghazali who lived in 5th Century A.^i, was copied by Yiisufi 
in 10th Century A.H. and t h i s only copy became so popular and 
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inevitaible source that all the subsequent scribes depended on 
it, copying also the quatrain which bore the name Yusufi who 
was the soycalled first scribe of the original work. 
In Bankipore library there is a bound collec-
tion of four treatises of mixed contents, including Anwar-i-
Hikmat. The scribe of all the treatises is not mentioned, 
but the compiler of the catalogue gives information that on 
the title pase the work is wrongly endorsed as 'Anwar-i-IIikmat 
Yusufi' . How he could declare it wrong and what was his 
source of ascribing the work to Ghazali of Tus. is open to 
quf-stion. Actually the endorsement to Yusufi was correct 
on the said manuscript, '.^There lies the root of mistake is 
not easy to answer. At present \\e have to examine the content 
of the quatrain and the last phrase. JS'ollowing the last'Kalraa', 
the author says." • • / »i - i.- •- < i . f . . • . • 
A scribe should have not used the word ' V ^ ^ » , on the other 
hand the author could do it. Just following this there is a 
quatrain which sneaks as under : 
" With the favour and blessings of God, this fresh 
impression has come into existance as it was desired 
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by Yusufi , and i t concluded on the 9th of R a b i - u l -
Awwal, 919 H l j r i . " 
This c l e a r l y de termines the au thorsh ip of Yusuf i . Ear ly t en th 
cen tu ry H i j r i was a per iod when Yusufi was probably in Herat 
and had composed s eve ra l works on medic ine , v e r s i f i e d as well 
as in p r o s e . 
Kimya-i-Sa adat was compiled in 5th cen tu ry 
H i j r i and v i v i d l y r e f l e c t s the s t y l e and s i m p l i c i t y of the 
per iod and the language of Anwar-i-Kikmat does not conform 
with t h a t of Kimya-i-Sa*^adat. The langua/re and s ty l e of 
Anwar-i-Hikmat i s c e r t a i n l y of l a t e r per iod and could not 
be a compi la t ion of 5th cen tu ry H i j r i . A comparative s tudy 
of passages w i l l do: 
Kimya-i-Sa'^Jat '. j^jt S j ^ L ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ j i ^ J1--»=-j^! AJ^-. *^•'-^J 
Anwar-i-Hikmat: 
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The above quoted phrases clearly show the di-
fferent styles )f diction. Particularly the opening phrases of 
Anwar-i-Hikmat wdch are rather in prayer, very closely reflect 
the Yusufi's prose style: 
Keeping in view the facts mentioned above, I 
would like to express that Anwar-i-Hikmat is genuine com-ila-
tlon of Yusuf h, Muhammad ~ better known as Yusuf i-HHarawi. 
There are ten folios in Aligarh manuscript comprising 165 
maxims. There are no chapters and the minuscript opens with 
•Munajat ' without any preface. Following this, there is first 
'Kalma'(maxima). Actually this small treatise comprises the 
maxims on ethical and moral values and few religious concepts. 
The first three 'Kalmat' or maxims speak of the mercy and ble-
ssings of God and that the man should not give up the hope of 
divine favours although he might have lived a life full of sins. 
But however, he should endeavour for better living and adherence 
to the duties due on his part towards God. 
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Following this, the author defines'Salik' 
(the devotee) and the conditioYis which determine his true 
position. The tenth 'Kalma' defines ' Fana' as the extreme 
devotion towards God and ' Baqa ' just the comraencement of 
that devotion. 
In the next two 'Kalmat* the 'Pir-i-Kamil' and 
'Murid-i-3adi(i' is defined and essential conditions are laid 
down for them. In 'Kalmat* next tj it, the author exr-lains the 
genuine ' Zuhad' (Abstinence ), asceticism, commemoration of 
Divine attributes, and Derveshi'. 
In the next maxim,'TasBwwuf' (mysticism ) is 
defined in a comiirehensive short sentence, that what is in 
the head, is taught to others and what is in hands, is distri-
buted among others. 
Next to it, there are definitions, and inter-
pretations of 'Sincerity', ' liberality','isolation', m^anliness, 
felicity and Unity of God. Sufi is defined as a ground, on which 
each good or bad person puts his foot and as a cloud which 
gives shadow to all things and as a rain, which gives water to 
every one. 
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Similarly in the follov«ing maxims, other sufistic 
terms like 'Arif , Wur'b' (Nearness), ecstasy, and 'Halawat' 
are defined. In 'Kalnia' 41, there is a fine advise. The author 
says that if you are given a choice of option between a mosque 
and a paradise to go in, you should go towards the mosque ins-
tead of paradise. Because the paradise is meant to be your 
house and the mosque is the house of God. 
The next seven maxims comprise the division 
of men according to their spritual and material education and 
the moral standards. 
The rest of the maxims are on the general 
rule^ to be observed in social behaviour and ethical values. 
There are admonitory counsels with respect to both the phases 
of life i.e. this world and its material concerns and also 
the world to couie after death and its spritual values, A few 
•Kalinat' also furnish the advise regarding the eating and 
drinking. For example in Kalma 115 and 147, the author says 
that you should take food as if ou eat it not it eats you, 
because if you eat it, you obtain refulgence, on the contrary, 
it gives total darkness. 
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In the next Kalma, the author says that the body 
gets relief with little food, the heart with least desire of 
revenge, and sprit with least of griefs. 
Following the last maxim which is 165 in number, 
the author says that the compilation of these words which com -
prise the sayings of the saints and philosophers and which are 
free from the ills of formality, comes to an end by all means, 
I have to be thankful to God. 
As the author himself expresses, the maxima 
are the selections from the famous sayings of sufis, saints 
and philosophers based on the religious and moral principles. 
Himself, Yusufi was however not a sufi or uurvesh on the other 
hand he remained attached to courts through-out his life. And 
thus we cannot establish any practical link between this small 
work and his person, as we find In the case of Rumi, Sa^adi, and 
Jami. 
The most distinquished persons who lived in 
7th cent ry A.H, in Persia was Sharfuddin Sa^adi. His most popu-
lar work ' Gulistan' seems to be the chief source of Yusufi . Not 
only the construction of phrases and mode of depiction is similar, 
Yusufi has also copied several maxims precisely or with a slight 
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change of words. The following comparative study will show 
the resemblance. 
Yusufi: c:.^Uw /^^ U^ o.j'->-«, <j'JL«i» L j ^ ^jy.J^ C^j^-
S a ^ a d i : M ^ i . f .1 . : I « 14^  ... ! -1 • - f - l - * * 
Y u s u f i : " > (^ . -»A!; J j J ^ ^ . iy>»U j l j ju-' 4>. J ^ aCU ^>.i J, ^ ^ J * 
Sa^'adi: " Jfr j^ , . OAJJ ^  U J - ^ . ( ^ U j l ^ j j f 0<-*^ '^"^ -^  (>^ -•t..'-^ ^ -» " 
Yu suf i : ^ j^j\.^jJt JL: J / V Z - ^ J^\ tS ^ ^^ U;>- ^yi J ^ J ,;,'-«; j 0 ^ ^ 
Sa^adi : . , i> C>*^  O-V^'^^-^-^J^' «^ o 5 / 6 ^ u * ^ - » ^ - > u ^ j - * cr>--
Y u s u f i : ^ J-'^-w-. t ^ j J ALJ-W J J U J J J J ^ ^ ^ J ' 6 > r 6 ^ * - ' " 
Sa*'adi: 
4LX*' J-'Ufl*-. iy-J-> *JUJ-« -J-'^jJ/* J ^ **-»j'>?-U^J " 
Another work of similar nature entitled as 
_ _ _ - c -
'^ii£bah-ul-Hadaya wa Wiftah-ul-Kifaya' was compiled by Izzuddii 
Muhammad b. Ali Kasbani in 8th century A.H. This is in Persi 
language and is actually an abridged adoptation of the famous 
Arabic work, 'Awarif'ul IvJa'arif. On examining the chapters 
of Mi£bah-uJ-Iiadaya', it becon.es obvious that most of the topics 
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and terms explained are identical with that of Anwar-i-IIikmat. 
For example, ethical and sufistic terms ?nd regulations of food. 
But in Misbah-ul-Hadaya the chapters are loiig and every doctrine 
is described in detail instead of short maxims. 
Another distinguished literary figure who lived 
in 9th Century A.H. was Abdul Rehman Jami . This was also the 
period of Yusufi and he seems t > have drawn inspiration from 
his sufistic trends with siecial reference to his small collec-
tion of maxims ' Lawai'h Jami• Lawaih was composed during the 
period of Jahanshah which corresponds to the later half of 9th 
Century A.H,, while Yusufi had composed Anwar-i_Hikmat in early 
lOtli Century A.H, The most striking similarity is the plan of 
short maxims depicting the mystic and spritual doctrines. There 
are several common subjects dealt with in Lawaih and Anwar-i-
Hikmat and the pattern is more or less the same. 
The following comj)arative study will show the 
similarity: 
jEmi: L>'-.^ J^ J-^jyic^j'^^^ *^^'r. *^o^'o'0'^>>'-!*^ " 
Yusufi: ^\^-;\^\£\juy ^f J 1 ^ H ^ O - V J ! <^_lo.^UU " 
1. Manuscript, Maulana Azad Library, Aligarh. 
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The introductory phrases ai e in rhymed prose in both the trea-
tises. For example Jaml says: 
c^^s\j\, *^h.ih ^u '^'y j^ c^^o'-ju'^' ^^j ci'-J ^^^^^jt^_^ " 
Yusufi says: 
Jami is however tedious in his vocabulary as well as in sjTitax 
while Yusufi is much simple in his diction. Moreover Jami has 
confined his teachings to extreme devotion while Yusufi has 
dealt with spritual d)ctrines as well as few material aspects 
of lire also. 
Thus it is obvious that Yusufi had drawn ins-i-
rati n from various such works as he himself says at the end of 
the treatise. In contrast to Badai-ul-Insha, Yusufi is much 
simple and comprehensive in Anwar-i-Uikmat. The vocabulary used 
is almost {)ure Persian with digestible Arabic terms. The expre-
ssions are smart and easily graspable, depicting a lot in a 
short phrase. 
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Anwar-i-Hikmat is one of the early works of 
Yusufi and reflects the style different from that which was 
enthusiastically propagated in India during the Moghal period 
This was Yusufi's divergent taste and capa-
bility in learning that he, besides the epistolary, medicine 
and poetry, also took up a work on ethics and sufism. 
Page No. (223) 
YUSUFI AS A TABIB ; 
This bitter fact,however, is to be swallowed that 
medicine more or less remained static after the Uth Century A.D,, 
in Persia and Central Asia. In late 15th Century A.D., with the 
advent of Safavids, the rigid compass of religious discriminations 
had converged the sphere of varied learnings in Persia. The last 
great work produced in Arabic was 'Qanun'of Avicenna and in 
Persian was 'Zakhira' of al-Jurjani. The in-between period of 
havoc and transfer of powers remained content with the medical 
knowledge summed up till that time by the great masters. 
In sixteenth century A.D,, the centre of learning 
shifted to India from Persia, where Mughals had established a magni-
ficient Empire. Here the Greco-Arabian and Indian medicines were 
influenced and benifitted by each other and scores of medical 
works were produced. Yusufi was one of those physicians who flour-
ished in India and compiled medical books. Hliile evaluating Yusufi 
as a physician, we shall have/review the scope of any original 
contribution to the medical science of that age. We have observed 
that medicine was adopted by Arabs in its well developed form 
from the Greeks. But as we know, it was based on analogical 
findings. The contribution of Arabs was the introduction of ob-
servation and experimentatiun. Thus the medicine was set on the 
scientific path by the great original thinkers among the Arabs 
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and Persians and :. asters like Ali bin Ilabban al-Tabari, Zakariya 
Razi, al-Vajusi, Avicenna and al-Jurjani had systematically 
arranged their encyclopaedio medical works based on the laid 
down fundamentals and their own clinical observations. Among 
the above mentioned works, Qanun of Avicenna had become most 
fionular and was faithfully followed in India during the Moghal 
period. Yusufi should have not been an exception to that. 
As we have noted in our previous discussions, 
the physicians who lived during the period between 8th to 10th 
Century A.H, and also the sultans who ruled durigg this peri id 
in India, showed their active interests and efforts in the uti-
lization of vedic medicine. They translated and interpreted 
the vedic medical books. From the tenth Century Hijri the fresh 
talent came with Moghals and the Persian medicine was brought 
into lime light. During the first two moghal monarchs - Babur 
and Humayun, so far history furnishes us, Yusufi is the only 
physician who compiled books on medicine. Owing to the absence 
of microscopical studies and advanced biological sciences, any 
development on the fundamental humoiiral theories and patholggy 
was out of question. The only inilividual contribution, a phy-
sician of that HKsa era could do was in the field of therapeutics 
and physical findings, based on his personal observations. Hakim 
Yusufi's basic contribution seems to be this that he thoroughly 
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studied the Arabian medicine with special reference to uanun, of 
Avicennei and its commentaries without being influenced by the 
Ayurveda of India. He wrote several treatises summing up the 
knowledge on materia luedlca, Hygiene, Kulliat, diagnosis and 
treatment. In doing this, he simplified the obscure and tedious 
descrijitioiis of yanun and other /Arabic medical works and com-
piled his books in Persian language* Thus his compilations 
provide an easy and graspable reading for the beginners and 
handy booklets for the practitioners. 
Another distinct feature of Yusufi as a physician-
writer is that he had coaioosed most of his works in the form of 
verse. Poetry i.s not meant for science and no doubt it is diffi-
cult to compose problem opems on material sciences. But Yusufi 
has done it with utmost success and this also leads to the con-
clusion that he had developed a clear and masterly conception of 
medicine and its allied branches. There are other examples of 
1 
versified medical works produced in India and also in Persia. 
1. Perhaps Khalid bin. Yazid was the first to write the scienti-
fic treatises in verse and the exconple set by him was follo-
wed by m.any. Shaik Bu ^ Ali Sina had compiled a book on 'Kulliat' 
entitled as 'Arjuza' in the form of verses. In India a versi-
fied medicine entitled as ' 31_,if a-ul-Marz* is traced back to 
period of Firozshah Tughlaq. During the period of Aurangzeb, 
Ahmad lannauji had composed medicine in the form of Masnawi 
entitled as 'Tuhfat-ul-Atibba'. 
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Medicine in the form of verse, no doubt makes 
it a leasant reading, while we must confess that Qanun and 
other similar works in prose except Hawi of Zakariya Ilazi in 
which the descriptions are supported with clinical records, are 
dull reading. Further, there mur.t be two aspects of a physician. 
lie might be a very good writer of medical books or he may be 
only a physician of high public utility and mature experience. 
Both talents are seldom found together in the same person. To 
become a court Physician was not a matter of recommendation 
during the days of monarchy. The Emperors themselves used to test 
the abilities of the scholars and professionals and there was 
an immediate access of the person to them for the display of 
his talents. A personal physician to Babur and Humaytin, as 
i^aulana Yusufi-tabib was, should however be ranked among the 
men of skill and repute. Abul Fazl's remarks with respect to 
— — ^ 
^usufi's position at the cooirt of Babur is worthy of note. 
- —2 — — 3 Similarly Sam Mirza and Khwandmir also furnish most favourable 
remarks. 
Today we could be unjust while eval.iatinsr the 
efficiency and works of a Physiciein of 16th Century A.D. because 
we are conscious of medical advancements of our era. Fr.Angelus, 
1. Akbar Niffla,_Vol.I P. 119. 
2. Tuhfa-i_Sami, P. 156 - (Calcutta) 
3. Several references are given from '^anun-i-IIumayuni' in the 
chapter II of this thesis. 
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a Frerch of 17th Century A.D,, who had studied Persian medicine 
in Isfahan, states that the medical works most coii.monly read 
- - < - -
in his days were the Zakhira of Ismail-al-Jurjani, the Tihb-i-
i^ usufi and the Kif aya-i-Mansuri. This Tibb-i-Yusuf i is actua-
lly his • Jam^i-ul.Fawaid' . It is interesting to note that 
this work of Yusufi gained j^ opularity in the Englis|i knowing 
world also. A part of this had been translated into English 
2 -
by Dr. Lichtwardt of American Medical Mission to Persia . Murad 
Ali jalpar has most often referred to Yusufi's works in his 
'Tibb-i-Mur^d', especially his rhymed treatise on 'Foods and 
Drinks' . A pkarmacopoeia the auti^ ior of which is not known 
has referred to Yusufi and speaks highly of him. The content 
of the manuscript reveal that it was composed in the period 
4 
of Aurangzeb. 
So far the fundamentals are corjcerned, Yusufi 
has not deviated from the master .vorks of Arab and Persian 
nhysicians. He has rather followed the pattern of Avicenna in 
fl/lmost all his compilations . But he has also mentioned numerous 
reci|)es and drugs of his choice and experience. 
1. Quoted from'Gazophylacium Linguae Persarum( a dictionary of 
Persian words translated into Italian, Latin and French,Amster-
dam, 1684) by Dr.Cyril Elgood in 'A medical'history of Persia' 
page 367,(Cambridge, 1951). 
2. Annals of Medical History,series II,Vol.VI.PP.280-84(1934) 
3. Catalogue of E.G.Browne's persona] collections. 
4. Qarabadin: manuscript in Asiatic Society of Bengal- Ivanov. 
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Syphilis is not recognized clinically in the 
clrissical medical books, Avicenna and others have described 
the lesion called Nar-i-Farsi which was lore or less linked 
with the infection acq-iired by sexual intercourse. The ear-
liest account of syphilis is perhaps found in the Khulasat-ul-
Tajarib of Baha-ul-L-oula ( 1501 A.D.). He h s used the word 
'A^blai Firang' and also 'Atishak' and has given the true 
account of the clinical symptoms. Yusufi who was a contempo-
rary to Baha-ul-Uoula wrote his Jami-ul-Fawaid in 1511 A.D. 
and devoted several verses to the treatment of syphilis which 
he calls 'Firangia' and Abla-i-Firang. Yusufi concentrates 
on the use of mercury, both by mouth in the form of tablets 
and powder and also as an ointment for local application. 
Mercury was the drug of choice for syphilis even in early 19th 
Century A.D. Apnarently it seems that Yusufi was inspired by 
Baha-ul-Iiaula,but still he remains the next man to realize 
the true feature of the disease and its specific treatment. 
The works of Yusufi particularly those which cover, physiolo-
gical , by gienic and therapeutical descriptions, seem to be 
the gist of a medical practitioner's personal experiences. The 
works combine the clini.eal acumen and personal touches of Hawi 
with the orderly presentation of 'v'anLTn' . There are suggestions 
of practical importance and utility, but also there are obser-
vation which a physician oOxoday can neither accept nor deny. 
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If all requires thoiough clinical te ,ts. For example, hanging 
of gold with the neck of infants for epileptic fits, putting 
ground 'funduq ' with olive oil on the vertex of the infant 
in order to change the blue colour of iris to black and putting 
the incised mouse ever the flesh where thorn is pricked in 
order to get it out etc. 
Most of the prscriptions he has mentioned for 
sexual potency, are cheap and easy to prepare and also lenfc-
ficial. iiis original observations are frequently found, in his 
works. lie seeuis to have found cow's ghee useful in cough, in-
testinal nains and snake bite. Cow's ghee is actually the 
favourite therapeutic agent of Indian vaids. There are few 
remarkable clinical observations and experiences. For example 
he is conscious of the development of ascitis in chronic cases 
of quartan fever, confidently recommends th>mol for asthma and 
advises to take always fresh meat, stale bread and stored water 
of three days. Yusufi is very near to the present day pathology, 
when he says that the cause of paralysis is hyjjertension. For 
ozaena, which is, according to modem theory, develOfied on account 
of maggots, he so widely recoimnends the nasal wash with wine, 
which is strong antiseptic. He seems to be thoroughly conscious 
of the necessity of Kigh nourishment in the cases of tuberculosis. 
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He , rather cuts short the drugs, quite coMtrary to classical 
writers, and concentrates on diet like flesh of cock etc. 
Wost of the writers, while dealing with the treatment, have 
not paid attention to the cliiuatic variations. Yusufi recommends 
drugs and diet to the patient of siuall-pox, keeping in view the 
various states of climate and season. 
It is nothing but his acute clinical observa-
tion that he warns the patients of asthma against the dust, 
smoke and smell. 
Thus Yusufi holds a distinct position aujong 
the physician who flourished during the first two moghal 
monarchs in India and his works arc still read with iriterest. 
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YUSUFI AS AN EPISTOLQGRAPHER : 
The abilities ofi^ usufl as an epistolographer 
are well depicted in his Badai-ul-Insha. Epistolary is that 
branch of literature which involves the knowledge of several 
learnings. There is hardly any branch of Persian literature 
which reflects the social character of the society and its 
set up during a certain period, so poignantly as the episto-
loeraphy. Besides a great diplomatic insight,the epistolfir 
should be conscious enough of the relationship between indi-
viduals and the distinctions maintained in the society. The 
art of epistolary had gained impetus from the feudalism of 
middle ages, and was considered the most important branch of 
learning during the moghal period. Not only from the diplouatic 
and social point of biew, but also purely from the literary 
point of vie , this branch of learning was considered essential 
for the students of literature. In India the person who marks 
the beginning of the art of epistolography during the moghal 
period is no doubt Yusufi. Though there was another noteworthy 
work 'Namai Nami' produced during the same period, Badai-ul-
Insh'a, still holds a distinguished position owing to its contents 
which are purely for the sake of art and scholarship. Because 
the Insh"a of moghal period was produced in two forms: 
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a) Addressed to the general reader, observing the ba^ic rules 
of Khitab and Jaual) with respect to the gradations, without 
mentioning the names arid the specific events. These, in other 
words are model epistles, bearing no historical value. 
b) Addressed to the specific person, referring to the actual 
happenings and events. Such letters hold great historical impor-
tance. Yusufi had adhered to the composition of model epistles 
for the benifit of his own son and other students of Insha. Not 
only the language, style and the essential^of Insha-Pardazi 
are required for an epistolographer, but also he should be 
well informed of the status of the addresser, and addressee, 
and other official formalities. Thus judged from the view 
of the sa6alled formalities, subject matter and literary 
draftiiianship, Yusufi deserves to be included in the list of 
super class epistolars. His command over synonyms, his ponde-
rous phrases, adequate choice of words, lavish use of arable 
adjectives and infinitives an6 fluent rhymed syntax, furnish 
sofficier.t proof of his matute learning and skill as an Insha-
pardaz. Yusufi is no doubt highly erudite, verbose and figurative, 
so much that some anonymous author managed to compile the glo-
ssary of Badai-ul-lnsha. But these factors were however the 
1. Br.Mus.MS.Add.5629 ff.l44a- 179a. 
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essentials of classical prose of early Moghal period and we 
have to give due credit to Yusufi instead of frowning at him. 
Yusufi was boldly followed by the later epistolars. To quote 
a few the following may be cited: 
Mir Abul v^ asim Khan Namakin who flourished 
during the peri jd of -Akbar and Jehangir lias mainly based his 
chapters V,V1 & VII of his 'Munsha'at' on the corresponding 
letters ol Badai-ul-Insha. Similarly the author of Insha-i-
Tarab alTSubyan*. Nuruddin Kuhaiiimad Abdullah who flourished 
d iring the reign of Jahangir, has followed the pattern of Badai-
^ul-Inshi of Hakim Yusufi in th(; classification of the model 
letters. 
Smoothly it Ls nut all worthy of appreciytion. 
Yusufi has gone beyond the essential classification of epistles, 
A sense of borodom creeps into the reader's mind while coming 
across witfi the frej .:il mu- :• : un-necessarily designed for the 
same class of addressee. 
It is, however, really unfortunate that history 
has not preserved any real letters or documents drafted by Yusufi 
as a secretary to Humayun. His capability as an e, istolographer 
reflected in his only traceable work on the subject, exites 
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tempta t ion for reading the l e t t e r s or raruians d ra f t ed by him 
or behalf of h i s pa t ron iiumayun. The same s k i l l of Insha Par azi 
had made Abul Faz^l such an immortal and dominat ing p e r s o n a l i t y 
as tn cause some h i s t o r i a n s observe t h a t Akbar could become 
g r e a t because he had Abul Faxjl oft h i s d i s p o s a l . I t i s s u r -
p r i s i n g how the h i s t o r i a n s have neg lec ted tVie person l i k e 
Yusufi . Khwant'mir who f r e q u e n t l y r e f e r s in h i s ,!anun-i-
Humayuni ttj i^usufi 's -^asaid ; r e sen ted t o IIumaj'Tiin, r e f r a i n s 
from g iv ing any account of his s e c r e t a r y - s h i p . And thus we 
are l e f t only with B a d a i - u l - I n s h a in o rde r t o draw conc lu-
sion r ega rd ing t h e s k i l l of V'usr.fi as an e p i s t o l o g r a p h e r . 
t i "li 4« * i i "tt & it <ii lit 4t <tt iti ff w •!l'*<(?•!?•!?«>'i? "P •!?-ff « 
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YUSUFI AS A POET : 
As it was more or less essential for a 
Physician of classical era to study and cultivate the know-
ledge of other subjects and languages, besides the Tib, it 
was also true th^ it almost all the Hakims Hsed to be poets 
also. It was perhaps, if acquisition of poetic talent is 
not contradicted, a natural outcome of the study of prosody 
and Arabic - Persian classical literature. As for the versi-
fication of medical treatises, there were many others also. 
But Yusufi was also a court poet and has left us with a Diuan 
of Qasaic! and other forms of peems. 
It could be said, without any fear of contra-
diction, that contrary to poems composed owing to inner derive 
of the poet,it is difficult to versify the scientific literature 
under compulsion of technical terms. Moreover, if one could 
add the poetic nerve and musical tone to such compositions, it 
is an exclusive credit on the part of the poet. 
In case of Yusufi, it seems as if he had no 
problem of^aving something in prose or poetry. His command 
aver poetic art is quite evident from his varied ty;e of poems. 
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Besides several medical verses, Yusufi had also, 
as mentionefl above, composed a number of yasaid in praise of Babur, 
Humayun, Kaniran, Hindal and Askari. He had equal/taste for Ghazal, 
iViasnavi, and c^ lta. Probably the unique Diwan, i have come 
across in Governinent Oriental manuscript library,Madras, is 
the only source in order to establish the Yusufi's position 
as a court poet. But there must have been more ^asaid than we 
have found, for in one of his ^asaid, iusufi himself express 
that he used to compose two Vt;asida^  per month. 
Perhaps Yusufi's multifarious scholarship 
did not let him come in the front line in the field of poetry. 
Otherwise his standard of poems is no less tha- tlie other/Pei sian 
poets. His iJiwan reveals tKe calibre of his poetic talent and 
the verdicts of contemporary s<;holars of repute add to our 
knowledge re-arding the position and respect of the poet in the 
period he lived. 
VVe have inherited a legacy of Persian classical 
poetry and there we find laborious weaving of fabrics of obscure 
language adorned with imagery and fantasy. And this all comes 
from the famous poets who are the makers of the history of Persian 
poetical literature. But as a matter of fact, the classics achieve 
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greatness by r e s t r a i n t and s impl i c i ty . Yusufi had, ho\¥e«,r,to 
face the stme jTOblems as his predecessors and contemporaries 
that i s , imperialism and feudaltsra and i t s inv i t ab le demands, 
the usual and t r a d i t i o n a l trend of inconclevable asser t ions in 
the poems to be presented to the monarchs and pat rons . But 
lusufi i s much simpler in his poetic d ic t ion and eulogical 
a s s e r t i o n s . He could have been very f igu ra t ive , ornate and 
obscure as he had displayed his s k i l l in his Badai-ul-Insha, 
vvv 
but he is nit so/his poems. Perhaps this might have been 
an'^ ther cause that Yusufi could not secure a distinct and 
independent'position as a poet. The verses, Yusufi has quoted 
— c — 
in his model epigtles m Badai-ul-Insha are fine specimens of 
poetry. I tried to find out whether the verses cited in bet-
ween the letters were the compositions of other famous poets 
but I could not reach any definite conclusion except this that 
probably a poet of Yusufi's scholarship should not have co'jied 
the verses of others so profusely. 
£ £ 
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C O N C L U S I O N 
>••+++++++ + ++++++++++ 
Before I close the account of the life and works 
Yusuf bin Muhammad-Yusufi, i would like to add here that although 
several books are available, we are stil short of the details of 
his life. On the basis of what has survived it has been possible 
to establish his position as a physician, as an epistolographer, 
and as a poet. But it does not lead to contentment. The posi-
tions ho held at the courts of first two Moghal Emperors in India 
should have made hira a historical relic. Very frequently he has 
leen neglected by the biographers. It is more sa^ i^  to note that 
Habur in his 'Meuioirs', Gul Badan Begum in her ' Ilumayun Nama* 
and Jauhar Aftabchi in his ' Tazkirat-ul-Vaqiyat' have altogether 
failed to refer to Yusufi while they have mentioned the eminent 
persons associated with the court. Perhaps Yusufi himself was 
a person of reserved nature and a victim to vanity as he refrains 
to speak with reference t* any cnnierapi)rary physician scholar 
or poet. He mentions few names in some of his poems available 
in his Jjiuan, but furnishes no information regarding their posi-
tion or scholarship. Apart from the capabilities of YiTsufl as a 
ph sician and epistolographer his short compilation; 'Anwar-i-
Hikmat' opens another chapter of his scholarship. Though it is a 
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collection of sufistic doctrines and niaxiais on et'nics, it un-
usually hap: ens to be ojfniore practical utility than the Jther 
such compilations. For it does not comprise the maxims which 
only teach extreme divine love and ultitnate 'fani' and loFive an 
imtression of monastic life on immature minds. iTusufi, on the 
other hand teaches to live a disciplined life with respect to 
spiritual as well as material as-ects. 
yusufi was a versatile genius as we have 
observed through out the discussion . Keepine ii! view his 
varied tastes and learnin," in diverse subjects, we co'ild claim 
that he wa^ j one of the scholars wort'iy of study, the central 
Asia produced in early sixteenth century. 
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